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This. workshop investigated how managers can evaluate,
select,and effectively use information resource management (IRM)
tooli, especially data dictionary systems (DDS). An executive
summary, which provides a definition of IRM as developed by workshop
particiPants,precedes the keynote address, "Data-: The Raw Material
of a Paper Factory," by John A. Gosden. The reports from four working
panels which follow cover: (1) the uses of aninformation resource
dictionary system (IRDS), with a discussion of organizational
information systems -and database perspectives; as well as tables--
illustrating how the-IRDS is used in various system life cycle (SLC)
phases and the relationships between IRDS functions and 'its
users /uses ;' (2) IRM policies and4controls,'with a sample strategic
system architecture plan and discussions of IRM policies applicable
across all SLC phaseS and other policies for specific phases; (3)
logical database design, with discussions of user requirements
analysis, information modeling, the interface between logical and
physical design, and the role of pm in the management of data, as. .well as an 84-item bibliography; and (4): physical database design,
with -a discussion of six SLC phases, including the user requirements .

analysis, physical design, -implementation, operations, evolution, and
end game phases. A. list of workshop participants and their
organizational affiliations concludes the report. (ESR)
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PREFACE- E

This report constitutes the proceedings of a three-day
workshop on information.resodrce managemeht tools,held.in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida on October 20,22, 1980. The
workshop was sponsofed jointly by the Institute forCompgter
Sciences_and Technology of.the.NationalBureau of Standards
(NBS) and the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM).
The workshop continues the close working relationship' that
was started in 81972 between the Institute and the ACM.

.The .first workshop in this series was Data Base
fifections: The Next Steps, held in October, 1975. NBS pub-
lished the workshop report as Special Publication 451, and
it ',was reprinted both by the ACM Special Interest Group on
the.Management,of-Data and-the ACM Speefal Interest..,Group on

.Business Data Processing. The'Britigh Computer SOciety.pub-
lished the report for EuropeanMistribution, and it was ex-
cerpted by the IEEE an Auerbach.

The second worksh p, Data Base Directions: The
ConversinPrc- was eld on NoveMEWr 1-3,41977. It ad-
dressed the cTliriiiinns: " at information can help a manager
'assess. the impact a cony rsion will haire on adatabase sys-
tem?" and "What aid will database system be during a
conversion?" The reportha been published by NBS as Special
Publication 500-64, and as a joint publication of the ACM
Special Interest Groups On the Management of Data and Busi-
ness Data Processing. Portions of the report were presented
at the 1978 National Computer Conference.

The purpose of this latest works op was_to generate in-
formation that Federa2 and private in stry managers can ap-
ply to evaluate and select.information resource management
tools, especially data dictionary sys ems, and use them ef--
fectively. Such information is becomin increasingly impor-
tant to Federal agencies working to man ge the enormous col-
lections of data characteristic of today s operations.

The workshop divided into four.workin panel's 'to con-
sider infbrmation resource mangement toots from the sthnd-
point of uses, policies and controls, logical database

'design, and physical database design. Each panel prepared a
draft report, which was then put into final form by the
panel chairman for submission to the.procrdings editor. .1



-Because.the participants in the. workshop drew on their
personal experiences, they sometimes cited specific vendors
and commercial products. The inclusion or olligsidn of a
par,ticulaf company or product does not imply either endorse-

,

ment or criticism by NBS.
,,

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of all. those
'whO made the workshop possible.

. ,

.- i

t

Alan Goldfine, Editor
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BXBCUTIE' SUMMARY

On October 20-22,1980, the' Institute for Computer Sci--\
'ences...and .Technology!, of the National ,Bureau of Standards
(NBS) and,the Asdociation for Computing Machinery (ACM) held

_co. the third in their series of Data Base Directions workshops.
The goai of.this wOrkshopas to generate information that
manhgefs'..ca

4i

ly,to:evalhat, select, and effectively usen
information reso ice IninageMent. tools. -

Among these tools,'apentral role is played by 4/ data
dictionary systems (DDS)) which have become basid to all
phases of data administration. Managers increasingly turn.
to data- diotionaiY systems to satisfy requirements for in-
formation resources mahagement (IRM), to /aid in database
design, and to provide the information needed for the effec-
tive auditing of dati.

erefore,ithe woikshop was organized into four working
pane ,4 which., met to discuss: - .
--2:

* Uses of the Information Resource Dictionary System
' for IRA

* IRM Policies and Controls

* Logical Database Design

* Physical Database Design

The workshop participants realized that their first
priority was to develop a working definition of information
resource management that would allow them to focus on the
key issues. .The definition that evolved was:

Information Resource Management (IRM) is whatever
policy, ,action, or procedure concerning ,informa-
tion (both' automated and non-aufomated) which_ .

management establishes to serve the overall
current and future needs of the enterprise. Such
policies, 'etc.', . would include considerations Of
availability, timeliness, accuracy, integrity,
privacy, security, auditability, ownership, use,
and'cost-effectiveness.

10



wool

.Uses of the Information Resources Dictionary System for IRM

This panel investigated the question of how data dic-
tionary systems could be used to support managed information

_environments-and help organizatiiins realize the'benefits of
an enterprise-wide information resource system. After gen-
eralizing data dictionary systems" to_"information resource
dictionary. 'systems (IRDS);"-the panel examined the .question
from three perspective:-

.. 4 .

2. the perspective 01 information systems supporting

1. the enterprise's. organizational perspective

, .

the enterprise .4

the perspective "Of the enterprise's database

From the organizational perspective, the panel conclud-
ed that the IRDS should prdVide information both for those
managers directing the business functions of the enterprise,,
and for those managing its information resources.'' The IRD5
Shows functjonal..managers what infdrmationis.available,_the
form in which it is aVailable, where and how to .obtain it,.
and its probable cost. Information resource managers need
the IRDS for analytical data on how often and how'effective-

.

ly the resources are being used, as well as to help them
analyze and'asSess the impact of proposed changes to'an in-
formation resource. . . .

The. Ranel then examined the potential uses of the IRDS
during the phases of an information system life.cycle. For-
each phase, a table was .,constructed illustrating how the
IRDS is uted.by various categories of users. For example, .

during the.r4qUirements phase, the information "customer"
defines the generic business applications'and methodologies,
,and the nformation resource manager then translates these
to the context of the enterprise's'information,resources.
The overall application is reviewed, through the IRDS, by
the data,A,uditor. .

-4Yr

The third peripective viewed'the IRDS in relation to
the development of, 'access to, and support of enterprise
databases--both automated and non- automated. The IRDS is
used globally to view all data independently of environment
and physical implementation, and to support the functions of
conceptual database design, -qv/eloping prototype systems,
and data modeling., .0perationally, the IRDS is used as: "Th

* a directory of the enterprise's data. and information
'resources, providing the location-(and a path' to ob-
tain) the needed resources

-1

-x-



altpport for a'° given,: database management system
(DBMS). Here the,;IRDS.is used by the database ad-
ministrator to-!desbribe and-monitor databases,. gen-

-erate schemaStind-implement integr-ity. rules and ac-
cess constraints:

4.

IRM Policies and Controls

This-panel-was-Pcharged *With investigating the policies 4

an organization requires to establish-standards and controls_
in an IRM envifonhent. Vince the meiFirxs of the panel had
been drawn both from the IBM technolOgy sector. .and froWthe
internal auditing'profession, it was decided to divide the
panel' into separate technology 'and-auditing working groups.
The final report of the-panel-comeines.the fipdings of ,the

two groups..

The panel de eloped a *set of fundamental, IRM policies'
for' a- hypothe cal organization; These policies emphasize,
the need for a neegrated set of planning do entst-

a strategicasystem architecture plan

a long range information-plan .

guidelines- for the. use ,oft d
databases, and networki

- .

* a data sandardization plan.'

ionaries, languages,

E,

After outlining the strategic system architecture _plan
'(the key document) the panel identified,speafic poltcies,:
that are important to the oVerall suCcessof'IRM. The re-'
port discusses or listsAeliverables, applicable computer-.
-baied-tools, concerns about tools, IRM control,policieS, and

--auditing risk,. exposures. These/polioies affect all. phases
of the information system life. cycle, and 'have.a.significant °

,

impact on.other.areas Of an enterprise...
o

Logical Database Design
.. C. 4

4

Thit panel addressed the issues of IRM'as they relate
to the process of logical-database design. To best explpre
this broad area, the panel was' divided intb fodr 'Working
groups: .

Requirements, Anifysis/Assessment of User /Needs.'"
working group closely examined the process by

which- a meaningful statement of an enterprise's in-.,

formation requirements is developed. The group, con-
cluded that existing tools-and methodologies



area have; a number of desirable features; but that
-no =, single t_echnique stands out. Data dictionary
systems:were emphas3.zed as:: t.

-a repository; of the information.. collected dur-ing the analysis
la

..
; control mechanism- - ,

a.tool to perform-basic analyses
a manager- of a- database _to. which more sophisti-

-Cated analytical -tools* may be applied

. .'_Information Modeling, This group identified the
basic-processes invo.13Md in developing .an "integrat4

formai,- iMplementation7independent 'specification
of.:- aPplication=specific enterprise information. " The
group snrVeyed,'the better known inforintion-,-- models''
and the existing-, toOls for databPase design. They

',developed the concept -of a "database workshop" to
support the sign Proces,e-. This workshop would 'be
built 'around Xedata: clictionary, which -would play an
active" role`-as a repositdrY. of metadata about the
database being deeigned.- ,-. --,--

Interface betwebn'.LoqiCal and ,.Physical Design. This
group -discussed. the. :relationships between logical
,and -physical deeigh.- -; Thel-,--membere -reviewed some
resul of. logical -:design ihich influenCe physical.
design ecisionsi. and examined t `- impact- "of -phIsi-.:-

...cal de n decisions on logical:.
4. Role of Data-.Dictiondries In Management of -Data. - ..

This-. group--sumMarized. _the role .of the-DDS as per
forming, the 'functions of -"planning, control; direc-
tiOn; and., organization of the information resource."
The members Concluded that while a --t- data ;:dictionary
-is -'-integral to a database enVirOnmelit, the DDS it
_self should be independent of the DBMS. They - iden-,
tified -a' list of DDS feature helpful; in designing -

databases, both in distributed and centralized- en-
virozunents.

This panel investigated _the- ysical issues of database
design 'Using- a data dictionary sys em. once again; a system
life cycle framework was:chosen to escribe the uses of the
DpS:

User _Regulrements Phase. - Th dictionary for- a new
database is initially create during :this phase us-
ing 'logical' design' tomponenfs. such- as entities; at-
'tributes, .1: The collected:



"metadata ": or data -about_data is the same- as. would
0e--Collected in a non DDS knvifonmen

- .

Physical Debign Phase. .The panel i entified th ine-
tadata needed to describe decisions arictactions that

.lead to a specific datab'ase design*. This met data
is also necessary to determine the distribution and
placement of records within- the available storage
space, and--Ehe specification of, procedures leading
towards validation of the database.

. .
.

Implementation Phase. This phate can be _viewed as a
conversion:, from an old system or design to a new
one:. Certainly the DDS should reflect , information
abotit the new design, and possibly, about the older
design as well. However, the panel wondered why, it
shouldn't also be possible to use an active DDS
directly to assist in the automatic 'installation of
the database. -

Operations ,Phase. The DDS is the vehicle fcir docu-
menting the answers to these questions:

What was- the desited performance from the re-
quirements phase?
What was the predicted performame f_ rom the
design phase?
What is the actual performance during the opera-
tions phase?
Whet are the estimated characteristics of data

_ and usage from. the requirethents phase?
* What are the actual characteristics of data and

usage during the operations phase?
5. Evolution. Phase. Reorganization ...and design may

require major changes ,to: the definition f the data.
Most of, the metadata that the panel Identified as
necessary during the physical design phase would-be

'needed here also.
6. End Game. Phase. The panel recognized the possibili-

ty- that the operation of a database might at some
time be shifted to a distinctly different mechanism.
The tiDS then would play the role it does during the
conversion in the implementation phase. The archiv-
ing features of a DDS would be especially important-

.-here.



DATA BASE DIRECTIONS
INFORMATION RESOURCE-MANAGEMENT--STRATEGIES &_TOOLS'

Alan H. Goldfine
Editor.

This report cobstitutes the results of- a
thmee-dayworkshopinformation-resource-manage-
ment tools, held in Fort Lauderdale, Florida on
'Ocober 20-22, 1980 The workshotrwas sponsored
jointly by ihe Institute for Computer Sciences and

-Technology of the National _Bureau of Standards
(NBS) and the Association for Computing Machinery
(ACM):

.Patterned of tern the two previous Data Base
Directions workshops, this worishop, Data Base
Directions: Information Resource Management --
Strategies & Tools, investigated how managers can
evaluate, select, and effertively use information
resource management tools, especially data dic-
tionary systems. The approximately '-,zseventy
workshop participants were organized, into four
workVng panels, which met to discuss Uses of the
Data Dictionary System, IRM Policies and Controls.
Logical Database Design, and Physical, Database
Design. 1 4v

Key words': data dictionary system; data "management;
database; cfatabase _design; DBMST information
resource management.



INTRODUCTION

Mayfoid Roark

GENERAL IRMAN

Biographical Sketch

Maliford L. Roark has headed the infocmation systems
function at Ford Motor Company for the past 15
years--first as Assistant Controller, later as Direc- -
tor of Systems, and presently as. Executive
Ditectorz--Systeras. Mr. Roark joined the Company's
Ford Division in 1952 as a Senior Financial Analyst,
and managed several financial departments at Ford from
1955-1965,.

Mr. Roark was a Budget "Examiner at the U.S Bureau of
the Budget from 1947 .to 1952. Previously, he was with
the U.S. Weather Bufeau and the Colorado Department of
Revenue.-

He is a graduate of _the' University of. Coloradb, where
he received his BA '(Magna Cum Laude) in 1940, and a
Mastei of Public Administration degree in 1942.
He is past Vice President of the American Management
Association, and was General Chairman of the 1979 Na-
tional Conference of thee Association .for Computing
Machinery.

1.1 THE FIRST TWO 'DATA BASE D2RECTIONS 'WORKSHOPS

Five years have gorie by -since the first Data Base
Directions workshop in the Fall of 1975 . That meeting Was

-

...concerned about the fundamentals 'of !database art--the
.language structur.esi the standards:needed to govern future
growth, and the benefits to be expected' from the database
environment.

Data Base Directions II, in late 1977, addres,sed a more
advanced problem--that of conversion.. Already it had become _
apparent, standards notwithstanding, that mapy of us would
be faced sooner or later with the task of adjusting from one
database environment to another. The value of. these



discussions\was brought home to me two years later when
there was an urgent phone call,,from a_-systems.director of-a-
large-scale government organization Who said, "I've .-..been
told by my \management to convert at ance-Apgrom ,batch"-to
state-of-the-art database environment. :The loroceedings =of-
Data Base Directions are the only literature I've been
able to find on\this.problem."

.2 DATA _DIRECTIONS

7 Data Base Directions III has 'recognized a gr g atu-
rity and acceptance of database systems. In late 1980 _most
organizations were directing their major' systems development
toward on-line, database systems. The software market
presented an outpouring\ not only of database management syt-
tems, but also of related products for the management of
these syttems and for the information resource as a whole.
The evaluation of the resulting "Strategies and Tools" pro-
vided the-theme for this third Data Base. Directions workshop
on October 20-22, 1980.

1.2.1 Using the Data Dictionary S
\

The most obvious' of these, too sjs the data dictionary '

system. Although most organiiations have by now accepted
the idea that information files ought to, be organized in-
dependently of the computer pEograms they support, it is
quite another thing to kevp track of thecontents of these
files as they expand to encompass virtually every segment of
information with which an organization is concerned. Most
suppliers of database management systems -have developed data
dictionary systems to accompany, their offerings. Several
software firms Shave developed independent data dictionary
systems% Most of us are still struggling to learn hoy best
to use these tools for managing the rapid growth in our in
formation resources.

. _.--

1.2.2 Standards and Controls.

As always with the .proliferation of new tech_ nologies,
the explosion of information databases has ied to .a cry -for'
"standards -and control-s.-"- How, can. we.. apply standards and
controls without stifling the -growth we are trying to
manage? Tiis was a second theme of. Data 'Base
III.



1. 2 . 3 Database Design.

Finally, the growth of Our databases hAs confronted us
.-with serious problems of architectute. In the database
field, we must consider two kinds of arehitect4re--the "log-
ical database design" and the "physical database design.".
Although these may: be related, they are influenced by dif-
ferent___needs and_ considerations. Data Base Directions-JIT-
dealt with these problems through two additional study
groups. _

1.3 CONCLUSION.

All three Data Base Directions workshops over this five
year span have attempted to draw on the experience and
skills of individuals who have achieved distinction either
as practitioners or as students' of database -art. The
Proceedings of these discussions;therefore, provide an in-_
valuable compendium of the accumulated-experience of people
who have been closely involved in the, identification' /and
solution of problems at the leading edge of database ttch-
nology.

As a participant in these discussions, I found the in-
dividusal workshops to be an invaluable stimulus to my own
thinking, and' a rich source of ideas. All of u$ who partici-
pated in the meetings will hope that you, the reader, will
share in the inspiration that we were able to gain through
the three days of face-to-face meetings with, our colleagues.

4).

tr.



. DATA: THE RAW MATERIAL OF. A PAPER FACTORY

John A. Gosden

,KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Biographical Sketch

John Gdsden_isthe Vice President for Telecommunica-
tions_ for the Equitale Life Assurance Society, where
he is responsible for'planning, providing, and recom-
mending' management policy for all electronic communi-
cations, both voice and data. He joined Equitable in
1970 as' 'a.. Second Vice President in charge of the
Technical Support Group'. trrom 1975 to 1978 he was in
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2.1 INTERESTING CHALLENGE

It is an -interesting challenge to compose a keynote
speech to such a specialized and-expert au ence. A dozen
years ago I mAnaged-several projects and was very involved 't
in databases. In the last ten years my exper ence has been
with automat n of a factory. An insurance c . " any's homd
office is ba =ally a paper factory, and the raw material is
data. In th last twenty years insurance, companies have au-
tomated the basic production lines and have pioneered many
applications. Now we are looking at the future and there is
much more to do; and one of the crucial technical problems
is how we handle data: store it, index it, access it, updateit. My speech today is-essentially the content of a paper
originally prep red 'for my top line managers. The material



--has not been modified for, this technicarandience. Thig'is
the way we. -described'the next twenty years, how.computers
and.. communications will evolve, -and 'how we ,expect business
to reaar....I ,think it ip an interesting commentary on
today's insurance managers `that such a paper with a strong
technical background .is` an important part of their planning.

Section 2.2 discusses, current changes in technology
that will be familiar to you. The two systems mentidliedi
CAPS and EQUI-CLAIMS, are large, on-line, centralized data-
base systems. that support over half our labor and paper-
intensive business activities. They cover over 3,500,000 -

individual life insurance policyholders and some 20,000,000
people covered for health insurance. 'These systems depend
on databases. fPor these and many other applications we run,
data'dictionaries are a crucial tool.

Section 2.3 discusses, a social and business
phenomenon--instant ,service.. We use a code phrase: "I-want
it now." Technology makes it possible. Business filmS ex-
ploit it to get a competitive advantage, whether it is nded-
ed or not. Then it becomes a "want," and a. commercial im-
perative. Thus,'improved _service becomes important competi-
tively, Thii is complicated by an increasing volume of data
that is made available by automation.

Section 2.4 predicts how managers and management must,
and will, react to the greater service demands:

Managers will become more analytical.

"One-stop-processing" will be the Sominant
processing.

mode
A

Service representatives will become key staff roles.

Service representatives will be very demanding of
their support systems.

Service representatives and managers will -demand gopd
data services, and these will be increasingly difficult.ko
construct as the.systems become wider-ranging and more com-



None of this is 'wild imagination. All thes4e rends are

in place and happening today. The pace is Cletermined by
pragmatics, successful implementation, and the competitive-
situdtion..

The major 'point I want to establish and reinforce with

you is that service *considerations will drive database,
design much more than is now the case. 'We want con-

---7ven-i-entacces low price range of-data. twill- need -to-be

linked together and cross-referenced in a number of ways,

.and these ways may be continually modified. ThiS indeed is

a very difficult problem and we will be waiting. for your

IF-

2:2 CHANGEE.00CLTEEING TECHNOLOGY

Over the last thirty years there have been dramatic

changes in computing and communications technology. 'The

computer has evolved as a powerful tool._ and has been in-

creasing in power more than tenfold each decade. We now
have a wide array of computers: large, medium, mini, and

minute--even pocket calculators that are moreJ powerful than
the large computers .of 20 years, ago. Communication technol-
ogy has also grown dramatically. We /lbw have large networks

of t:exminals and computers. We have changes in telephone
syS terns every -few years ins-tead-of---a--very-stable-and_stag,-
nant set of systems. Communications and computers have made
possible,' large -systems such as. CAPS, and EQUI- CLAIMS and hav'e

provided a basis for_ regionalizing service while maintaining
a common sy'stem and centralized databases.

ty

Where is technology going iri, the future and how will it

change our way of doing business? We expect dramatic

changeS to continue in the-next twenty years. The _major

changes that-we will see will occur because systems and ser-

vices can be larger, more coMprehensive, faster (or more

responsive)_ r and all at lower costs. There are more than
enough- new ideas around, an'a as costs come down new ideas

become_ economic and attractive. what follows are some

developments. that I expect to *become' available.

2.2-.1 Speech "Filing.

gany simple telephone messages will be ...automated. To-

day, people leave messages to call each other bak this
causes.-frustrations and delays. Soon we will have systems

with which we will be able to dictate messages to each other
and Call up on our, -own telephones to listen to UM- messages
dictated fOr-us. The .messages can be :Stcited, andeven,-_for-.7.,

warded to others. Any new Message can be antomatically
to a list of people. If you are. away from your telephone



you can dial in to get your messages.
2.2.2 Electrons Ilan and -Storage. k

Messages, memos, letters, and contracts that need -to bein writing wilkappear only rarely on paper. They will beprepared on-terminals, sent ,electronically over netvic4ks,read from a screen, indexed and filed electronically.
Managerse-and-ataff--will be able-to-use-terminals-to-scan-andretrieve docunients needed to review history, or to recordanswers to questions. Paper and copying =costs '(dollars andwasted time) will be cut (drastically, I hope), mailing de-
lays avoided, and many problems of keeping files up to date
and finding things in them should be much simplified.
2.2.3 Image Storage.

_ Some important documents, photographs, signatures, andletters that arrive in non-electronic form will have to be
stored. Today, these are filed becauss they-are too expen-sive to store in:. electronic form. With reduced costs wewill be able to afford to -supplement automated electronic
filing systems and 'keep such documents as "photographic" im-ages- in our electronic files, thus eliminating more paper,and saving' the problems of transcribirtg them.
2.2.4 On-Line Reports, Analysis, Graphics.

-The -new systems cannot simply present raw data to exe--!`cutives. Just having all the operating data on-line does
. not.maan a manager can just press some btittons and see a) useful management. report. - Actual results, that are different
from predictions or plans need interpretation. "-Experts will
have to analyze and filter results, look for causes, and
separate the effeets of eact. They' wi4.1 use powerful. on-line analytic tools and create management reports using
graphics technology to produce diagrams, tables, chart, and
graphs to

new
results. Where models have been

\developed, new trends can hesfed into then to project possi-
\ble changes- and allow management to-consider new alterna-tives.

. .

2.2.5 Retail Databases.

Today, there are some zlatabases maintained and avail-!-
able fore a fee:. Stock Ipcc-hange prices. and -volumes; Indexed
legal 'ridings trairel, and :vacation data; industry statia
tics; and several .governinent-statiaticai.:PubIlcatiOns.7. More.

.of..thes'e-services.will.be...ivailable and ..used by managers.
Private.` exchanges may well develap, and we may also expect.
in=house databases to: be. organized so that they are' useful ,

Other Parts ,of thei organization: For example', both the



personnel office and the controller need to ldok at employee .

data.
2.2.6. Variety- and. Conveni nce. of Access. .

Small terminals will be available' fdi use at home to
access "business systems. Today, the special 'communications
lines needed are expensive and take time to install. By
2000, cable TV systems will allow home terminarsfoThe'con-
nected to company systems without having to install special
lines, and without being restricted by the limited capacity
of telephone lines.
2.2.7 Cable Extensions.

.Sophisticated cable TV, including systems such as
"viewdata,". will 6ecome available. Viewdata is :'a new type
of service that enables suppliers to make -statements _avail-
able about their service, and products. Viewers can tune int
scan for products they are interested in, see a telephone
number, call up, and conduct business. Many simple func-
tions will be carried out by a simple keyboard, similar to
one on a touch-tone phime, and the TV screen will be used
for replies. In short, a large variety, of devices and ser-
vices will be developed around the.home market.

2.2.8 Opel:Stop Processing..

One-atop prooes'sing is a term used to describe a system
..in which a single person, can provide a complete range of
',.services. Thus, a customer can be .dealt _with by one person
without having" ta.go to various- desks or Counters -to..be ,ser- *
viced. A good example' is - An -,reservation. system
where one clerk can make all the,reservations, cheak'Ciediti
issue the ticket, and check-baggage. Such-systems-depend_on__,
good on-line databases,- _relatively cheap.-termitals,'cheap
processing, volUminous storagei add, most' of all, the abili7
ty to design and install such systems even though tliey re7
quire dramatic changes in organizations and in employee at-
titudes. _d



2.3 -GENERAL FORCES- STIMULATING. CHANGE

-working.ilongside-improvements.in technology
sumerism, changes in customers' -expectations,
cbrrent 'frusOations that are stimulating changes
and-business.

are con-
and some

in society

Ft, there is a pervasive theme emerging g today that
applies to customers, employees, managers--indeed a per

. vasive theme itin our society. I believe it will also be a
characteristic of the early twenty-first century. It is ex-
pressed in the phrase I want it now! A generation of people
are growing up, in - an environment where they write few
letters but make extensive. use of the= telephone.- They
expect to be able to get a response or action right
.awar--buy something with a .credit card, make a reservation,
arrange an appointment, get a prescription' from. a. doctor.

Second, competitive forces will;continue to-'be a strong.
driving force, and service _orientation may become .more im-
portant than price (just asyith convenience- foods)'.. Once,
service becOmes.that important, all vendors must adopt such
an attitude or face a declining business.

Third, there is the roblem of coping with an inc.reas-
ing volume of data.- Today,)governMent and business organi-
zations are drowning in 'data. Ai the same tifiter the comput.
ing and communications technologies .are j.nereasiT
in scope and.power. Information technoloj17, the techniques
by which < the-tools are used for the interpretation, presen-
tation, anddontrolled use .ot data, are in the early stages
of development. The current-substantial investment in "Of-
fice of the Futtire" Projects by, American business; however,

..

Overall, in the next, twenty, years,,,I..expect that tech-
nology., ::: business, and- 'Social pressures w al accelerate:
development of systeths that respond faster to the --needs of
business Manager , staff,. and customers,:



2 . 4 THE NEW MANAGER'S WORLD ,OF _2000

There is no -single picture lot the future--any- 'spe.cific
statement is only a prediction--but we can predict =..acon-
tinuance of a general trend that already exists. There will
not be one general p ttern.. Different industrietr, different

..organizations,diff rent..managers will have different needs
and-different sty-le , just as they-do-:todayThat-i-s-why-we--

can give a general picture with confidence but specific ex-
amples are less reliable..

_.

-..

Much of a manager's time_is involved in dealing with
messages (telephone calls and memos to be answered)-, study-,---,-
ing data .(operating results, status of projects), making de-
cisions (looking at alternatives and weighing' possible out-
comes), and conducting "or attending meetings.

- -

A manager will use - on-line systems extensively--some
directlp-,for,thessages, some for looking at reports, and some
for --following up. His or her staff-will use on-line systems
to review results, to conshler alternativei, and to, develop
plans. dperatin4 -staff will use on-line systems to perform
the basic functions of a business.

Good
seat- of
evidence.

- data-that

-It will
to expect
Managers,

managers will emerge who will operate less by "the
their _pants" or intuition,- and will rely more on
They will set up -systems that produce operating
show what, is happening, use Models to consider al-

oriented than today.
be possible to make choices much ess
a fa-ster awareness of,. an reaction to changes.
too, will become impatient." TheST, too, will "want

it now."

3
_A new management philosophy and ,'an increasing. tempo of

business will require managers to make decisions more rapid-
lAt the:*same- time, with more information readily avail-

able, it will be.pos4ble to increase the span of control of
an :individual manager. there should be-fewer people. to deal
with- exceptions or to ::supplement the automated` systems-and
cover the connecting parts. Most of the processing can be
automated. ,The major' outstanding functions will be
analYsis,' decisions, and custemer. service, -,as well _as plan-
ning. Thus, 'there will, be,fewer pure,adrninistrators and
-*bean counters," and more managers with, the entrepreneurial
outlook to take 'advant'age of emerging opportunities. ..These
new managers will have ca broader scope of :act n, will be
more-. -"risks oriented., ,-*-and: will_-be held more _directly ac-
cduntable for results.

.



n.34ations .,need`; to change to ..suppor t one-stop rpro-
-cessin , :`previous: ; opgarxatrnr- structures .diyided work up so

;that separate units speciaUzed in, sPecifiC activities, and
'a:.TtranSaa.tiOn .wOtild.;Maiie.:-thrOUghariou-Orwork units ckr 'work
station's.; for example, 5fhenywe.:_want to
deal ,With'..a.-canet:Oh-4fne.;.Whether -at a*--ceunter.Or::Onthe
phone must 'arrange thingS 'so hat. done person s on
staff can deal-with all the questionS ard-actions., the caller
wants. We-dinnot provide-ser
:pass callers fice one' unit to ;another.

Employee atitudes- need tb change' there is an
-dtfflerent' tempo and inter-personal style required

to respond. ditectiy to-CallerS rather than processing pieces:
of paper. -The tempo as pirtiallr 'controlled by the calldr
and work cannot. be rearranged- into neat. :piles of similar
kind. There -is no. time:to -"sena for fildsw7.--rfiles must be

,ready at"-hand:. There- is-..no.-_time to refer-unusual cages-to .a
'superyisor---too many exceptions- will stop the system from
working. °

The tempo of
ed.. It- will be a

.ing to.: cio. it now.

both society and business will,be affect-
"dynamic society" willing, 'able, and cant-

,

Dedicated emplOyees Wanting-to provide good service. can
be expected to demand that the system and organization sup-
port them in their- jobi. They will be critical and, in-8
tolerant of inefficient or unresponsive systems, and of
inefficient managers who dpribt fix things or develop ,ways
to - respond to new ,i,sitnakions. Again,' a very-dynamiC-.en- 7
vironment is going to :emerge. As employees4 are more:.'in-

in.direct serlAbe, management must be more responsive
and less au . To get regponsive employees, ..reanagers -2r

called-upon -to e, at is going on, and truly.
\get employees involved',:in- t:fie-- bus iness e as the ser-
vice interface, the employees will be a °major par at
the public sees as-the business. Not only will there be a
need for -;thore delegation within management to mini and

,I3usinesses, but' many emploYees will need to be
cons\idered° as managers of their own- time and company
resou?rces, ,as they- operate directly with the public.



-
*here will more responsive employees cote..- from? They

,are .. already-becoming atrailable. The younger. generations' in
our society see* to be more attuned to ; .,"people-needs," andthus shobld. be sympathetic to -a se vice attitude.

In the::next p20 eXPeCi the'. combina;iion of `the
available- technology-to the already established adVantages.
one-stop: processing management f rustrat ions with." delay's ingetting -data; and a continuing demand- for service to foster
an NI want it noto cl]mate.
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-'INTRODUCTION

The Objective.

The objective of this panel -was to Identify the uses of
a data dictionary system in supporting otganizatioriS which
have-",r-ecogniied the need for and are attempting to implement
an information resource '.managemen't (IRM)- environment.
Although a data dictionary system,- in its 'most rudimentary
sense olits normally understood-sense,_ can support some as-
pects of the IRM environinent, therequirements for IRM go
'beyond ttie, functions of most if not a1.1 currentlyavailable
dictionary systems. For thii reason it is the consensus of
this panel that the,expression data dictionary system" ,is_
no -longer appropriate in : describing a' prime tool of IRM.

:The,-..-evression choseri. by the panel is the ".information. -

*reSource.--didtionary system" (,filDS). This expression- was
chosen bebalise it is inherently iore.desbriptive of the..ptir-
pose of thit tool and is more iclosely..irv-tine,with the trend
of dictionary systems in-:,he <m et place:

Before, proceeding, it i,s necesairy to explain the
patiel's intended meaning' of IRM. and 'IRDS. She principal' -
points in these. definitions concert -the broad cokrerage of
information and infbrmatioris; relevance to and availability,
for management needs across the Genterprise.

. . . .

Information;Resource Management (IRM)_ .is whatever
policy, action,:or procedure concerning information
(both automated arid non-automate& Supported) which
management establishes to serve-.2. the overall.-
current and future needs. of the enterprise. Such
policies, etc., would knclude ctsiderations of
availability, timeliness, acciii integrity,
privacy, security, auditabilitY,' -owner ship,.- use, and-
cost effectitreness.
An rnformation Resource. Dicti system flimsy is
an. information system with a tomated support which
documenti.the information envi onment of 'an &ter-.
prise, ,supports the operation L aspects of that in-
formation environment, illus ates the interrela-
tionships of informationenvironment components, and
documents the locations of ally, components be_itlie, in-
formation environment. 'The Information Resource
Dictionary _(UM) is the 'actual database manipulated
by the IRDS;software.



IRM :'is currently one of the most significant topics
ing discussed concerning information systems, and is being
discusse& along a variety of lines of thought. These include business systems planning; information 'systems
analysis, design, arid development; databased_esign
plementation; the disciplines of office management,- pager-
work management, and information sciences management; and
-the various problems and Costs associated with implementing
TRM to include each of these areas.

The panel would like to point out that IRM and an IRDS
- are not panaceas. They, by themselves, will not eliminate

all of the problems.encountered in the previously mentioned
areas: They can support the resplution or elimination of
these probNms, but only if the goal of the entecprise is, to
manage the resourdes which provide it with information. In
this -case, all components. of the enterprise's information
environment must be identified and documented to the level
which makes the. ,components "shareable" across the enter--prise. To realize this goal, IRM, is a'necessary function
anti the IRDS is a- necessary tool of IRM. -How the IRDS, can
be used to support this goal will be disoussed in later sec-

.tions of this paner's- report.
3.1.2 A Historical Perspective.

Terminology-changes since Data Base Directrons (MID) I
(1975) and IT (1977) are revealing. The emphasis in these.
earlier workshope was "data".--; today it is "informationresourte." The- emphadis on "data'manageMent" discussed in
the keynote speech at DBD ,has evolved to ..j'infOrmation

'resource management!.-ht DEM III. These changes are, of
course, More than wotti.changes.- They reflect an increasing-,
ly prevalent view that the narrow concern -for how computers

outlived:manipulate data has' its usefulness. In is place is
globil ";*.iew which. is far beyond manipulating-data within

an automated databade7 the views\is concerned with Iprovidingall inforiation in the _form and at the time required by theenterprise.- In fact,. since it is ffequently postulate& that
an enterprise's greatest- asset mayv be its information
resource, manageinent cff this 'resource is as necessary as
manalement of. the enterprise's personnel arid ,financial

,..resources.

Management--of Ithe informat.ion resource is a developingaft. fts primary objective <is to:meet,, with increasingly
effeCtive redults,' thelneedd of the enterprise r informa-tion.

of ,requiresidentification, review, c tinual, up-
dating-of needs, and'_ development of. informat n systems
which meet those needs with either interrkal'Iy enerated or
externally :available data. This further requir s a- frame-,work,' -"for' the enterprise' and thus necessitates the



establishment of plans and policies to assure Consistency of
information systems with enterprise - objectives, plans,
priorities, legal-constraints (such as data Privacy) , and
secur ity. -

=

Implementation of the IRM concept necessitates. the
creation --of- :an inforiaatiOn system which might -becalled an
informat-ion-rewouree-management system. This == system, in
Order ,,to be 'effective, must permeate the eiiterprise if it, is
to assure the integrity of the enterprise's information en-
vironment. Such .an information system, to be more than a
short-lived experiment, .must be adequately staffed and fund-
ed, and must be supportable with sound cost/benefit ana-
lYses. Both, -shortterm and' long-range costs and
benefits--of, all kinds--must be continually projedted- and
monitored. Over time, the,. enterprise"s objectives, priori-
ties,' :resources,' and information requirements, its available
technology,- the abilityof its managers to use information,
and the cost/benefit 'trade-Offs associated `with =information
use will change..-_,What not change is the need for an
optimal mix of information system resources, and the need
for management at all levels to assure that the..right Infor-
mation is available at the right time to aid- in problem
solving and decision-making for the -enterprise.
3.1.i lbe Approach:

.. .

14.
. .,The problem facing this:. panel' to. illustrate how the --

IRDS could be' used to support managed inforiatiOA environ- <-..,
ments to realize the concepts and benefits, described .-- aboVe.
The approach_ taken was to discuss' the information environ-
ment fromt.h.ree- different, perspectives, . ...;.....,- -.;:..- -----...... %:...... -_- !- --.- -?.-----..-.

.; the -enterpriiet`..organizati6ii-41-:perspeCtiiie
.-" ,- ,.. -.--.-- '''. "-: _ ''... ''-', '"

the perspectiYe of inforniat,i.orf systems . supporting:
the enterPrisd ..-- :-. ..---; -- -

--.

. the-perspective of the enterprise s database, _which
is the source. of all data. used bZ: its _information

--syttems to produce desired enterprise information
The organiiational perspectiye section identifies three

.. . dclasses of usets: s

1. functional.managers.-

''information re-source managers



3. information consultants

Four IRDS metadata classes are required to support -these
users:

4. proce&o,:,:arid7 ha dling class

A discussion of the us of the. entity-types within these
classes is also presen d.

The information system
users, uses, and types of

..the system- life cycle. ..-The

ire:

,approath was to~ identify the
use of an IRDS for-each phase of
phased discussed in this section

% .

1.- the-requirements definition phase

2. the development' phase; (including analysis, design,
and programming arid-*esting).

3. the ihstallatiori/integration/conversion/testirig
phase

the operational phase

5. the maintenance and modification phase

Tables dscribing the interrelationship of users, uses,.
types ofe:use, and phases. of the system life cydle are
presented ae-an_attachment to this chapter, in Tables`.
through

r;-The database perspective`; approich.sesulted in the de-
finition- of-J,a--,-.logibal .IRDS consisting of ;:an,-enterprise-",

. 'oriented dietionary function, a directory function; and a
System-specific dictionarY function. , The 'users and uses of
each these functiOns is described in terms?, of an
enterprise''s- databas.e--yhether manual' or automated or both.
Eack perspective will"' be discussed in detail the-
reiaainder of this chapter.



.2 THE ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

3.2.1 Introduction.
Muchof. What has =been written and spoken about IRK

phasizes: - z

* IRM, related technolojy, both hardware and software

* the implications of IRM on information
automated database design

What 5.s too often left unsaid or lost from
IRIes reason for being is to serve the
decision-makin4 needs of the enterpri e. In
the keynote speaker of Data Base .Dir ctions
essence of management . . . is rat, -Onal
based on the best available data. Th s, the
of data management lie at the very ce ter of the ',management
proce.11 Extending this more spedifically to the topic of
this workshop,. the 'Bps,. IRM and all related' polidies and
procedures must evolve to serve the 'total .information and
decipiten7making needs of the enterprise;
3.2:2 The Organization; the IRDS and IRM.

_.

syatems and. /

qsiglit is that
information and
the words of

I in 1975: *The
.1decision-making
'broad ':questions.

IRM is an en erprise-wide management_; program which is
global in its objectives and scope. :Like all management
programs that extend across all organizational componenta- of ,.

an enterprise, an IRM program must strive for information--
consistency,mcompleteness, and compatibility. That is, the
information resources of Division A must be defined,
described, and noted in the IHD1'.(therqjactppl database-of the
IRDS) in the same-way as are the-infcirrdation resources of

fz,Department X.

The goal 'of., consistency hag several implications for an
IRDS and the -information system of -which it is a part.
Foremost among- these is-the need for the IRDS to support a

top.-."493te ,approach-..- This top-down approach should_reflect
the enterprise,"s Organizational structure and, perhaps more
importantly, the . enterprise _plan, enterprise model, or
long - range enterprise strategy, association with; the-
information -systems which support it, as well as the com-
po,nents of each -information system... A significant feature
o the o app3paeh is that it has no inherent limita
tion of .depth, ana wills thus Allow the IRDS to support . or-r,
ganizational and information components at all levels of-:the

-:enterprise hierarchy, as well- as a global ,.enterprise view.

-



The Weeds and ealities of large enterprises: -may re-
quire, them to imple ent. Imultiple. RDSs to support the opera-
tional aspects of . All that IRM demands with respect to
such multiple impl mentations is considtency of ..the: IRD coin
tents actoss-th erpt-ise. This-consi-stency-may--be==best-11----

. accomplished by 'treating all IRDS as part of= a global, logi-,cal IRD; the database section of .this chapter proposes such
a mode/ for the IRDS.

3.2.3 Organizational Users. ofan_IRDS.

What is now happening in the IRM environment is an.-
elvation of the IRDS concept to, the- enterprise management
-level. In this arena the IRDS' is used to manipulate not
only data about- data, but also-data about the information
environments including speeific names, places, functions,
etc., by which the ''Onterpfi o rm a t 1. gn holdings are
linked to, the structure, functions, clientele; etc., of the'--
enterprise_ itself. Furthermore, if the.,IRD, is to be- -truly'-'
enterprise-wide in is scope, it must contain referenceS- to
both internally . generated, information and information 'ac-
quired from external sources.

The IRDS should proi4de information about those. eter-,prise information resources required to support management
neds.at all organitatioital levels. These needs, exist both

those2manageis-decting the- business ._of the enterprise.
and fora those managing' its information resources. addi
tion, ;the IRDSmust support =those people Within the .enter-
pride whobridge the gap between the end-users of the infor-
mation and the deVelopers and providers of the information
base.

The panel identified 'these user classeS ftindtional
managets, mresouroe anagers, --Ya information'*
consultants. A description.:of each class and it 4bteptial
uses of the IRDS-is provided belbw.- =!`-

* ..Functional The functional Managers _ ate.
charged the-business plan of the en-
terpe-lae; to accomplish -:this they need an inventory
of information avaiiable to thenilto ssist their
decition-making. &These managers, and th it staffs,use =the' IRD..to provide >a-catalog f- available

information. ..,TheIRDS can give a percep ion of
is available; the ..:form: in which available# .*

where and how to obtain it, its prObable- cost.
The IRDS. should help these users scale their infor--
mation-,requirthaents to only what is involved in
satisfying::. those -requitiements and can thus contri-
bute directly to . controllirig information expendi-
:-tUres.



or. managerS--engaged:iii.planningzfor :the enteriiri-se,
the IRDS can help to-aidentity Proper' goals and ob-
jectives.- Controllers 'and auditors, - on the other
band,:caff-ute7:.-the IRDS to verify .goal,,t-accomplishitient

'ancl-enter-pr-ise-per-fonaance;----thleyw4-1-1 pr-obably" be
among the most,active. and 'demanding of, users.

Information-itesource Managers.. TheSe are peop-le Who
are concerned with the' cost-effectiveness of those :
components. of t_he 'information environment use& to
generate,::receive, -transmit, ,process, :and store,:in:;-
fOriation...--Ificitided'"in' this class are those respori-

-- --fot, data' c&lection activities, data adminis-
..tratibn functions, libraries, telecOmmunications,
office,. system's,. - and :.applications systems 'design,
development, ''and operation.

These. managers will look to the IRDS- for analytical
data on -how often and how effeidtively the.inforta--

ion iirresbces are being; used. The. IRDS should- also
provide them with the i'nformA,Ion' ',needed tto,, analyze
and assess 'the :impact of proposed chiiinges, to 'an .
formation resource..' InformatiOn .resource manager-, ".

. will alsb,..use the IRDS- te'acComplish- speCial
management, ,requireinentS such as :those :Con,-

cerning zsecurity ,and/or Pr-irady
'Information, "Consultinti":', Informa:tiOn Consttants
are' :tho-se intermediaries' t4h61/' like reference.,:li-
brar3ans, can communicate, with` information consumers

language: (s) can help the consu-
mers antic_tilate their. ::needs and --frame their in-
quiries,' .an&-can -/ocate -the ..information required- to

''satisfy the consumer's- requests:.
- .

InforMation consultants;: will find the IRD an in-
dispensable tool,- since it unites data aboi.tt all` en
terprise information resource. s. They will ;use.*--the
IRDS learn about both:the exis ence of desired
information and its locAtion.--- In- this.resPect, the', , ..-IRD contents identifT the-. total-,information
of in-eriterprie.e, much as 'the cbntents-of a card "ca-
'ta.log 'identify" books`,' per iodicalg, etc-- .of a

Regtiests .for iniormation'JMay be. very general: Or
..`"sPedific. state legislator may xra-r.

quire 'of the commissioner of . education, "can ,you'
give, me .a.breakdown. for the, elementary;schoOls in .my,
district, pf Within grade,'
for. Wiool?". 'Are would used ah
ormation';dOnsrtitant .to'det"eritiirie I` there - :a,n

, . , ;

ti



information -source which COntains'the desired- infor4,
oration, or if= the-data_-.exitti an be
processed: to :produce :the desired :=information..' The

would:.:..not be .used to -proVide, the:76esired
abreakdowit"'s itself. '

3.2.4 Scope of ihe Information Resource Entity Types.

'The contents of the IRD is essentially a well-defined
collection of occnrrencesof entity-types (in.forma,tion .en-
vironment- comporients)., theira. -ssociated -attributes4- ..:and -.A
representation of relationshilii.among the entity-types. --To
'satisfy the IRM needs of the enterkrise, the IRD must . con.
taro at least the following four: classes.bf entity-tYpes: . 1

1. The --data information qlss includes. those,
entity. -types that describe data about -`data :In-both
its "raw" form and its processed form. Included
among' these- -entity-types aiedatabases,...files, re-
ports, forMs, records, and Items.-

2, The source, class' of entity-types describes the ori-
gins .., of. data 'anc3.,inf-armation,. ....Theie may be cus.to-
kers or clients, publisher s 'government, bus iness
piocesses (e.g., :IA. inanufacturing or sales- activity),
or even employees.-:1

.The .use and user. class. of entity==types" essen-
tially of two types--enterPrise .fUnctions :and
ponents. Enterprise -functions (e. g. manuf'acturing,
sales; ccourftina) reflect the unctions supotti hg
the plan or program of the enterpriqe.?' -.Entei-prise
components describe. sthe discrete- organizational un-
a.ts::in. which funCtions..are performed.,,,,

.

The process or handlincr.:class of entity -types _cover
the -breadth and depth of information: handling the '
enterprise. They are not limited to the r.i-:Oomputer,
eldted entity-types such as automated apPiXpatitins`., .

prograinSil. modules, ',etc but also include the -Infoi-
mOtion ..-;-systeins (Whether. inanua.1:.,:br

,,,puter,$) of . the ..-ertterpri,Se..- :and; the
CeaPi4eS US0. by.:4terp;riSe-pegsOnnel to provide. they

information.' ,These2information'SySteriS iii-
clude,;*Ose''!,tited., within :10r.aries,..L.record

antVdoctunent4gin44..ing centers'.

Within each class, .the:.',entitY-types..should- includ all
attribute -types '...'regulited.-to_ fully 'describe, the..entity-type-

..7.ind...ta use the entity=ivesa-nd:..their- attribute- types - an
operitional r?t-ense..;The representation ips, among. . .
theSe.entity7types serVes'to "link" data and' inforMdtion



ty= 'fh their source, ,use, and handling _entity--types sql
ahnuld be-relAtionships between--ipurthrmore,

nd uses' and"be and uses, sources and.-.415k9cesses,

.-Thetoncept--qfthe,IRDS-,:ditcussedOgve Pleads to therealizatiOn that 'the .cskritenti Of*. *an IRD is a.ttrap:y a
,management-sdatabate and the IRDS 1.-s4 in faCt,. -)--, a managenient
4infofmationy syst-ein.tlat:,0in lie' used,. determine: who-knows
what-;:who. d6esrwhaer litisi- dnformition-System§,,' fit . teigether 1_ rtgr 4 . , .where. inAtraidt ion-domes' 'from and, -why Infoirna--..tion is...cre#tied.- ." : .. --, .,

. f-

-
THE rarcire444TioN SYSTEMS: PERSPECTIVE

3:3.1 'Introductaon.

figs ^ ; 41 4.... . t

":.-:; ' 1( figs section aisqusses potential uses of the IRbS du
.ing the -deiselopment` of. an information sys.tem; ..An -informa-
tibrieWstem- development: begins with -. an =enterprise probleM
seated as -a r-eguiremente,t This requiremeht is then' translat.7-;
ed into,-proces;:lures which satisfy the requizement.- During:
this: evoiutions :the IDS is used.. 'as a support _tool. To _re-,.
--laie.the Users of':tthe IRI5S.-:aiid the -uses made ...Of_ -- the.. IRDS,-.-

- the eVoluttOn i s--',d i scps ded -.herein in the frameithrilt: of an.inL=a
formation systees-, life cycle -(SLC)=-.-4- ==The' IRDS can 13e.-:-,eii.----.:.

...,,tremely useful"-, during -,the StAC-. as, :a-.-tbol.qn-doannienting,,-.4 .--maintaining, and cantrallizig..-.-..av
"I'hpaly#4,S,- -:design,,.;i:and:vdex:-0.opme.nt-i and-in fabilitating its
-;c15-4eioU, =.)A, -';.., . .. "'", z- s4 ''

. . . . .

.By using' the;phaseef'of air information, sisteni- -life cy-
clef , easiert-to.sp_ecily_the requirements or the IRDS
at 'each: phase and .speciii,',the interfaces necessary to tieall' the. .:`,:l.Rp§ Ini,eigs- fOgetherr:iritb cOhierent -and,ininimally

pngant. iliformaiion system. The -approadh,, therefore, prO-
vided framework for determining.and,inideistanding, the
lationsltip.of the,..IRDS to enterprise's information systems.,. .,;; ,

1:3.I'DefinitiZn of the System Life Cycle.

ince there is no spandard information system life cy-
discussio&-:Ii presented to define, for

this rheport;-'-tke 'ST4-,-phase:q- and th4ir pioz
vides 'a pictorial' :representation of tiie.;-SLC.
1. Requirements- D6finitram:Pliase.. a redponse to a
customer!, reguestk,7for an enhancement: an exisirivg.produc-
tion information ';'system or- a Kequest,-fcir-.t4e development of
an entIrely" new information 'system. The output" of this
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Figure 3-1. Inforinatiow System Life cycle

phase. would. be',a preliminary.
yr- ,

a. "rough -cut" view of .how; tne system' would ,work',
hardware/software perfonuange and .standards requIre-,,

. .proposal whose key components

merits,; -
* data resources needed
* staff resources rieedeS. , \-,.
* impact on other system components
* computer resource --r-equirementS- istorage and process-

ing :time)`
* '--bendf its (positive and

gible) .. -
summary juStification
with the development ph

2. Development Phase-.

-..

negatiiiel tangible and
_

to continue or ''discontinue
ase-

A. Analysis. ._ The analysis stage is the formal effort t _in
response to a customer. , 'request 'for an formation Sys-..
tem- enhancement or "development efforts--including-:



COmplete. analysis. of the request
* 'interview. of customers and other -affected

users, and doclimentation of the current infor-
, - matron system 8-

* clarif icatrom'and acceptance , of objectives
*'' determination of output, input; and procedures.

redrequi ,

* development arid' presentation of alternate
solutions

* seledtiOn of the best- solution
information. system .f/Owcparting
approval 'and user ..acceptance of a solution

* establishment:of 'project schediale and selec-, tion of staff ,.

* final _pre-design approval 'and-sign-off
., Design. . The .design- stage" is the development of the

specificationd for the= information system, software,
dnd _operations including:

infogmation system: summary -flowch rts and
narrative
inforMation system: mid-leilel flowc arts and
Specifications

'.::manual and automated probedures: suminary
flowcharts and specifications
Program snnmary: flowchar-ts and 'narrative -sum-
mary
program: detailed flowchartS Ind detailed
spiecifications,

rations flow, job control and scheduling:
extern ba anping and 'distribution si3eCifica-
tions- ,-/,

ality'assuranCe approval and sign-off
.- Programming and -Testing. Activities during this

, stage -,.. include the efforts -of,. the programming (coding) --.,....

person el. Included are:'.
* -coding in the selected.langUage - -.sorts, merges, and, other utilities,

execution/joh, control language
* jok stream structures .

' * compiles .> -

* debugging- .... , .,

* program testing with prograimnet test data
- - - - * ---approval:And 'sign -off -- 7r ''"

3. -Installation%Integration/Conversion/Testing-. Phase.
this ph-ase, of the life cycle the following- activit =ies

take place, -

,



% , - ' - - -; ..-

* . iliformation- system. testfArg.e:inclutling 'formal ir-,''.;k4st
. data and .parallelestirig- . I:

--.'.-

. .. -..-
, . -.. , -_.'

. .
* conversion of ,affeCted files and autofnated man,ual

procedures . -.-
'.;

, *'7 -iritegration.into 'the"- -data'-prodessing,..::and-- -corporate --' . pr-oceSging:--ckcles- - . --- ..,. ,..,--,-. ';' , -,-,--. .
*- implementation or instaliatioiC-rinto" a --.,t distributed"

- and-/or centralized=. location according' to an 'appraved-
impleMentation--Schedule----4 . .:' .,,- --; '-'

* - quality asgurance'aPproval and, Sign-off .,-,;" k:" '...
* 'customer -approvalL'and? si(n-!Off . _ , ''''' -",` -- 1; ---- .

.. -:_. , c
- 4 ..- - '''''''i- . ' : sdk` . . , -. --, ; , .-' :Wr; --- - " ..,;,:i-11.-:

4. Ober-ationartPhase. .- The :activities. -Our ing. this phase are. _

directed towards the operations --asiqrance ef`fort and in7.L
elude .;--:- -.: - ; : -,- .,-,... ---,,A ...-, -_- -,

. .

'*- review _of. Job ddheclule, pi ior4ties, runtimes, etc...
:*-. -reN.tiese-of external ba lance PrdbedUregA

-`* ' of ,:hardware:: .req44irementsi."' -

--7.reviesir of backz7dpi:/and recovery; ,taisas--
...-- ter. "reCovery y , :A..

* review of,ownership and` :,trouble _call assistance
quality assurance' sign-Off that .all. oikeratiolg sten-

a.re. being met

5. malhtenance- and ,Modi fleet ion Phese. The adtivitles
formed during _this phase` include:

.

* -.the.:..Continued maintenance of ;a;,,produCtion
ti on - system' to:::keep :that :system

:merit .tandards and:.Chan4ing, hardwa.re/software:',COift1=-,,.
"g tration, etc..: : .. - ,

*- -,thes ;;..itiPlementation modification requests
....change ',add,. or delete tiiPrOCeSping ipe0if
of an 6AS t PiOduct ion- system. ..::.ietti,jproject

c'sidl.*'-,,o_if.,part*thereof,_ depending, on70everity,'
will 'be . initiated to effeet:'Such-mOdification.

. . .. .
The -activities 'described 'aboire for e4C)-1. phase r^f the

siatelti- life cycle -provia-e a framtwork for comparing 'ris es ..,Orf..,

''.--e`- e IiiDS Before3g; showing -;thi s'Fr el:at ionsh ip , it is necessa y-
1.:1-.'ttho) -also. identifi- "and, Clarify tential, users' of: the
,, S. v-lie,,will. then iil (r.stra'te,=-: ith ,drueriai-trigione?lipsrz--..b.etween::t-heelli nel" Irir u°s: If,

c3. j. 3-Using the1IRDS to suPpO;_t_ In.formatio n_", Systems E.t. io l 2,, t;' ion- .

) -' The SLC provides J a' framework 'fOr. determining - the rela-
,. tionship -of ' the ISMS to izifoimationisyStems.'' In _,general, :`

the IRDS- would .be-itged to: -. , -,,= '-'' :.
r .

."--' . ..,',-.: . .

":..-..

.>";'".



..
*- provide information. .about informat=ion systems. for

- data i-COntainedwithin:the..IRDS : ...,,,,:,::-.- -- . zl,. ''.:
-.*.,- report-7on*piSting.-Conditions' and.'environments :
* .stippott-,:the:,.inforrnatiori4yktem. evolution throughout ,.

thez-systeitClife;-cyOfe .' ---:;'--. ''' '' .-" , -

*:-.41.--04pport it:what ife investigatiblis and ana.yses
WhO provides. support to . and what kJ'd of sup-1--"P3,,por t ',provides ;.---it.:=-exPresed in the following ,sections.
sitSciission, should Illuserate the, wide variety users

and: , useos. of &hie IRD,S' -dur-ing --the SLC phases and:
1/4,-".".It is hoped that 7.41.4.0 -1 through 3-.1,- used tothese relatidnithipst7will clarify an area W):tich -normallYvery ambiguotig Thettibles are presented as 7an attachmentat the'end off this chapter..
3:1.4 of-- then

_

The -potential, and-actual- user - of the IRDS - in the
development of z information -systems can be individuals, but
the-intent here "- is",--EO 'Consider thaw s classes-...ofc users ofas organizational' entities. 'as:

following items -describe..24,:-
the identity Of 'each user and _the functions of -these users. in the variousi-.. uses of information system lire. cycle:

, -. . iThe. Infirm n!Regource . .Manager is responsible for
managinty-,, h,e = corporate information resource." Th'ese
reeotarces include 'put. are" not limited- toe. ',,. ..-

-1,

ata and 3.4formatio4- .

, 4.-;.:alt tom- ted data and infO,'FlgatiOn
. 1/4v..):-, . ,1!:i,!vckic'e, ..'text, and image :atia. and igforriation,,

.-i.:fOritial corporate inforiitatiOxiAnd ii.ts;"fiow. --it-A,.,
-"=-,,IgOrp orate ,recordslandftfokmation arehiving,::-i4-:

' roeiedUries And -fOrm4i-;
...

. . ...7w-,
. .

cor kr At in orma iforte ystems .

* ...s.-41-1.1-,,,e-,,S.kgnEemr:Oesigner ,isRY esponsible for the develcip-
;; men Anformationi*yste.3.,design (information flow

and .' odessing, .-.Jita)a,tifachine '). interfaces, etc.).
nst

The.P -rammer is 'res.P.Pgs'i..ble for developing the
progl-ch- psinW gracedural languages (COBOL,

i-::g.td.)..nou7.1/rOoedur al languages- (report Wr it-
4,-.2: ,management. systems, etas), and

$(-1ysteny-ge:necatibrs, (input .validators,
4deyelopment :tools,, etc.) .



e`:.-CdstOmer- is 'A -requester. and/or-
nformationsystees, products.

.-the --efficient
-operation: of the computerrelated-

equi ent (computergt_-Pr inters,- COM,

different-.::,'information-,gystem PrOjects from 'develop-
ment--analYsis t.hrou
the life cycle. I
co*puter systems a

ivi,duals from th
"

The 14aintainei- is a:
ble for the 3,

,the :iMPlenientation. phases-. of
-some cases, projece-Ma nagers are
alysts; they,::are flea&

-customer Oreas-..

er or analyst responsi-
matidn:system while it is in the

maintenance and m ificaticillase of its rife-
cle

The Database Administrator is the individuatrespon-_
sible' for, the-Antegrity ,of the physical data,struc-
tuies. and deflyiitions, and for database performance.

The DataAdininistratOr is the individual responsib'le
for the integrity of the logical data structures and
definitions.-
The Systems Analyst is responsible for ..analyiing
user needs, 5-information flow and transformation,

,privacy and security, infoimation processing, and
other information system reepiirements.

The Auditor is responsible for analyzing audit and
control .information during the various_ phases- of the
system -development life cycle.- Thege individuals
may 'inClude auditors; quality assurance andlysti,
and customers.

Programs are automated procedures that may
access the dictionary for dynamic use of
data.

3.3.5 Uses of the IRDS.

directly
the meta-

In identifying the potential
,Olea'r' that terminology in this
following _explanation ig provided

uses of the IRDS it was
area is inconsistent. The
tO:clarif-y the terms used:

Technigues and processes describe algorithms and
control



.
Networks._describe the::rela.tionshi between* >systems
comnon_ ....

,- inc u in theira,
dependencres-- bath implicit and explicit.

Dat-e-ficiw-sdePidt the flow of,..dita through the *sy.s-
tem and identify processes and procedures affected
by: _the flow-and--proceises and procedures . affecting
the flows.

* Data structures depict 'the characteristics of data
and data access techniques.,

Integrity describesbusiness,.
etc., constraints, including security"and privacy
requirements to insure correct aspects Nand con-
sistency of data.

Validation criteria describe legal and/or
domains of values.

legal

Data definition generation describes the-information
necessary to map data from the business view to the .

automated view, skeleton for generating DDL,..
Priii deciaiitions, subschema,..etc.

Impadt' analysis portrays the information necessary
to assess the impact of changes to the information
sybtem because of Modification-to the business en-
vironment,- resource requireMents and utilization,
systemand component interfacing, the user communi-
ty, etc.

Information-system design provides information to
assist. the definition-, design, and integiity of the
total sysieM.

Backup and recovery identifies-'requi-rements and con-
straints to perform system backup and recovery. .

- a t

Environmental constraints define .the factors which
will constrain either the development or the opera-
tion of an information system..

Monitor application system use is the use of the
IRDS to ctively maintain information on how the ih-
formatio system is being used and who is using it.



Conversion aetine-s-_,thite. kaCtors, -. , conseiaered,,
when an ihforinati Cod, Systek is beinqAtonVerted "from'
one environment:fo 'another:- ., , -..

Metadata c.hanqe-s-idifitTly..the owner or-,:e- focal-poitiF7,
for_ IRDS."finformatibii t6Aklure change is controlled,. "'

Formdesign ines." and describes; all formats- "L--for-::.,
inpub-and output. "-

Trinsformtions d,eine -codes' '(or .values)/with their
.associated- meaning or teit.

Program -code generation requires: the ;documentatien
of _data definitions, - data -flow, processing tech--
niquess foorms
create `grogr,am source-foi an >application development
facility. .

- Test data generation requires the dodumentation and
analy= of data definitions-, data" flow, processing-
techniques,* forms design, algorithms,, and networks ,
o create test databases, test transactiofis, test
ans, and-'test reports.

, -.Versions define multiple versions? f the same infor-
- mation. --: - -

Tables 3-1 throu4h 3-7 illustrate how-the IRDS is used - in
each SLC phase by identifying, the type of use for the users
and, -uses described aboire.

THE- DATABASE' .PERSPECTIVE

3.4.1 Approach.,,

The objective -of this_ sectsion is to conceptualize an
IRDS in -rela-tion to ,the design and development of databases,
querying and deriztring information concerning databases, and
prolliding operational_suptiort;to automated ,-databases.- This
dataffase perspective is also equally applicable- to non-%
auto-4ed files- and operations. The terminology in this
section should therefore be interpreted to refer to both the
automated and non-automated enVironirents. `-



4.2-Users :and 'Uses o ,the IRDS.

Tliis approach .recognizes --three-conceptual .funbtiOns .-'interms of two 'Modeeglobal and operational.' The specifi
t,-7.--needs-.-of--each77M-det .a-regrlirlfiddivergent _ and .;tare,"'therefore The global Mode inCor- _-Porapes an enterprise-oriented-dictionary

3-23-7-andis thought of from the enterprise point of view:7
since all data: about the< enterpiise-can beiriewed , 'as. being
independent of" environment` (manual or automated), :physical
implementation, computer 'systems, or hardviare:

.X..DPERATIONAL-- /-

System-
specific,

Databa:ser. -

Oriented,

Dictionary:
Function

.

D'a tabas e r spec t ives of aril. IRDS

The operational mode;- on the other hand, is composed of a
directory function'. and a systems specific dictionary func-
tion (Figure 3-2). ;Theldirectory view concerns--....user in-quiry, information searching; and information locating in

.



terms-of the data and,,inforMation avaiIable.,in the opera-
tional.---`.7:data:,e,kiltironment of -,the "enterpeise. This ccincept is.\

clestgne3 to accommodate a Multi-ycomputer system,
database,: and Multi,---loCation--(dietributed) infortation en-
vironment., The systems 'specific dictionaty is -a database,:
oriented--dietionary view -.concerning the .:operational` needs,

for. an IRDS for-each specific. data processing - environment:-

It assuses that --eadh hardware dystem may-have a diftiliat.
dictionary , capability, each' database management syd.terd

(DBMS). may have a .didtinat /dictionary capability, .,..and.
several "stand-41One! dictionary; apabilities ';may exist -' on

several hardwaee -configurations. Although. three concept_ ual
functions have been ,identified, they may in fact.' --,be

coalesced' enterprises within-- a diverse-- -hardware or
-software envirdiment. From a logical. it is'
'portant -toz-view thede three conceptual fictions -s belong-%
ing a single, ;'

This conceptual approach' makes -clear the distinction,
,between data administrator and, database administrator
tivities. The data administrator activity- must be concerned
with the enterprise view of the-dictionary and looking at
data and information in global terms: The database adminis-
trator requirements are sPeCificto, each particUlar database v` ?'

environment- as defined by l- within
the:-,enterprise, and will be,'concerned=mith_ the physical and
logical:-,aspects of the operational-information environment,.:

is 'usually dependent," upon 'the., and scope of the
enterprise..

.__

. 3 -."4.3 'Enterprise-Oriented Dictionary 'Function:.

eni)

. , I... ..
In the context of- the database irorment of. the .en-----

terprisb, the enterprise-oriented dictionary function;

provides a canonical description of all data objects
associations among data objects which may be

r-eferen ,calkor utilized in databases- implemented in

i;the. DBMSNEA-ir-ironment(d) available to the enterprise.
Such desciiption will include authorized synonyms of
named data objects and associations.,

"-
identifies aggregations of data objects and associa-
tions, as necessary, consistent with the data model
used to structure the (conceptual) global database
schema, and thus defines the conceptual schema

identifes the use of -data:- objects in -User views'`'
.

(external- scheaas)' imPlemented in the DBMS environs-=.';'
ment, and -.,_ the -: computer' sydtem ? environment (d) 'iii

which user views-4re implemented --.:. -.-
-



identifies.flemantid integrity constraints,-°access
cantrolS;z: and validation criteria With reipect to
data objects for 'aggregationsof data objeCts defined
in-the conceptual:sYstem,

-gupports-,the: following
'.-6.Pprori-cite. software, env

ctions, when embedded= in
onMents:

conceptual (global), 'database design--this in-
cludes provisions for merging user views into a ,

aon-,redundant globAX. yi-ew-,if -the design , metho-
dology is: requirements''Oriented.
mapping user views at the conceptual level to
external schemas in the operational DBMS
_environment (s)

- *Mapping the systems view to the directorY in
the operational DBMS_ environmentortment

3.4.4' Directory Function.

The directorY is an organized; integrated repository af
data that provides for user inguiryi information searching,
and:: information locating to determine_ what' data and informa-
tion is -available in the 'operational- data environment of the
organiiation.- -A functional user, ,regardless of.
would be to determine whethre---t4e- data exists in the`
enterprise and, if it dcies exist, where it is located and -

the path, to: obtain^ the information.::-_ The director function
.provides a ;cross-,reference use of data whether t in-
volved with5,,the'. interrelationship of the ardware and
software such as for multi-systems, multi-da bases; multi-
locations (distributed) 1-.. different ;hardw configurafiOns
and different database :Thafiagiiment systems; or the interrela-
tionthips of data such as user views and synonyms.

Auditors and 1--unctional users- :would be the primary
users of the directory. The auditors would use the directo-
ry to audit the functions and uses of the enterprise-
oriented dictionary4 whereas the functional' users would' use
the -directory to .reach- his or her system specific diction-
al-y.' In additioh, .-,;the directory could act as,":-.a controlleror Suffer to 'the' aser when one of the system specific dic-
.tiOnaries was not -prp=line. This )yould provide- information
to the user to allow him or her to make a decision to either,
wait - until the system specific dictionary'. comes 'Sack
or access an alternate source for obtaining the ..appropriate
information.



4.5 :.System SPecifiC DictionarV.'runction

This: func-Xilin: concerns` the support, -tO be Provided-:for
giVen,:.DBMS. -It . ::into the following sub-
,fUnctionL.which are further diiirided-LintO-the. Major IRD'S fa-
cilities .reqpired:to'.imPlement-.these4-furictipns:

*. Describ-ink 'd-a-tabase-S,

- defining physical st,ructures '

- defining relationships' between physical strut=tures
Database version''Control

--Providing staging and status facilities
providing 'reOrgan,izatiiin criteria and data" . . ."

- Monitoring anti-:analyzing use

collecting frequency of access and' 'Update,statistics
determining processing time for access and - up-
date

- -tracking resource usage (central F. processor:-
input/output, etc.j.:
colldating failure Statistics

Generating schema nd subschema -definitions
accessing logical structures from
enterprise-orienthd dictionary function
generating,s7chema definitions

- generating subsche.ma definitions
- generating '.input /output control, parimeters for

the application programs accessing the -DBMS'

Implementing .integr ity

- storing the integrity constraint rules . 3

- applyirig these rules when new databases are gen-
erated

7,.r.andomly -chOcring to insure that integrity rules
` are'.:*t:violated

Access .constraints

- sorting information related to acc s and update
constraints for given parts of the d tabases

-r.applying these constraints when acre: and up-'a-date request are processed by the'DBMS



'Validation .cri is
accessing, via". __ation _rule's frail the enterprise-_

..-oriented diCtionary. function
converting these -rules' into .ythe. 'DBMS -specif,ic
format, (e.g., internal "
applying these _rules when .ukdate
receiv-ed-b ile'DBMS

ZncOde/decOde, _

a'

'encoding and' user-specified information (e.g.
schema- arid -subschema definitions)' into internal_

work ing :*formath :and tables
- decodintAnteffnal Working format and table in-

formation tt6....user.--epedified- format
7 'allowing the user to update the decoded informa-

- tion
- generating necessary error:; and warning messages

during the encode/decode 'process
Tables 3-8 and 3-9 provide, respectiltelyy, :..:.a tabularview of the -relatiOnshipS' betweeri.,-he users;- and the three

logidal IRDS funotions, and the uses ;of_ these IRDS functiOns
f rom 2- the databate perspective.

3.'5 CONCLIIS ION:2

. .

The 'reader oE:this;-report should be convinced that his
41, or her enterprise needs. a managed information environment.

This realization -may have- :resulted from, continual exposureto the ideas ;;Of IBM, IRDS,' data .manageMent-, database ad-
ministration, configuration management, quality assur ance
productivity,-' .maintainability, . etc; or it may have been an
inspiration. -.In either: case this chapter of the report has
provided . a model for uses of an IRDS. All aspetts tof the
model, however, may not fit every enterprise's needs or may
not ; be feasible or practical to implement, especially when
the enterprise initiates the philosophy of truly managing
its information environment.

- ,..

.The implementation of the concept .:of managing the in-
, forination environment- should 'be eivol*t,ionary, and the IRDS
aspects presented",,heiein.---- should undergo- rigoroUs-
cost/benefit analysis. This analysiS4 shOeld- examine the
start-up ,cestsr. becAuse the ,philot ophy results in af rontfed

'lcading
of cOsts: e-- benefits, -;andand reduced: costs

of informat ion systems accrue 7 later, although some
short-term benefits -.may - occur; depending on the situation
Within the enterprise.; The long-term benefits carr.;accrue



througb standard iz iofa;:::fripr owed cOmmgnication, maintenance
and modification of....autothated-and manual information .sys-
toils,. better, planning and.-,better design- of automated infor-
mation, 'systems, and databaees which,can provide mere timely
response.,to changes:-In: the information enyironmentiz4fister
reaction to.-'governme# leg station inithe areas of Pilivacy
.ad..:44perwork'coritrols, reducing the costs .iof,.cOnversion,
and modelltig of the'informat7i-on., system envi-ronmentto
`develop a more ,effective and efficient `' .enterprise_ informa-;
tion environment. ,These:,benefits`caii accrue over time; but
they are nOt free.

To realize the managed inforiation environment will re-
quire organization, changes, the development ofoiser pr,p-
eedures for all information systems,". the training of peOple;
and 'the Changing- of.-people lboth- managers and worlers) to a
disciplined approach7froin the normal reactive apPrOkh. The
"degree of change- to the entelprise is dependent on the
present enterprise environment' anditfie degree:of- ,enterprise

A A 'A

--adotsi gm -of -.the model Presented.

-39-
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s its :first agenda item, the panel on IRt4 Policies4and
Controls deCided _to agree on a working definition ";of Infor--
mation Resource Management. Such a definition "las "required
to set the boundaries of, discourse for the work of the panel
and to give the proper ,perspective to_the integration of the
wide-ranging techrfOlo4.e sers, and areas of expertise
that converge in

J

Information ResourCe Management is whatever- poli-
cyj action, or procedure toncemitng information°
(both.- automated and-inon-automated) -which manage

rtt
-

me j- establishes to' the overall current
and future -needs of the enterpriSe., Such poli-
ties, etc.., -would include considerations of evai-
lability', timeliness, .accuracy, integrity, priva-
cY, Security, auditability, ownership, user' and
cost-effectimeriess:
The -IRtf_definition emphasizes- the enterprise-wide na-

.tufe of planning and ;eXecutidif`of information -policies, ac÷
tionsr .

. and procedures An, order ,that :data-can-be' treaffed.as
'r stdur of4f_ttiev:ent.l.e.'1,1 It :ASO-- tref ledts the _pi

niary Shift iirocessirientered .design
methodologies to. -dat:a--deittered. degign methodorogies. :

This defin -ition .Was again reviewed upon completion -of:
the work; the-panel and a general consensus existed as to

-,its usefulness and -proper. focus on-the 'problems that sere
discussed.

. The scope of IRM and its impact extend into a large
riumber of operationsi,:kf an enterprise. Since the work of
-the panel was limited bi4esthe. ,relatively short duration of
the. Workshop, the decision was jnade by the panel-,inembeis to

-Unlit their considerations to.'the analysis of IRtt impacts,. on
the area of computet-based systems..., In order toi-Orgatrize
the 'work . to be _done and to properly -highlight the = applati=
bility of iRt4 concepts throughout the life of such Systems',

--it wae!decided to adopt a,particdiar definition of a System
Life Cycle (SLC) and to categorize IRM impacts according to
its phases.



e f011Ow IRM phases were .-adopted::

& Determination' Phase consists of de-
ni .:the functionality; including

d.ata _elements -required:

The Data/System Specification Phase consists oftranslating the results of the previ,ous phase into
apdimplenientable specification._, This phase includes

.`'logical. database design. The phase should also
address integration plans in the, sense . of what is
done about existing systems and data_that will be
replaced or interfAced withirrthe new system.

Da.tabase/System-Design.---.1-Phase. coridist-.of de-,
iled:program designs and ,s5iFaieations and -phydi-,cal database speCifications that will achieve- thefunctionality 'outlined .in the preViotie-,two Phases:

The 'Construction/Testing Phade consists'-Lof- program
and .database,-implementation coding and unit testing.

L.2#

-The Int raigai,System Testing Phase results
system feadf Xci WI:placed in.operation.

The :Installation/Operation Phase,,is '".i.he: introductionand then--roatine production use of the system.
The Maintenance Phase .is:rontine..repair of the ...sys-

The Enliancement Phase is the addition of new functionality resulting-from use-of the system.

The Termination Phade is -the archiying, and
tion af production uses of. the'sydtem.

-
. ,The members of-the Panel ha been-drawn frpm bOthtechnology sector ;and' the internal Aud#th.11'-,1fofesSion. It

-was decided that'. fiche value of the work wou.d` e,.enhanced ;ifthe paned sp-erAt. divided:irtto
separate technOlOgy an& ratiditing grOuiSititartsc.k7 with ;.. d f,
ferent but :scomplemeniOry.`miSsions.

A

I>

;4-



The technology :group was charged with identifying is-
,sues associated with computer-based tool-s which

and.
are applica-

ble an available to support individual-SLC phases from a
developer's -point of view.

'- -..7"

The emphasis of the auditing grciup_Lwas o- explore the
exposures 'that existed in the variouSIC-ph-ases and to sug-

i . gest
.

tools,lsV and prodedurei sth'at.would e. ti- r5 'z the risk of
these exposUres. a4

-

.Both gill?. ups were responsibl
E /

"lit* " .po 1 i c I.4 s , - %required delive
Ara t4.01.15 SLC pikase,s_. ../..1

-

In the final yorking sessi
11.1.4.4

ner-, ireach gio
presented its findings, and a co - ,-,=,--, Ade., Since_ the:.
-limited time available. to each 'g t-..t.4.,,...". ..alloil exha%it...- -..- . -
t'ive lists to be prepared, it `° ..,-,c... -plete .overrap between the resliect3. .. ngsi.7--'w4:
The analysis did however ;ireveel stet iflive'F/1

,...

procedures that IRM would dev '7,P"Pos 9s
identified., .411 such, the 44ti Ti'91,us Ito n- was

...- ....developmentetf 'IRM procedures 1d/ ignifica e uce,--
risk exposuites that were present in t'he:.'81C p ses:- .'s--:1*-t

.)

.-

--- -- ----` ':'';"..'- : 7_, ;I-. :3.4:9, .

In ' the following, .the ,,,findings, t, the parfel-' are
yresented. - It /mist be 03ifited ;out ,,:,th--4,:ithe- ...Use of ection-
ary Systems as--4 iool is not ,hirglial-hteftas it felt `.taa't

_,,,.....: this w#uld occur in;ibe,..wOik of:;a6tiWrI" Timrkshop panels. In-'"!
' stead]; the.Eindings siOe structured; tolocus more on IRM-

relate-4 'issues.: ...i- -1-..-- A -- r.
-,7: . :2, ..,

.".2,' C*

.. ''''. 4.5 IRM Y.RECOMMNDATIONS'
.-.4...

devsToPien g lists --of
top ncerns for the ./

The paAel 'developed a set of IRM policies for., a liy-
potheticale-.2, ente-rprisgf:. These results are-grouped in the
folloWing4inannerk-

Fundamental IRM policies (Sections 4.6 --64:-7)

Iitm policies applicable; across SLC phases (Section
4.8)

IRM policies applicable to individual. SLC phases
(Section 4.9.)

The results presented are intended to be representa-
tive; in no instance does: there exist the implication. that
the Jesuits are exhaustive.



The panel pr;opoSei_the following fundamental IRM poll-.,.-......cies: ......7)...:-

-1"--k%.-There willbekriiv Strategic System Architecture,
- . for the entergic-ise.-

There will,be ,aii.zong-,4Range Information- Plan which
considers-,- Shoft 4:. and long-range cost aspects of
maintain:hag enterprise data.

* There will be Guidelines for the use of database,
management systems, languages, networks, dictionary
systems, hardware, and other system.components.

There will be a Data Standardization Program.

4:-7 STRATEGIC SYSTEM ARCHITECTUiE-AND INFORMATION
PLANS

aThe- Strategic Sys,tem Architecture and Information Plans
-constitute the :- nucleus of the doCiiiherits called, for by thA
Fundamental IRM Policies. The panel did not discuss the
Specific contents of ,these documents:. however, 'it is felt.
that the present report will be more meaningful if a more
detai'l'ed despription of them werze,included. What follows is
an outline and brief description of eachlkhapter which can
be considered 6 representative of the nature of.these docu-

- menis1,-



STRATEGIC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE PLAN OUTLINE

TI PURPOSE OF -CHAPTirst

Intr 1. Management overview. ,

1. Description of organizatiOn..iri- terms
of sigh-level enterprise eveni
model (normative)

2.--Diagram of high.-level data resource
model (normative).-

3. business objectives and
, 46:

--" -ieement on goals and,
-4s"wh h are not dependent

ftwarer or
kage commitments.

1. °Describe the environmental IRM
irjtiativès.

2. DesciA4enterprise event support
:initiatives (application areas).

Di am and describe the conceptual
datm6de1 -far the enterprise. °

'Outrinplan for model refinement
and translation to, target database
design end physical database/.
file Schemas.

Enterprise.
Event

.- Model

. Diagram the"--"burrelit 'event model and
describe, tli,01.anninge control._
and opepatisiie-vents for
the engeitit..-,

2. Outline-kIlii0for model refinement
and collection: of cost/benefit
data for each event..
Description .of. current EDP systems
in operation and. development.

2.-.-Lists of current hardware installed.
-40v, The technology forecast for

Y..pdicting impacts on the enterprise
for the-next 5 years.1

4: Glossary oeterms used.
5. Bibliography and references used.

..t .3.

-54-
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ere are several purposes in intZeling the citgani2ation..
aropnd enterprise jeve4t:Pi_bq-04,ses1

The enterprise'event: modeling focuses -cost, produc-
tivity improvements, and other -org*Ilizatfbnal bene-

-f,f-its on specific: . business practices. (i.e. the

.,'

_ate l....! _Eacti.rof the n4, -support dpAlications will be
-----:.-----ra-orttiiii . front - a development viewpoint, but

--t':-.7.-

d!'atabase -(where-ap-
..., .,...

n would be a collec-
tOrfaV ans (objectives, mile-

.

s -.,--, -, to carry out the Ar-
.r.. .ch on Plan could be in--

clud re Plan itself or as
f 0 a odep 'tz,rjding on the planning and

project la.,c.-43.icie of the -enter-
prise. . . .

. -

. ..... _ . . . .

The event modeling also facilitates orgaiiiiati-onal
development processes to occur-in-a-neutral discus--
sion enVironinent which is not tied to existing
departments and applications.

-The.,:everit modeling-- also facilitates planned migra-
tionof current large, batch processing' qystems into
termlnel-oriented on-line systems (where._ appropri-

.
, IRM POLICIES APPLICABLE ACROSS ALL SIC PHASES

, P
0

"' lake panel -discovered thae there are a- small group of
policies, which are not fundamental to the overall success- of
IRM, but nevertheless apply across all SIC phases. , These
IRM policies exist in the following areas:

*

Project Management

Configuration Management

Metadata Management.,

Documentation Managnt

t. Review Managemeht

-For each of these policy areas subsequent sections ,cli.scuis.-
or list, deliverables, applicable--computer-based
cerns about tools, and recommended IRM control polictffis'c



. ,

-,..nr*
-.4:8.1 'Project Mana emene.' *II

The management-policies and tools for projects Should
be integrated with the other aspectsaf IRM.

a.- Deliverables:

. Estimation i ads

Planning'aids':
---...____Measuzement--a s

-=--,-- ;Project-ooniu-olaids.
ScliedliLiamIA.i.ds-

...

OrganiAidhfil development t.,.

b.. Tools:

Automated project management and estimating tools
.(e.g. PC70, PAC-II, etc.) *
Data dictionary-system -

c. Concern's about. Tools-, .

Project management data must integrate into enter--

s i dictionart,systeth.

d. IRM Control Policiet:

IRM requitWan enterprise policy regarding specific
project.management data and processes.

4.8.2 Configuration Management..

Configuratfn Management6'(CM) applies software en-
gineering -principles to pinpoint responsibilities for main-
taining software and hardware baseline invenpries and all
changes tivithe baseline. CM reqUireiOpoth- policy direction
and integrated tool support=

rig

a. Deliverables:

Change control aide'
Software/hardware baseline inventory aids '

Status accounting which 4ixes individual responsi- .

bility for actions and states
. Point -system to baseline references and documents

riot c tained within the CM system

Ii



4

-

, - , -

, Status accounting packages (ANMP) . .

Data dictionary systems \-
Source and object library, packages (e.g. 'Librarian,
;Panvalet 4ic.) -,"*A:

-c. Concerns ibO Tools:

Configuration management data must integrate into
enterprise dictionary. stem.

7 -

d. IRM Control Policies:-

Any -change to baseline requires passing through.24
change control-procedures: _

:

4. 8. 3- Metadata -Management-.-

The use of computer data dictionary systems is expected
to be the main integrating tool of IRM. This dictates, that
IRM .pOlicies and procedures be set up to manage the struc-
ture and data content of the dictionitY itself.

a. DefiVerabled:

Data definitions
Process definitions
Environment definitions

b. Tools: .-''1'

,;:c;-`,...,7- 73 .

. . Existing, first-generatitictionary systems

. Mcgialng tools (e.g. , PSL/PSA, etc.)

. Progigted-second-generation dictionary systems
Data Manager, IICC10,

c. Conch about Tools:
....,

cr
. . Automated tools must be friendly to 'users.

Me.tadata management must .noti disrupt the '^ on-going.
integration support of the enterprise.> dictionary

'-l'system. .
.

1Multiple sites/systems must be addressed. ....

. Security of dictioniry systems' need d to be strong%
- .

d. IRM Control POli .
All metadata is collected, and documented, according
to 'enterprise standards.



4.8.4 Dociimentation Management..

Software and syStem docuntentation is :a' critical aspect
of maintaining a viable- IRM'environnient. IRM tools and pol-icies are needed to manage the documentation -creation,
maintenance, and retrieval processes.' /''. -

a. Deliverables:
. _Dever ent and, maintenance standards on-line (e.g.

forms, ethodologies, examples, etc:)
"word-processing input/edit features tiaIrnake-4creation
and maintenance of documents. easy and-controlled for_
all users (authors, reviewers, and ereaders)

f_or_

(manuals; specifications, etc.)
References to documents .not contained, within
system itself

,4 b. Taio-rsT..-:-

WOrttiprOce}1.-Sors
.

1.

the

.. Text--ecTitors
4.., . . Language conversion.`. aids (e.g°. compilers -4 inter7 2

a
e preters, etc.)

-.
Standards checkers for.. guages and documents
Syntax checkers -for languages --.-, i

_ .

. System analysis/desi meihodologies., ;! -
Graphic -aids ' - .

El6ctronic mail and telecOnfeeenCing aids
c. Concerns about Tools: ,,.-

.

Textual data creation, maiiitenance,
must be iritegra:te-d by' or 'through enterprise dic-

tiortary syetem.-
Where-Jac:0 the language , conversion _aids and syntax
checkers belong? _5'

-Where does configuration management 'stop and . docu-
mentatioh management begin ?.

d. IRM Control Iiolicies:
A.-

. There is a baseline specifiction of what consti-
tutes (i.e. most=iplaroved deliverables
from each-SLC phase).



4. 8. 5 Review Management. 4-

Formal. review groups will become the governing authori-
ty of IRM Life Cycle Management. The convening, scheduling,
and reporting of the work of these review groups require IRM
policies and tools in order to function effectively.,

.a. Deliverables:

b.

f/-

Review schedules (participants, time, place, agen-
das, etc.)
Approval certification of baseline -documdntation,
software, and hardware
aelyiew and exception reports ,

"GO"/"NO-GO" decisions on key milestones

Tools:

Audit packages- (operational
VerificatioTOWvalidation
tens)
StandardsoMpirance checkers

systems)
aids (development sys-

_
. .

C. Concerns about. Toads:

ci

Review management data must integrate into -enter
__

prise dictionary system.
SLC review management tools are needed.
Better audit tools are needed to cover, a broader
scope (e.g. privacy, security, cost, data indepen-
dence, redundancy, conversion, etc.).

IRM Control Policies:

o system may change 'state (i.e. proceed* another
LC phase) without 'à -"GO" decision properly docu-

/dented under the Review Management procedures.

4.9 IRK POLICIES FOR SPECIFIC -SLC ''PBASES.

, s:

The same categories are given b W7for policies and
. .

-

tools applicable to specific SLC phases. In addition, lists
of concerns and exposures for auditing individual activities
withip phases are given.. The phases described are:.

tr

* Requirements Determination Phase

.4"

. 7 7



s

Data/System Specifications Phase

Database/System Design Phase'

CohstructioniTestinq Phase

ZrItegraion/System-TeitIng-Phas*.. .

InstallatiOn/Operatia se &:3

Maintenance Phase

Enhancement and Termination Phases

4.9.1 'Requirements Determination Phase.-

'.This phase initiates a new SLC project by systematical-
ly documenting and obtaining approval of .user requirements
for, the project.

6 - -

a. Deliverables (Data,and System Requirements):-

. Data/data structures
e

User-visible :function; statements (including user
manual and.user-visibl .error codes)
'Environmental statements -and constraints

dos

b. Tools:

11. TAptiopary-system features to compa e strategic plan_.

..,- ments --,

tements with datf and system r uirements state-
.

'-,

Automated requiremens tools
Graphic entity-relationship diagram

. Dataflow diagram aids .

Data event/data task model aids
. Structured analysis aids (e.g., BSP, SADT)
. Organization chart.aids 4r

Transaction matrix aids
:

--c-Concernsoabout Tools:

aids

Requirements data mut integrate *nto enterprise
dictionamsystem.
Better requirements tools are needed.

.78



d. IRM Control.Poiicies:

System requirements will be co
strategic system architectUre plan.
System requirements will`be in standard form.
Eril;pirgise security, privacy, and retention Policies--
if followed_in-s.ettingLr' equirements.

e. Auditing Concerns and Exposures:

1. Prelimin o any System Life Cycle:

12 Standards are in place and well documented for:
. programming structures

systems-development _

. programming languages
cost/benefit-analysis

. feasibilitA studies.
Organizational segregation of functions is satisfac-
tory. .

Training is planned and accomplished;

I

. User Visible Functions:

. ,..problem definition x

. Inconsistency- --..."
1

Standaras-adhirence
. Procednra17:adherence-L
. Vblumes ----:-- . .2.

. Clarity a

. Completeness ---
. . _Legitimacy -_--4,

Reasonableness 8. 44

3. Data Definition (APPIlles to Entities,'Relationships,
....

and Attributes)- --....= .

. Incompleteness' of; -definitioni
Omissions

, FXraneous;-
. Redundant

Inconsistency
.°
. Units/value sets
. Sensitivity
. Responsibility for data and access retention volumes



invir,oninentalt-
_ -

Availability
Volumes
Response.time
Terminal characteristics
Security,
Commuhiaations chaftteristics
PhySical environment
Personnel (skills)

, .

4.9.2 Data/System Specification Phase.

This phase establishes the overall architectuie for the
project. Subsequent detailea design and construction phases
can be-accomplished independently over time and place, in
most cases.

a. Deliverables (Logical Design):

Logical database/file design
. Logical system design (including transactions,

forms, reports, screens)
Interface specifications (integration with other
systems).- -

Alternatives considered (feasibility)
n

nalysis
apacity requirements

Database/file design aids
Screen/report detign--aisISi-
Hardware -conf igutation aids
Capacity modeling aids
Simulatbrs/application .prototypi-ag aid

'Concerns about Tools:

De-sign data must integrate into enterprise diction-
-ary_=system.
Better design tools are needed,

. 4.

d. IRM Control Policies;

. Data disigni.will ;conceptualthe enterprise onceptual
-data model.

. Design specifications will be in standard form
(e.g., dictiOnary).-

-1



Forms and repints5(inpytioutputwill be
as part. of configUratiah mahagelOnt.*

-e. Auditing Concerns and sures:

1 I. nterface-To Other Sys tems:!'

Redundancy
Compatibility
Security

. Privacy
. Completeness

Impact of change

2. System Delign Legitimacy of-Transactions

controlled

S. Conceptual Data Structure Design:'

Existence ,

Reflection/adherence initlogical design

4. Preliminary Cost/Benefit-Analysis:

ApprOval levels
Reasonableness,
Segmentation

Phasing Strategy:

Feasibility
Reasonableness
Legality

. Resource availability
Training

. -, Timeliness

. ManageabilitY

6. Conversion of Software/Data:

Existing and target data
. Existing and target software

Existing'-and target systems
Ekisting-and target hardware



9.9.3 Database/Syste gn Phase...-

This phase compl L thd detailed design of both date-
base and procgiesing modules necessarrb:efore construction .

begins. The designs must' not violpte the archttectdre laid
down- in the:previous phase. -

44.
a;-Deriveralres (1) et4p-de -Specifications):

Physical' database/file design
.,,System specifications (including inputs, oubutsG
networks, and hardware).
Test specifications
Revised user documentation

. "Hard" cogt/benefit.analysiS
Conversion specifications
Training plan

b. Tools:
-3;

. Security software (e.g. RACF, ACF2)
File and database optimization packages

. **Conversion aids
Test data generators.

, Training aids k . . N

Structured system design aids

c. Concerns 'about Tools:

Specification data most be integrated into enter-
prise dictionary system,
Better specification tools are needed.'

Nza

t

d. IRM. Control--Policies:

,....... ./
Data specifications must be validated to show that,,,,
the support logicaL, design.
Sys em specifications must .be validated to show that
the support the logical sy design. *
Da specifications must be idated* to support the

Standardization program _,-,includirig sources and .:1.:.P/
. ,,x,.ownership of all data.- . .

- ../-70-
Design data will be in standard form (e.g. 'diction-
ary)-.



e. Auditingeonc-ei. Exposures--

N.'
-7. .-SNreterit SPeciTfloation:-

'::" ;
.T

Legitiitacy,
' OwnrshiPtadc'eas aPproval-

-. Synchroniiation--distributed data processing-
Data dictionary system .use- in operational system'

*-2q-zi1/4
7/s*-

/recotterytrestar_t/7pS anization..-ganS'
a' enance, conero s 7-c '

-

:scheinas:

prsh Jacqess approtvalt-.
Integrity-

dictionary terfaces.,0
Database admin'istration=
User training-,

. . -

3. Data Cbmmunicat

C

Eackup/resta.rtirecovery. banging
-Adequacy of,; -data ctmmulacatiorisc -
Encryption requirements --.

Protocols
bietwo5king configuration and te3tia.w.

. ,Iiinalized":CostliBenef it Analysis:45,

Appioiral -.16Yel\s:are.00rrect . and Complete
=Reasonableness: A

. pegmet#4tsion

5. Security/j)rivaey:
Access restrictions (Pasgwerd access matrix
tration)
Erfor:rePor#pg...
Sensitivity tae s

-Penetra0Ont--r. Xing
Data security trategy trade-of fi
Physical security requirements (e'r
filqs) .

. Ext al rdgulationscompliance

.

adminis-

.



. :Documentation.; Riiks

Draft. g:"
Start 6. peratiohs- nual

CrOss check to recjuirements.
4.9.4 Construe koniT'eStringPhase

.
_

This phadeLlt niade less- "labor" intensive _ ttirotO .--ttiwork of the--pr-eleeding.planning and design pliagei4.1.-- Oilthe Liseof'an -integrate4 IRM tool support e - kJ: Theme -unit'testing' in.:Ahis, phase validates the.-rik of -incal pr-o--anu-r-r!' -:' -- - ... ...,-r,----;- .--.,-- ,...- , -- ..t. .- :

-41.breliverables:

:1=

Coding (programs, job control- statements, maps,ject. code) . -2

Prograni docuMentatiolv
Test data sand results

Training materials .

b. Tools:
zj .

,Test ;data getn
Source Jangua=r atOri :

Cdmpilers and.TInte ret, s.-
. -DocumentatiOn aids,
.11.1e/datab44.044ut-4itie

Concerns about

consirlictionjtestitig---data:mdst be litegrate.d intoenterprise ,dictionary system.
RN -tort:trol 'Policies:

..PrograMe,
.
will compIt.With the-enterpritte data -stan-.,dardlzatiOn project,. including: dictionary 'system-genetaed data Aeffnition...sections.

-, be *alfdatedc'-Hba to the .detailedspecifications.
;.*Auditing., Concerns arid' Eitosures:

Prb4ram LOgic:



Adequacy
o

-.Adherence teguser -;eqp$Aements .8

. audit- Akcju4Iteinents - (-e.g.. SCARF, tagging(
.

ITF) -

Program`: Codinq:.;

Adherence to s-tandards-_-ftir ,coding
. k..10-.St-en-c-e-of-stru-ctured relitewstwalicthrioughs
. Audit- participation for:,cratitxcal functions in struc.

Etttlierkce and quality of docUmentation
. Data omisaikins: discovered- in?ppogramming ,::*"

. ReSuIting data, dictionafy:,:steia-- -update/Modifica-,

sY.ndht,onizAt cliPt.I.Onary,;.-ta. environment
Security. of libraries:(,Sonrce,it.load):
.Resolution ::of-designaogip error's

"
CciRstkuct systerifs Vst

umentat-ion:

Final usees.manUal
Final, ciger-rEionii-,minual.,,

'Training program
.4 ..5kIntegration/Sys tern Testing-Phase.

- ...

The_testing in this phase proves that the softwall.Ka.nd
.

databa504.mollules constructed independently under an overa-11.4
designci--stipctire will operate '-together - in a pseudo-

. -3. _

production environment. .
t

6
. -Deliverables:

'Scheduling aids
Recovery and restart 'procedures
Training accompliVed
Completed system (baselined)

Tools:
.

. Recovery and restart _aids

. Backup and restoration aids

. , Training aids

:p



.4-:- .t-aids, 1,40,-
,-- 4 .,

Concerns aboutliaols: 4''

Testing and validiticig daameit 'be integratedenterprise ditioriairf itsyeterti.
" '*d-z----IRM-:-Contror-Policies:

41'he integration `testing plant-an,,d execution must z -1514
--r-.accomplished IndetiOidently from unit tests.

. e. Audit g Concerns and' Ekposiires:
7 trser involvement/indebendent test
:. ResaritgecOvery -.tbit--all cohditionst _. Stress test /stump: the system
-., VoluNne.-teit - -. ',.."

..:1FinaliXatibn of- dat4 conversion pl4ans
Proof and- balanCing 'dontrols_:
Acceptance test by. user

.' Security- viaation test#ig

. lidat4an of Ortbdudtion job -coritr21-41anguage,-. .,--.- -,

:4. - rodimegrah environment creation (i.e: library): #
. .-1/4. ariliel.° test -glans (if 'rtiquired) "11,

5

-/t2"

.1) 4.9.6 Snstallation/Operations. Phase:.
-Th s ph.a-se n'ew--mod4les"-

1401ey-ca/1--46rierklie.isuOdes,,if epia.a-proditct
.

a. elivtrabtei:--
Azb ,

Perfo ce data,
Post-installation audit results
Trouble logs L
Running system..--

. Attempted secuil.'?1.ji-olat,ions documented. Production files/database.-
. Production job -4-$5*-1,63 language
. Production prograirlibraries .

Tools:"

Perform ce 'measurement aids
Securit packages
DENS st tistics aids
Dictionary s (end us'er interface,trackiWt sched ings security violatians)

problem



Restart /recovery. -ids .

'BikuP/r4ttoration aid
c. Concerns - about. ToOls:

-.-.. .0perati ns data, including schedui iing, must n- ---

tegrate *nto enterPrisecti.ctionary system..
d. IRM-Cont-rol--P

-' 4ecutioitr policy will
w

be -Rudited and enforced.
Performance data. ill be-,used as a feedbacit mecha-
nista for tuning, _Configuration chalig,:espo and long`'.`.
range- capacity planning.

Auditing Concerns and Exposures:

1. Installation Reviewi.

Documenta4on of emergency modificitions
Program° change control

2. Post-installatitm:Audit (6. monthi :

-:

Verify:cost say deveiopment).
chan j o critical modules. -'

;Dist= ,audit1
Insur

lity.
feasibility of resta,rtirecoveti--

site __Product jolt. -

Aniklyze change control log.
.- Examine implemen,tation of ,suser and operatio traip-

ing. ,
.

- . ,

-P. . "V -

. .. , -

4.-9.7' Maintenance
.

,to . The amount .of effort-required to maintain a system can
be significantly reduced- if preceding phases ha,ve followed
IRM policles consistently using a well-integrated set of ITN
tools. , Most of the IRM tdols can- also be used during the
maintenance phase.1'

. 10?a. Deliverables:
--- Changes -necessary to- -meet- baseline

Teol s :

. Sectirity packages
Configuration management packages

equi-rements--

: . -

- .7'



D'atabase integrity checAees
c. Concerns about- Tools:

Maintenance data 'and changes must
terprise dictionary,systee.

d. IRM Control Policies:

integrate into eri-
, 4

An_ oha controlled tthrough conf igurat iow manage- -,
(dic ionary system) facilit-ied

Separation of production -land test environmentthrbugh dictionary system facilities,
e. Auditing Concerns and Exprstires:

. Compliance with policre0 ,onliter',-fnitiatddiapproved
changes

. - Identification of major enhancements
Hardwareftette.m software configttratidn:tconiiol

. Performatmei:monitorins function

4.9. °8-Enhancement and Termination Phases:
.

The panel' considers _that the ezithkUbelOirit 4)114e- consists;
of restarting the'SLC- cycle at an ipgropfkat.,0 rid ,u2scirig the same toot's acid policies as for; a developmentject.

The terminate
cedures, and
tional.Can

P....

-:A

;consists of sti'itable:akchiyetro-
ti-tir'atez!ts:,tliat- are pb -1-orige sibpera-,

rreCt-ed, on 'demaml:

4.10 CORCLUSI0d7**IMARY
.2

'An IRM defiiiition is opropoigd that emph--as-izes the .useof datd.,as -true enterPri resource. IRM also eV hasi;es
the .use.epf..data-centered de methodOlogie0::- ace, ofearlier' de

Fundameiltal-IRit policies are proposed for a hypotheti-
cal_organiz.' a^ These-pol-icies.-emphasize the need/ for 'anintegrated set of planning documen,g1; . :

* Strategic..System Architecture Plan
* Long Range .fog ation, Plan



Guidelines foe, use of Opt ionary lays tem, languagesl.
database management systems, and networks

Data Standardization- Ian-
t,. - -.

A substantial ..impact- o ese -IBM. poljcies on all
-phased of the system life cycle of aut.omatbd iriforMation
system can be expected. This, impact will result not only

cost--effectiven-ess:but;42±so--1,0"--syst-ellis emore -sati actory from as,Audiiiiiej-Ipoint t,be expected that smil mpactis- foupd when sinfila
Principled a applied ther areas 'gf the- enterprise al
involved wi nformati.on -teliources.-t

a.

.

It.... 4

.aCte, 4.
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This panel Addressed itself to -the-issues rmation
resource gement -is they relate to an understanding-of the.
ufers' i; -riiation requirementi, techniiinei forrePresenting and
integrating-the individual information models;-: and finally the
overlap between logical and physical 'design. In keeping with the
theme of this workshop, a constant reminder was given-to the
discussants-to-exiOnethe-roie-deta-dictionaries bhuuld play in

_assisting the protiii of logical database design.

The overall conclusions reached by 'the panel can be sumoiar--
ized asgfolibws:

i) Legital database design is a cothplex activity. Com-
puter-assisted methodologies will allow designers to
cope with this problem more effectively when dealing
with the information resources of -aclarge drganiZation.
Use of sernalitii: data models needs to be heavily stressed.

Requirement analysis is an extremely importent, initial
phase of logical databaSe design. Existinetbols abd
methodologies have a n*er of desirable features, but
there is no siiigle%techniquer which .stan#s out

1) Existizig scheina-- design techitiqUek:_in of
--_,--merc' :Softwa.r. th e-e products -or- each tools .

0.4grossly inadequate or note ble for
itiaisiic %%it-natio . The "tool workb' 11 ::;conceptWas
advancid an a or rating th se tdols:

-;1,

Data dictiOnar7 systeins (DDSs!). wi
in the -future et r database

- looked intx the
as a whOleVnd Tan lz
equal emphasis as tools for
ment. Another groat) iden

',;4

fied
'features for future DDSs to help-r thy.. design of
daiabases for centralized .as well "asndistributed
environment:..

ffer
'14 -gi

managemiot7ofdata
d DBMS deserve
on resource manage

a fist of desirable .

A number oft recommendations wore mad- 4
-:.'" distributed databases and tit lathe

:- . , . communication,; control
-
, etc.

-... -

4to_ set 'frame
.

work for distussion,. eraLl -
ocean 3re des "%bed in'Figure 5-1 Fi =2 describes %

is anihy s aCtimFity which eedn-i_intolpgijaal



Logical
Design-

Global Information Model

Physical Realizationealization of theScherna ina
Design brenDBMS Environment

c: EVALUATION
REDESIGN

R EGRGAN I ZATI

- TUNING

-1.

Restructuring-1

Figure 5- 1..-A. Database Design FramewOk
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Figure 5-1.,--'dhows the Various -models,-_of information/data that
exist in. going .from a universe of discourse drawn from the real
world to =a database which 3.s populated with data stored on a
physical machine-readable iedium and made available to users.

Figure 5-2 shews the .five 'phdses. of - requirements andl.ysiq
.

and planning. Single arrow's shoW sequences of action while
eldouble arrows show mapping modamong s.

e---Enterp;rige-Modert-onipils-e-sdata expressed-in te-rms of
objects, things; activities,' events, policies, Concepts, etc:,
which refer to an overall enterprise. It also idcorpoiates at a
broad level the attributes and relationships among these objects-

,.

As an example, let us consider the -university as an enterprise
and ',suppose that the universe of discours"
ineludes the instructors, the students,
indluding,buildiii.gs and equipment, -the, co
casey.the este rise, schema would includ
plus the refeat associations:

r-a given Context
ysical facilities,

es, etc. In this
1 the ;above objects

a student enrolls in a

a course is taught by
,),room,

_
each 'piece of equipnien0As flied maintenance
schedule;

1-

instructors.teach'labsr ch die special classes
meeting in.roOnis desigiaed as :a lab, etc.

tractor in a certain

e a' few of the possiale rel4ions -a:bout which
e a need to store data in The Enter=

rise sbmetinies*includes the type of irocesiifig"to whiCh
the corresponding data is subjected. The Enterprise Model should
contain relatively static or ,invariant data which characterizes
the-enterprise in terms of its relevant aspects for a particular
data e.

- -The Application direMent Models shown in Figure 5-2
pture the dynamics of-thetienterprise-wide information by devel-

op requirement specificatons of individual applications: In
, the case of the above example-of a -university, the application
r uirement models may refer to applications such,as registriation,
eneratipn of class rosters, faculty office assignments, cliss-

, rooni, ansioments, preparation of inventories of equipment by
buildings, departments or rooms, etc. In a top-down design
methodology using successive refinements of specification, the
applications are described. at- successively 'detailed levels.

The term .Global Information Model refers to an output of the
prtionintegraaediTwhich integrates-the Enterprise Model with _,

-



'the indi
should typic
abstractio

;r1.-

:w---.-.-..----- -'--

4. ea.c.---1:-1- becid°1b...ys Pri..-liodel or "li data
x4cificni in

using servant
tion.-

as a :tool to capture the i-tiii.etil.Fe and
tics of. evant informationinformation as rceived by-the entire _user
populatiOn as a whole. In its ideal- form, the global information
model idea is rather utopian. Organizations where -user groups
Wace widely, varying demands on the': data' and, .in fact, want to
see their "own versiois" of a :database which are not necessarily
compatible; y have* settle more than one global informa-
tion 'nfodel

Bore and more organizationi_a distributing the control of
r. , upi. For them, the

e st at the local 2.evel and
%Information model mayor .

s. no beee shown conclusively, that
/s a must for distributed data manage-

.

their- data into the.hands of to
'view integration activi
t'then, depending. on '.the
may not, be constructed.
a global informatiiin mode
-meat.

As "shown-in 5-1,.. the next phase of 'design-starts off
with the global information modet/_ and ends.wiiii
of the schemi in a specific DriiSsenvirOnnient, i v,e i of
the DDL:, the integrity constraints, the privacy: and securi con-

A:straints and. the processing of the database_ in that Or
arsimplicity'weEdiall,refer to this phase ae' the schema d
phase:'" =It is obvious t' thefq.lowing O'ver2.aps ex.is

a

SD plidse 'overlaps With the. process ofrview integration
whi.cii i-s respOlisible:for gertetilatini global informa-.

tiiin models

SD-Ph:tie overlaps
schema into, the co

' 4'stritctures fn the Wig:.

the Phyri,41 'Mapping of a: -DBMS
ding files and/or 4terage

-------
- '. *i,?, ... ,I ' " -a' . - a

.itVii- difficult to draie well'Aefined boundaries between ..'
physical and logical datibasejesign. and further be_tween40, and
logical' design or etween SDi*d physi.caldesign.

. ,
I

5.1.1 Organization of the ranel

To accomplish the'iliest res
cussions among m- gene -1 member]
divided.
are kepewitlitf,oni:ieleel'on of this

The reii4pv4r
-chiPter'Wfir as "'possible.

,

is.-.
1 was"-4;

cts group

Group I: RequirementMfialysis/assessment of user needs:
GROUP. 'Earl: Weldon. INOBERS Curtice, 'Jefferson

'Section 5.2 summarizes re9ults of their dispussion..



Group II: 'Infor mation Hocleting..
:.

GROUP LEADER: Reischbeig. &MOM:- Brodie,-Buneman,
Housel, McLeod, Wiederhold., , . ".-

. Section_5summarizes.3 s their discussions.

Grouk III: Interface between Logical-and Physical- Design.
Dpn Batory. ., o .

5.4 points out the-basic isstesof this,
interface. ...

'Group- wt.:, -Role- of Data :Dictionary Systems-
and Database Design.

GROUP LEADER:: Godl-ove.

nagenient of Mik-D

'Cook, Craig, Fehder;
fester, Rollier; Seprist..

Section 5.5 summarizes thee overall thrust of their
deliberations.- . - .

grodp leader .submittea -a .`report to ,Navathe after receiv-;z
contributions-7frem. 4bup -memIert -"Try and -Clemons par-
only- in the discussions. kitLeod, participated only- in

This. elkapter is an attempt at integrating, these

Each.

ing-their
ticipated

. the-wri
reports.,

5.2; ItErBIRElinurs, ANALYSIS

Ot4 IntrodubtiOn
.

a,Data:lase deaign,iS a process which is dependent on a gbod!'
statement of4he, enterpriseks (organisation's) requirements .this section of the reportInie are concerned -with requirements
which :affect the logical database design efforti moreover, we ad-
dress this issue Irithin the context of anInformation Resource ';'
lianagoment (ERM) philosophy. -

In order to proceed ,further, we need to characterize 'ilicare
spekifically what is meant by Iirforpatj.on .Resource Hasaigement.

. The ;pain. aspects of this approach are 4as -
( .Information is to be *garde(' as a resource to tfie organi-

zation, requiring management on a broad-level. ir

. .
- The inf rmation resources should be-shared across applica:-
4-tion organizational divisions. .., .- . ., .. .

In:formation' donsistency, privacy and security are of major
importance. ".

e.
'f'--

-rData Managemeaat is to be independent of specific'. computer=
ized application' systems.

. r



- Computerized application sYstems,must be integrated..,` A

major function within an independent busineSsunitwill
constitute one/Application system (for. exaMplei:the perton-
nel function within a subsidiary company but.nOt the
materials' management.functionWithin one factory).

The concept of.Information Resource Management is, still
evolving,. and the above characterizations.needto be reviewed
with this in mind,. However; the.issence oUTRM.is daPtured:ln
the above pointsv -Two very critical-implications relating to
requirements definition follow.immediately'frOm the above:
characterization.. These are: ---,

a) Under Information Resource Management, the requirements
definition activities must be undertakeh within the context of a
top-down busines planning process which has a 1Toad scope, and
relates information to business objectives. Without such a plan;

there are no objectives for which to manage the information
resources; IRM is undefined where business plans are absent.
Currently, information is most readily related to tactical busi-
ness objectives, although in the future it should be directed at

strategic ones as well. To the degree that an IRM approach might

fail, it is by far due to-a lack of appreciation for-this point.

b) Whilevthere are numerou s tasks and operations which can
and shOuld be distributed in a modern environment, under Informa

Lion Resource Management the following aspects of the requirements
phase must be centralized:

- Coordination of-requirements activities,

;

Access to requirements documentation,

- Specification of the requirements definition methodology,

- Review and,approval.of requirements results, and

- Adjudication of disputes.

Note that this centralization is with respect to-the scope

of the IRM approach. Thus, it is possible to apply IRM to less

than an entire organization. However, as pointed out above,
there is some minimum scope to which IRM can reasonably be applied.

For example, sharing data between two computer programs is not

IRM.

5.2.1 The Activities of the Requiiembnts'Phase

In order to better understand the role of the requirements
phase, we need to describe its immediate constituent steps and
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characterizethe activities which precede and follow it in an
idealized. Information Resource Management environment. Figure 5-2
depicts the activities within and interfacing with requirements
ddfinition. We discuss-eath activity in turn.-,

5.2.1.1 Construct-Long-Range Business.Plan

- .

This activity, while not strictly part of the Requirements
Phase, provides critical inpUts to it.,These inputs defite the
nature of the organizational,mission (the businesies it,is in),
the prioritized' long -range objectives.of the organization, and
how-information fits. into these objectives:,Additionally, it .

identifies any assumptions and constraints whichare important to
the organization's business. For example, we might assume that
the Feder's/ Trade Commission will not relax its consumer-piotec-
,tion regulations concerning mail order businesses. ThuS'the
business plan provides.Inputs.in the forms of scope, objectives,
assumptions, and constraints to the requirements process.

5.2.1.2 Develop Enterprise Requirements Model

.This is the first task inthe requirements phase. Its pur-
pose is to provide a sigh level description of the objects,
relationships, and functions within the Enterprise (organization).
This description serves-as.a top-down constraint on more detailed
requirements desdriptions. It.is_usually.done at the outset of
IRM adoption, working from inputs provided by the business plan-

e ning'activity. Since by its very nature it is concerned with.
aspects very fundamental to the organization, it should be invari-
ant over long periods of time. 'However, it may change as the
result of merging twa,sireas not pretriously integrated, (the result
of a merger, for instance).

The purpose .of the Enterprise Requirements Model is to
provide:

a) The set of named object types of fundamental interest to
the Enterprise.

"
Ak'definition of each such object type including subtypes
(i.e., the membership criteria for inclusion in the-
type).

c) Relationships (named only_when appropriate) of fundamen-
tal interest among the object types.

d) Definition of high-level business functions and the
object types and relationships involved in each.
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For example; ACMEHotels might require.PERSONg, with-subtyPes.

CUSTOMERS and EMPLOYEES-, and ROOMS: as fundamental objects,, of: inter-

est. CUSTOMERS may be..involved in.seitral relationships wit.ROOMS,

including RESERVATION and OCCUPANCY. ;The fundamentil buSiness

function of RENTING involves these ogjects.and"relationShi4S,.

The Enterprise model focuses. on fundamenialobjeCtsi relation.-

ships and functions of global interest. It is important that it '

ignore details of temporary or local, only- consikts:',

of three activities: (data collection,- specification, and analysis.

Methods, tools, and techniques to accomplish these-activities 'ire'

discussed in the section 5.2.2.

Design (Initial) Global' Information Model

The Global Information Modelflows initially. from-theEnter-

prise Requirements Model. However, it can be expanded-in:stope3.- '

and detail-as more detailed requirements evolve from specific

application areas. TheGlobal Information Model differs'from the

other model in that it is concerned with the representation of

objects and relationships as computerized data (which the Enter-

prise Model is not). Object identification schemes, the nature

of the mapping between objects and their identifiers, domain

integrity constraints and so on are in the purview of the Global

Information Model. Its purpose is to proyide top-down constraints

on all further activities.

5.2.1.4 Plan Application Area Systems

This periodic pi-tinning activity-determines the application .

systems to be,iniplemented within the various application areas

falling under the scope of the Enterprise. It sets the priority

and sequenc of these system development efforts, and is of

interest her because it sets off the requirements effort associ-

ated with ea area.

5.2.1.5 Develop Requirements Models for Application Areas

This effort consists of the,same three activities (data col-

lection, specification, and analysis) as the Enterprise require-

ments effort, but the objectives are somewhat different. The

purpose of the Application Area requirements model is to provide:

- the set of all named object types of interest to an applica-

tion area, including derivable ones, consistent with the Enter-

prise Requirements Model.

- definitions for these object types (asbefore), plus their

computerized representation (consistent with or extending the

Global Information Model), plus an. approximation of the number of

instances of each object type.
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relationship's among those object tnes- of interest to an
application area, consisten.t .with-lhe Enterprise Model, plus the
nature of the mapping involved (one-Xo-many, mandatoiy, etc.).

information process2.4g requirements, of the application, area,

including such tharacteristfcg, as output data. requirements,
levels bf Surmnarizatiii ...reqUired, data and processing interac-

tiont . processing frequencies.. and 'cycles' and the like.

quite,7hroa&and may #volve a fairly:
Complex Set: of integrkted systems:,, These' systems' may imple-
imentedid. a phasesf ap043.i0. over i'leing time, period.- . The interest

ipplication;ii.barrequirements model is tO,. provide 'data- to

the logical databli.Se" design. activity. ' A logical database design
;:'-'6144'6.iing':the,a515Ii cation area . is needed' to support the integrated'

.ystras::titio be", developed..

The requirementt formulation:, should be both ".'.'bottom -up"

(from examination. of detailed user needs using techniques to be .

described below) and "top- down" (from constraints-imposed. by the
Enterprise Requirements and Global Information Models). The-

mixture of top-down and bottom-up approaches is critical. The

development of 'a complete top-down design for the entire organi-
zation has- proven to be too time consuming and -difficult man-
ageMent typiCally will not invest in such a large undertaking -7_
with 'a limited immediate vase. On tht other hand, Information
Resource Management necessarily implies that an enterprise level
view be developed and used to insure the sharing and consistency
of data. We are convinced this cannot emerge. as a r esult .df

"merging" or "integrati'Mg" independently derived lower level
Views. Some 'application areas may not even be planned for .the
next several yelis yet" Maj.: be totally involved in specifying data

requirements. The challenge is to include' only the necessary
level 'of detail in the Enterprise,and-GIobal level models,.

5.2.2 , State of the Art

The requirements phase of -the system development- piocess is
composed of three activities; - requirement's collection, require-
ments specification and requirements analysis. These activities

are conducted and accomplished .by various individuals in the

organization, including system users, analysts and designers-.
The characteristics of the individuals involved are a determining
factor in the approach of the requirements phase and the tech-
niques employed. -

There are four major requirements approaches:" top-down,
bottom-up, backward-forward' (output driven) and activity analysis

(process driven).
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1

A-top-down.approach vieWs.the o ganization agJa whole and

decomposes it by some.predetermined/Criteria: Thisapilroachcan
kbe used to collect information7and/Processing requirements eithek

independently o-simultaneously. - . -

.

The bottom-up approach Ofga hering.requireTents is based on

the assumption that modules or-pro rams- are _the basic elements.of

any information proceising'sYsteM, The.information7procetsidg

system is alsumed:tO-grow i respon e to' needs usually stated. in

terms of adding new procesiing req rements.or programs< Thig

bottom-u_, analysis is based solely -tin the definition of the

existing or known proce4ing;requir ents.
_

. :The backward-forward approach (output driven) is -baseron

the'inputt-process-Output view of aminformiAlion system.. ThiS

approach is called backward to forward since=it-begins with,the

identification of. outputs. For each frocess,.the -data utilized,

-both from inputs and internal data, .are,idehtified..,ThiP"i

usually:accomplishedin top -down manner. First, the high-level

output- process -input data stream -is determinedt Thenthe-output.
is.decomposediito itsconstituent data.items and a-backward7Elovi

is determinedforithese items. Subiequently, these:data items,

are related to prodesses .and both the,processesand data are

related to the process's source of this 'data requirement.

Activity analysis (process driven) is also'baSed on the'

.input-process-output model. of an information, system: The analy-

sis begin with the ideniificatio4.of processes, bOthbanual and

automated. A process is'synonymoUs with:a system activity. For

each process,-the input(s), required to accomplish the process and.

the source of each input are determined. _Additionally, the out.

put(s)' produced bYthe.process ane their destination are identified.

5.2,2.1 Requiremis Collection

Before anranalyst.4Earts collecting requirements, arequire-

menfs collection plan for the system development effort .is prepared.

In thiS pliii, the 'data to collect is determined,-the potential

sources for-all data are identified, and a schedule for collection

is prepared. The inputs to,-this activity are overall organization

system plan(s), the underlying (requirements)models and'organiga

tional practices.

The requirements collection activity is allocated an amount,

of resources for its,succesgful completion. Due to this resource

restriction, all requirement data may not be collected nor all

sources contacted. Trade-off must be made by the', coordinator of

the_ requirements collection. ctivity. The effectiveness of this.

'activity is dependent on the perspective of the requirements col-

lectors (the analysts). The analysts must concentrate on deter-

mining what the ensuing system should do, not how this should be

accomplished.
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There are four:-major data collection techniques: (1) Review-

Dig documentation, .,(2)tObserving the operating environment, (3).
-Administe estionnaires,and (4) Interviewing pertinent
individua s. Table 5-1summarizes the,- .characteristics of these

four"techniques.

-6

-5.2.2.2 Requirement's Specification And Analysis

Requirements specification is the activity of documenting
the requirements in a precise and standard form. Requirements

. analysis 'is the activity of determining the completeness, consis--
tency, correctness and validity of the requirements documents.
The type(s) and'method(s) of analysis is dependent-on thenlethod(s) .

of specification.

There are two types of-techniques to accomplisi these require-.
ments activities: manual and computer-aided.1

5.2'.2.2.1 Manual Techniques

In manual methods, the analyst colilects the data required,
collates, continually organizes and analyses the data, and then

--produces reports [TRH]. The data is documented in a Yombination
of prose, tables, diagran, flowcharts and decision tables. The '
basic tools of these methods are often only pencil, paper and
forms. Usually, the analyst is required to spend'a large amount
of-time doing tlerical tasks.

There are basically two categories of manual techniques. -

The first category is prose oriented utilizing both natural and
formal language, and charts. Examples of this category are, the

AUXCO method .[Aux], Accurately Defined System (ADS) promulgated
by NCR; and Analysis, Requirements determination, Design and
development., Implementation and evaluation (ARDI) [Cou, EMT].

:The' second category is graphically oriented techniques. In these

techniques, are documented pictorially and prose is
, -

sparingly used to-augment these diagrams. Examples of the graphi-
cal techniques are Hierarchical Input Process Output (HIPO)
[Jo.KZzmn], StrUctured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT)
[R,RB,RS]; and Data Flow Diagrams (DFD),. [GS]. The characteristics
of these methods are summarized in Table t-2.

5.2.2.2.2 Computer-aided Techniques

There are two categories of computer-aided techniques. In

the first type, the computer is used as a mechanism to facilitate
'the use af an existing manual technique. Here the computer is
used in place of.the human to accomplish many of the clerical
tasks and some of the analysis.

In the second type, new techniques are designed to make
optimal use of the computer's capabilities. A technique.ofthis
type consists of three basic components:

-85-
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1,

Tednique.

Review.Existik

Documentation
,

Observe.Operating

Environient

Questionnaires

Interviews

TABLE 5.1

DATA COLLECTION TECENIOES

System documentation:

Nanagement overviews

System output

Functional Specification

Organizational documentation:

Organization Charts

Job Descriptions

. - Policies,

Activities of individuals

related to system

operation

Document handling

Informal communications

Written responses to a

set of questions from

a large number of persons

Oral responses to questions

from a seleited sample

of persons

.

Comments

Good as firsi stepin collection.

'Can identify other appropriate-

techniques and their scope!'

Obser4mar have biases or

inf luence processes obsfrved.

Limiteg.to a small numb of

activities.

Observation skills are not

easily learned.

Questionnaire design, can influence

its validity and worth of infor-'!:

mation collected,

Questionnaire responses must be brier,

easily recorded, and unambiguous.' ."

A follow-up can increase returns.

Sampling allows quicker and more

economical collection of data.

4 Interview must be carefully planned

F and skillfully executed.

As a follow-up, interviewee should

have opportunity lto review and com-

ment on written interview summary. to
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Technique Description.

TABLE 5.2

MANUAL TECHNIQUES FOR SPECIFICATIQN AND ANALYSIS' ),

ARDI System development is described as four

phases: 4alysis ,

Requirements determination

Design and development

Implemegtitiondand evaluation

HIPO Graphical design aid and .documentation'

techftique. Decomposed system is ,

documented in terms of inputs, pro-

cesses, and'outputs.

SADT Techniques'for top-down, structured

approach to requirements documentation,

project planning, managing and evolution

SA. Top7down techniques, using directed

graphs,,in which processing and infoi

mation 'requirements are integrated and

collected simultaneously.

-0

Tools /Techniques . Reference

PERT charts Hartman et al

Documentation standards for

each phase

Project Management Techniques

Charts: Visual Table of IBM

Contents., Detailed 1)0

diagrams

COding pas, templates, manuals

Graphic documentation Softech, Inc.

technique: activity and.. t%

data diagrams

Defiiiition of per,sonnel roles

R.

Data flow diagrams Gane and Sarson



a.) A language for stating requirements which is appro-.
priate for the user and fhb analyst, and, at the same
time, sufficiently structured for computer. processing
and analysis. ,,.

b.) A software package which will store, ,analyze, retrieve
and display the information recorded in the language.

7

c.) A database for stoking the requirements.in a form that
facilitates analysis and the presintation'of informa-
tion required by the analyst.

The techniques differ with respect to the syntax and scope. of the

structured. language and the capabilities-and reports generated by

the software..

There are a number of computer -aided requirements techniques;
Computer:-Aided Design of Information-Systems.(CADIS) deVeloped.at-'

Royal Institute of Technology of,Sfockholm, Swtden[BR]; Computer-
Aided Syitems Construction'and Documentation Environment (CASCADE)

developed at the university ofilrondheim,-Norway[ASS]; computer
-Aided Design and Evaluation System (LADES) developed-b3r"Interna-

tional.Computer Limited[ICL]; Problem StateMent Language/ Problem

Statement Analyzer (PSL/PSA) developed by. the IS-D04 Project at

the University ofIlichigan[ISD1,ISD2]; and IDEF (ICAMDefinition
Method) developed for the U.S. Air Force,by Softech, Inc. and.,

Hughes Aircraft Company[BMRSP]. The charactetiStics of these

methods are summarized in Table 5-3.

When any organization is considering-the move from a'manual

to a.computer-aided requirements.technique,.the costs and bene-,

fits of such a decisionmust be considered. The costs include.

technique.acquivition, coMputer'costs for installation and opera-

tion; personnel, personnel training plus others. The-benefits

include higher quality requirements documents, improved user-,
involvement, improved coordination of the activities -of the
-16-qiirteM-eiitscalrecticirt-and analysis-protess-i better-actess--to-

requirements, and improved "system development with reduced time

and costs.

5.2e3' Future Directions

Rapid progress in the requirements phase of system develop-

ment will depend.on the development of precise, generally accepted
terminology and the achievement of general goals which are rele-

vant throughout requirements analysis.

5.2.3.1 Standard Terminology

The development of standard' terminology is important in the

entire database field; it is especially so in requirements

5



Technique

TABLE 5-3

COMPUTER- AIDED. TECHNIQUES FOR SPECIFICATION AND ANALY

, c

CASES Uses structural modeling technique, to

generate an infoilation-oriented sys-,

,tem-deli gn:Generates-impitmentation

code and test data from design speci-,
fication..

PSL/PSA-

co

PrOvides user 'with PSL, a structural

langiage, to document what system

requirements art: PSA programs are

used to create,"analyze and.generate,

report from the data base of PSL

''speCifi'cations.

.

Uses forms-driven graphical technique

to 'specify entity-relationship-attribute

(ERA) models. Analysis enhanced through

defined roes of analysis team meibers and

.'.specific analysis procedures.

. I

I

Computerized Features' ''

Design-inf ormation database International

IrapleisentatiOncode'iatabase Computed; Ltd.

-Antoiatic-geiera

and test adita.

(All in PSA) Teichroew et al.

Verify syntax and semantics

.,

Mil
of PSL statements..

Create, Tmodif and4 access

design data 'base.

ProduOe a variety of standard

reports utilizing. four modes

of p/esehtation:. lists and
tables, matrices, pictures',

and prose.

ERA dictionary, database

and reporting programs

if

, .

ofrech? and'.

Ha es AirCraft-[Sofj

1'

r.



analysis. For example, the terms "requirements" and "specifida-
tions" are sometimes used synonymously, and are sometimes used to
-describe-general and detailed documents, respectively. A
'Irequir eats specification" may mean generah,ty or details or
somethi in between. Clearly, such differences in terminology ,

are apt o lead to confusion and errors,-or to cause a diversion
of effort from other matters.

5.2.3.2- General Goals

The following are general goals, for the requirements phase:

Development of a comprehensive methodology for the
collection and analysis of requirements inthe'context
ofa methodology for the whole informatioi.systim
design process.

Development of techniques for recognizing errors as
soon as possible.

Development of fipcentives forensurin that the plan--

ning phase,is Mequately performed.

A comprehensive methodoldgy Must'specify precigely what
outputs'are to be produced-at each step frOm plan4ng through
maintenance. The methodology must also describe how the quality
of-the plans; requirements, designs, etc. is to be verified and

maintained. In therequirements phase of the methodology this is-
particularly important because of the difficulties in-communicat-
ing with users, the subjective nature of the communication, and
very high cost of any errors, incurred during, later phases. The

methodology shduld be adaptable to a variety of environments:
simple or complex corporate, structures, simple or complex infor4a-
tion systems, sophi4icated or naive users, minor revisions -'or
completely new systems, etc. The methodology could be'hietarchi-

)a cally structured, with the degree of detail selected to-conform
to the environArnt.

A productive use of e methodology-will also require that
the various techniques and Models be much easier teaoethan they
are at, present -"the systems analyst will be congidOing a much
broader part of phe information system life cycle,- and will be
less able to:master. intricate details. :Imaddition,
:discussed later,.there_are_already many problems in:personnel
training. The limitationS-and:assumptions of techniques' and
models need tobetmore-clearly dodumented, terminology'..clarified;
etc. It is also.deirable to develop very.simple techniques and
modbls for direct operatidn by the user. Systems: that are menu
driven, question-aid-answer, etc.-, might be easy-to Use and
productive, and, provide feedbackmdie quickly and reliably than a

.systems analyst. -Later Paragriphs discUiS some of the goals
Which shpuld be achieved, to provide the technical basis for such
drstems.
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-Errors tend to be most costly when they occur early and are
recognized late. This is particularly important in planning.and
requirements because-errors in these phases-tend to have wide-
ranging effects in later phases, and because errors are frequently
wecognized until the time when system integration, or testing,
or even operation'andaaintenance occurs. The people who would
recognize such errors - the users and managers - are simply not
involved duringidesiga and implementation. For example,. if the
objects of intexest are incorrectly identified during the develop-
went of_theIntexprise_Requirements model,_then later assignment
of data elements, construction of physical database design, etc.,
cantio little to satisfy .the_real requirements. Current practice,
unfortunately, is to-devote a- majority of the .resoprces to such
details as data element asSignment, to the detriment of the more
critical earlier activities.

.

Errors in planning tend to be.extremely costly, since.they
affect many,requirements, which in turn affect many designs, pro--
grams, etc. However, planning is rarely adequate, either because
its importance is unrecognized, or:because it is a highxvisibility
cost with no easilfAuantifiable benefit, or because the tools
and methodology for adequate planning are unknown or nonexistent:
The importance of ai,aierall information system design methodology
must again be stressed,qmcause that methodolOgy should provide"

. -

the definition and justification for the products of the planning
phase.

5.2.3.3 Goals in'llequirements Collection

The followinggoals are particular, to the collection of

requirements:. -
Nce

Development of methods, for training personnel is
requiremeats analysis.-

Development-of techniques which are independent of the
models usecrin later phases of database, design:

Development; of tools and techniques for reducing naming
problems "-

Triniag is particularly difficult because personnel must'
have not only the technical skills to understand both computer
technology and business practices, but'also"the proper perspec-
tive to avoid becoming enmeshed.in unnecessary detills;particu-
larly when building the Enterprise Requirements and Global Infor-
mation models. At present, training seems to be primarily con-
fined teounstructured apprenticeship on the job, and is long and

frequently fruitless. A-means farassessing the potential ability
of possible trainees would be very desirable\ this might include

o ipsychological profiles, aptitude tests, and evaluation of previous
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experience:. Aptitude and extended experience in programming, for
example, may cause problems. for a. trainee who has to unlearn = \

previous techniques and perspective. Underdeveloped interpersonal %.

skills, particularlydiplomacy in dealing with non-technical
-

people, may also cause problems for. former programmers. Person-
nel with extensive-business experience, on the other hand, may
not be receptive to requirements which do not conform'in their
views of how things should be done. In either case, a satisfac-
tory methodology is needed to provide guidance,Terspective, and
a means for recognizing and correcting errors during the collec-
Ulm of requirements.

Current Collection techniques seem to be quite dependent'On
models used in later phases of database design. This is under-
standable, because requirements collection oftewinvolveh the
review of.tremeadous volumes of'data of little relevance -..it is
very tempting to look toward lareel. phases, and collect only the
data needed for/a particular model. This may cause future prob-
lems if the moderis-changed;'requirements collection must begin
again; with attendant.increases in project cost and time, and
deteriorated project status.and morale. This again emphasizes
the importance of a methodology, particularly. one which supports -
a variety of models.

Naming problemi may also-Cause costly iterations of require-
ments collectionparticuarly if the Enterprise Requirements and.
Global Informationodels have not b6en developed satisfactorily.
Different terminology for the same thing,'and the same terminology
for different thidks, should be recognized and resolved as soon
as possible, preferably while requirements are being collected.
This is a very time consuming process; particularly at the level
of individual data elements; databases with thousihds of data
elements are not uncommon: At this. detailed Jevel, the Global
Information model provides a very' useful Way, of categorizing data
elements, go that only a small number must be compared with each
other; clearly, errors in the Global Information model'are very
likely'to lead to many more errors'in the assignment of .data
elements.

5.2.3.4 Goals in Requirements Specification and Analysis

The' following goals are particular to the specifiction an -
analysis, of requirements:

'Development of "common sense" analyses.

DevelopMent of techniques. for comparing the results of
different phases....

-Development of techniques for detetthining flexibility
or firobustnese.

Development of a mechanism for easily making and propa-
gating changes.
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*."Common sense" analyses are generally not particularly
sophisticated, -but they are extremely valuable. They may be
used, for'examPle, to.suggest requirements which the *user has
-failed to exkess because they are too obvious to be recognized
consciously. These,analyses are learned through experience-and
are generally not well documented, so they contribute substan-
,tially.to- the length, difficulty,. and uncertainty of personnel
training' Two types of common sense analyses are particularly
important: .heuristics or rules of thumb based on human .factors,
business principles, etc.; and the deduction of consequences of
tequirements. The heuristics may suggest thit_a user_is_asking
for'too much data, or is imposing unnecesarily short response
time,.or is ignoring an important segment of the appliCacion.
Such a 1, es are heuristiEs, rather_than reliable procedures,
bec se'1.-y involve matching a particular situation against 'an

or
imprecis- y defined ideal model. Fore example, we know that -.
inventory control involves stock items, levels, prices, ware-
houses, purchase orders, etc., which are related'in reasonably
predictable ways.

The requirements analyst must be able to deduce reasonable
consequences of requirements,. in order to provide effective feed
back to the user. For example, the restriction of each salesper-
son to a single warehouse.can.grestly simplify a database,-at the
expense of making it difficult to change to a, future environment
of multiple warehouses.. Without guidance from the system analyst,
the user would'haye no reliable way of judging the consequences-
of arbitrary, erroneous, or changeable requirements. '

1
4

A closely related goal is the development of techniques for
comparing the results of different phases.-FOr example, the
Enterprise Requirements Model could be compired with an appltca-

"5
tion area requirements model to- ensure that'the was no conflidt.-
This appearS to'require the development Wrath complex p-
pings from one model, to another.- It is by no means obvio t

-there are;non-trivial mappings which would apply to a-large
number of different organizations; it may-be desirable.io'have
organiAlation-dependent variations of generalymappings.

,.

Another goal is that of developingottchnipes for deiermin-
ing flexibility or "robustness." The long raugeBusiness'Plan,
the Enterprise Requirements Model, and the Glabal Informatio

'.Model all help to_make requirements independent of one ano ,

, and hence more,flexible. (Similarly, the logical database design
.

provides independence for, programs and the physical database.)
It would be, very desirable to have some objectiire measure of how

much flexibility has beeneieved,.and s'!.hat are t4A-causes of a
lack of flexibility. 5f. 's goal could.'fie aChieved,.it would be

possible td attain the general goal of recognizing and correcting
errors.at a very early"-sta0, before they becdmerthe basis for a
'large amount of detailed work.
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-`.
A-final goal is the development of amechanism for easily

-making and propagating changes. Making and propagating changes
within a particular model requires the development of fairly:-
complex integrity-constraints on the model representation, but
would otherwise be reasonably-straightforward. Making and prop-.
agating changes between models is very difficult, since this
capability requires-the previously mentioned mappings between
models, and probably a man- machine - :dialogue.

5.2.4 theeRole ofthe Data Dictionary. System in Requirements
f Anal-tis
f-

Data dictionary systems can play a.central role in:the ,.

requirementi phase. 'As a repository for the information collected
during-the first phase of requirements analysis, the DDS can
relieve the clerical burden of the collection activity. In the
specification phase, the-DDS can serve both, as a tool and as a
control mechanism. Finally, the dictionary can provide' certain: ",
basic types of anaiises and also serve as a database to which
more sophisticated analytical tools may be.applied.

5.2.4.1 Collection

The'collection task of the requirements phase, whether-in
support of enterprise modeling or application modeling, isa
process in which the analyst works, with end users. to determine,
and-document the'data requirements for the enterprise and/or for
the application at hand. Determination of requirements is badi-
cally a human activity in which the role of thelDS is:one of.a
passive repository for the documentation of requirements. Since
many individual users and user groups may be involved in this
task, the amount of information-gathered initially. may be quite
voluninous. Use of the DDS can reduce the burden of compiling
and cross-referencing this information manually. Further, if
proper dictionary entry types e.g. data elements, reports,
screens, etc., arealsilable ihe use of the DDS can have a stan-
dardizing effect on the efforts of several analysts, or of one
analyst surveying several users.

If the data dictionary system is used as.a documentation'
tool for documenting -the enterprise model-And existing applica---
tions, analysts can use the dictionary database for reference and

.direction during the::collectionl)hase. Data sources can be
identified for datIrelements or data classes described in the
dictionary. jiiisting-datSbades which contain required-data or
applications. which.affectirequired data.van.be located; This
store ofinformatiOn can: id-the.analystinaelecting users'to
interview.or'query and-in identifying systems or.databaseawhich .

may have interfaceswith the.new application.: The:enterprise
model :contains the:data-C1ass ASSETS and defines business
functions and organization units interestedin-jasets, the'
requirements for information on TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT can be



compared to'those of other previously defined assets for complete-
ness and .consistency.

The DDS characteristic most neceagary to support an analyst-
_ during collection-is ease of use, both for recording newly col-

lected data and for accessing existing documentation. The analyst
should be able manipulate dictionary contents easily and
should.be able to evoke query responses and rePorts tailored -to-
one's needs. This means that the inquiry/reporting.capability of
.the. DDS must be. highly Selective. For example, the analyst
should be-able to-look at only the names and definitions of data

.4 1 1 II 1 . 11/: a a f.
tion out of larger

5.2.4.2 Specification

II

more general reports.

Specification Involves the recording of'data collected'on
user requirements and usually follows a_particular methodology.
The constructs and-rules of the methodology are designed to-force
the,analyst to specify completely and unambiguously the data and
processes required. The interim results of specificatiofi are re-
viewed with the users and-suitable modifications-are made when
necessary. Also, the analyst will subject the requirements spe
cifications to one's own analyses (the analysis phase) and re--
create the as a result. When complete, the speci-
fications should provide .a full picture of user requirements and'
should contain enough detail fordogical database design.

The major contribution that'a data dictionary system can
make to specification is to support the primitives, e.g. object
types and relationships, of the methodology being employed by the
analyst for specification, For example, if the analyst is using
the E-R model [Ch] az-a specification tool, the DDS should be
capable of supporting objects suCh-as entities, attributes, and
relationships. In addition to enabling the analyst to record.
characteristics of interest, about these primitives, the DDS
should also be able to exercise control over the capture of this
information. For example, if 'NAME' - and'KEY' are two important
attributes of object 'ENTITY', then the DDS-should reject any
instance of an ENTITY,in which these' attributes are not specified.

.Since the output of specification i* to be reviewed with
users, the dictionary system should support forms of output
suitable for this task. A:variety of output modes,.e.g. graphics,
:prose, tablei, ett.., should be available for the analyst to

select the form most appropriate to his/her users.

1-1141161'-t are of interest ddring specifics-
'ntrols on names of objects and rela-
dancies and inconsistencies.. Gon-
logy itself, are,also desirable.

Additional feat
Ulm are controls'. ,ga
tionships; can identi`
troll ; specific to the



For exaniple,. izi\Structured Analysis (SA) [Ga.] each dataflOw must.
- have a source process and a destination process. The DDS should

check and enforce this requirement.

5.2.4.3 Analysis
-L

In requirements analysis the analyst critically, rei7iewsthe
specification of requirements in order to reduce redundancy and
ensure Consistency. .In addition te/she may wish to examine. the
interfaces between existing iequirements/systems and the, newly'
specified_data_needs:--Questionsicif_semantics_and_csimpleteness
mu.--stbe raised- and resolved.-

WO

. While certain types Of analysis tasks can:be carried out in
a programmed.fashion most of the analysis is a human mentsi.
activity. Thus, the data dictionary system can serve best as an
aid to the -analyst rather than as a substitute-for.the analyst.
The aid required is primarily data access and reports: As "a

minimum the DDS must be capable of generating cross-reference
reports on the objects defined in the dictionary. must also
be able to generate where-used reports for any specific object
defined...Further, it must be able to generate traces of Gthe
effecti of change. For example, suppose the element used.to
identify an EMPLOYEE is changed: from EMPLOYEE NAME to. EMPLOYEE
NUMBER What is the impact on other entities,, reports, input
screens, etc.._ of such a 'change? Finally, the analyst must be
able to specify selection criteria governing reports requested
from the dictlimary system. It should be possible to qualify
-requests by object -type (e . g. , all entities) ; by 'vanes of-- attri-
butes, (e.g., all 'weekly' reports) and by very specifrc object
identifiers, (e.g. -data item---,z 'EMPLOYEE NAME-')

One type of basic analysis that does lend itself to pro-
grammed .application. and. thus becomes a: candidate for inclusion as
a DDS facility is completeness checking.. toll definitions can be
checked to ensure that required attributes are indeed recorded
and all references to other object definitions, can be verified. .

Further, any standards 'of consistency rules positioned by the
specification metkidology can be checked and verified.

.. ........
5 2.4.4 The Development of the Enterprise Model

The development of the Enterprise Model-involving the same
phases as application requirements analysis, places additional
demands on data dictionary systemr support due to the nature of -_
the _information represented in the model and the way.in*Which it
is intended_to be used Again, .the DDS must support a variety of
constructs, e.g: business proceises, organizational Units, 'etc.
Since, during the development of the Enterprise _Model, definitions
will change and evolve, the DDS. must. be able to record''and accom-
modate such evolution. 'Relationships among .organizationid.units



(users), business activities, and the data class, s and -subclasses --

of interest to the enterprise must also. be baptdred.
the ,analyst must be able to generate reports regarding this
information in user-friendly formats: 1;

To support. Voth enterprise and application 'modeling, the
dictionary system must beable to.record information on, objects-

° at several levels:of abstraction: For example, one must be able
to represent the data claSs EMPLOYEE, the subc,lass SECRETARY, and
the,,recordtYpe EMPLOYEE RECORD. Further; the DDS thEst-be able .

to document. the differences between these objects2ai,different .

levels as wellas the siappingcsi necessary to go from one level
to another. Finally, the ability to check-for consistency between
levels as well as on within levels would be most desirable. For

-'example, if the above named EMPLOYEE RECORD is defined as a part:-
of the Secretarial Skills Inventory 'Application, are the attributes
represented therein those:of EMPLOYEE or of the subclass SECRETARY?

5 .2:4..5 Summary

The features required of a data dictionary system to support
the activities of reqnirements analysis can be summarized under
three -categories: definition, access (reporting);" and control
(see Table 5-4). Unfortunately most data dictionary systems have
been developed with support for DBMS data definitions as " the`

primary objective. Currently none provide the full range of
flexibility and analytic capabilit34necessary for -Lthe.. requirement&
analysis task. Existing packages include, at best, some'reporting
features, limited support for non-standard object definitions,
and some basic "controls such as checking for duplicate object
names.

Further research .and development Is required_on- more flexi-

ble and extensive definitional dapabilities, on user-oriented
. modes of output_ (such as graphics), and on more extensive, per- -

haps. uter-specified,- controls. These improveMents would make the
data dictionary system a valuable -part of existing and future
requirements analysis .methodologies. /



. TABLE 5.4

wiTA DICTION' SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS MD

,CAPABILITIES REDS TO SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS PRASE

Characteristics/Capabilities

Definition:

/uteri*

Collection Specification Analysis Modeling

processing model(s) primitives,

.J

Support for several levels of abstraction,

Tailoring to a specific system deyelopment

methodologY,

Co Access:

Ease of use

Selectivity of output requests

Crossreference and where-used reports

Variety 'of output modes

Control:

Enforcement of naming standards

'Verification/enforcement of methodology-
.

related rules^

Controlled evolution of definitions



.3 INFORMATION MODELING'

5.3.1 Introduction - a.

The working group on information modelIng within'this panel
add essed tb.ree major issues:_

The' Information Modeling Process. The group identified
the basic processes involved in information modeling:
user application_ modeling, view integration, and pro-
cess specification.. This led to an analysis of desir
bre-features=for=an=informationel---7Severaz1=info

mation models may be considered as candidates for
information modeling (e.g. [SS], [Ch], [SSW], [Co2],
[NS], [Sto], [11111],- [EW1, [F], [HWY], [HEC], [Sh]. We

have also included several references in Section 5-6
that give an exhaustive list of works related to these
models. ..
The-Database Workbench Concept. The concept of a
database workbench was proposed as .an environment to-.

support the database design process. The data dic-
tionary system comptynen-t-o-f-the---workben.ch is seen as
repository of metadata about.t.he database being dii3Thrne-o.--7-74-
The uses of metadata- in the workbench are discussed;
and several: workbench tools are proposed

Database Communication. A growingiConcern is the corn
munication amont heterogeneouS databases. The organi=
zational, and technological factors :influencing the dis7
tribution of ,the data resource are examined.._ Two
approaches to database system communication are pre-
sented. The first is based on data restructuring and
conversion,- and the second proposes a federation of
databases.

5.3.2 The Information Modeling. Process

-Tirlintormation modeling 'process *ales as inpilt the entei-
requireenis specification. The goal, of -information model-

ing is to obtain an.integrated-, -formal, :inipleme.ntation-indepen-
dent specification. (the information schema), of aPplication-speci-..
fic enterprise information.. "-

a

The .st.elpp Of the. database design process are summarized in
Table 5-5. 'Steps 4 through 7 correspond to information'modeling,

The specification is integrated in that it-is the product of
integration..nte2;rationprocess wherein tile requirenfents of func-

tional 'organizationalunits ire t-ecoitciled and integrated into
the global information: schema. The specification iS--formal in

. ,
.

4kt .
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TABLE 55. ign
SPECTRUM .

USER -DATABASE ADMINISOATION:

1: identify user groups..

2: Collect -requirements.

Structure requiremetit's
into enterprise _model and
application-models-

Identify
data ownership.

8: Define database
subschemas based
on knowledie gained
during integration;

Apply transactions_
to the subschemas
and estimate relation
and connection access
frequencies.

Correct

. 7:

13: Identify

models."

Integrate application models'
into an information. model.

. -

Make integrated database
- schema available for- review.

9: -Propose implementation
alternatimes ( .DBMS types
or 'file-based:alternatives).

11: CoMpute aggregate -load
,applied to_ the integrated
database s

12. Design promisingimple-
mentations in

response time
' constraints 14: Apply Critical functions

to the schema for response
time assessment.

- , 15. Compute aggregate perfor-
.

mance and cost factors.
. ,

Select a design that
appears viable.

' 17. Cotpute performance where
response time is critical.'184 Check-if selection and

response times found
satisfactory.



thatthe structural and operational semantics of the information

Model are precise. and well, understood. Thet information model

should-represent enterprise -concepts;. structhres, opeiations, and

consikaints:. Lastly , 4he infoimation mOdel is 'implementation-
independentxin that mappings should. ir,proVided- to map the infor
mation. schema:into a database schema supgorted by a data model as
implementedzon:aLgarticular_database management.: systeW the

, relational model iCo1,Co2.] as imOlement din "System: R -Lkl, INGRES

[SM] , the CODASYL model -as-impleidente "MS. [Cu] or SEED°

102],,. or th. hierarchical-model. ted on IMS. ,IBM] or

System 2000 .[MRI])..

5.3:2.1 Desirable, Features ol an_Information Model

First and foremost, 'an inforMstion model should provide a
collection of semantic constructs-to aid the.database administri-
ter in 4modeling -the database-spe,cific portion of the_ enterprise
model that results from the requirements- analysis phase.

By semantic constructs we mean the structures, operations
and constraints available to specify the semantics 'of the enter-
prise as it relates to the 'database _schema, that will _support user

applications A Minimal requirement is that the information
"' "model suppo4 the notions of aggregation and generalization [SS;

MS]. Furtherthe model shohld have a sound mathematical founda-,

tion as well collection of ,"orthogonal" concepts, that is,
the modeling constructs' should be free; "of 'overlap so that a real-

world concept will have a natural and unique representation in
the model.

Most "existing models support the notions. of data type
(domains), entity sets, associations, properties:-of both entities
and associations;. and subtyping (generalization).. Some models

include the notion of time with the'thee event concept. -Some may

include time at the "enterprise level where: events- and 'procedures

[Tare specified. These events an/4- proceduresldap to triggerS
and, transktions at the information model level.

Since the-7roie of the information model" is to represent. user

applications and 'integrate- them into ,a global conceptual schema,

the model should provide view integrationrmechanisms, Moreover,

to effectively map the .44i:formation model to. logical and physical

database- structures, the specification of processing requirements
Both'-view_intgration and process spetifiCatiOn

;"- will be discussed shoaly.

Finally, the inforMation model should be implementation
independent in that its concepts address .-,the modeling' of the
"real world" rather than being direced toward. the logical or
physical structures of a target databalle mailigeMeni: ,system
Therefore, mappingS:to user views (external Schemas), logical

..structures; and physical stxuctures _should be ptovided.



5.3.2.1.1 View, Integration
'14

Database design is an /extremely -complex-tisk.,. Thus, it is...-

essential .that 'the problem be- -subdivided .into manageable arts to. .

'reduce complexity and 'facilitate Staged impl en 70-11sually,
.. such a partitioning -is -peiformed by applicati n. ar as (e.g.,'

accountinmarketing, financp_, etc.) . "This :g v rise to the

i,,n'otion of "local views.": . Tbe view integration .Kocess consists
..J '

of combining.local views into a consistent global view (conceptual .

schema): Combining these local-views involves resolving name
conflicts (synonyms and hcimonyms); removing--redundant relation-
shipS, combining entities,74ncriden.tifying -and resolying:insertion,
deletion, and modification anomalies. --

Data models based on mathematical functins:aiewell suited

for -view integration. This is 'because all data are iepresented

in their most elementary form and-are -not biased toward a .parti-

cular design. Also, the view integration.`process is- conceptually
simple -in that : it involves the combining of: sUbgraphe aceording

to a set of formal rules and heuristics.

In the.thee Conceptual Data Model (CDM) ([HWY]-, [YWH] ), the

notion of "compatible sets" and "underlying value sets" is useful

for Views. integration.' Two sets ire said to be "conipatible", If

they have the same underlying Value set. .For Orample, the sets

CLERKS and SECRETARIES are compatible because they have, the same

value set, EMPLOYEE-NO. The underlying value set may.tiot be ' ...

declared explicitly, as a set-in a schema, but an underlying ...value

setnme is defined for each defined set. The concept of compat-

ible sets permits. nodes (seti) in different views to be either

merged or "connected" via identical Value functions...7

View integration must .be considered- an interactive process.

Sometimes the desivier must be-prompted- for additional informa-

tion.. For example, defining an identical value function between

CLERKS and SECRETARIES only makes sense if some employees can

serve both as clerk and secretary. Operators must be provided to..

allow the designer to merge.nodesi removerredundant functions,

and input additional assertions. Of course, ,the data dictionary

system is required to store' the information and keep track of all

design decisions.

5.3.2.1.2. Process Requirement Specification Support

Processing information-is needed in the design process to

- ensure-correctness and efficiency of the design., 'Approaches ,that

are based solely on semantic structure information are unable to

estimate the-processing-requirements of a design.,; Cotversely
however, designs based strictly on processing considerations ,tend

to be flexible. Modeling-of processes in the context of .a .:well.

formed semantic model 'is useful for:



Determining inconsistencies: in, the:integrity assettions
- (i.e.; update operationa are found .. ti; violate the
integrity rules-stated in the information model:

. .

Determining relative access. frequencies along, finction--
al paths. This information is useful to the physical
design_phase_.

Identifying deficiencies iri the semantic model.. 'I Given
a large number of entity tyes,, there are a vast, number -..

of potential nonfunctional-relationships (e:.g.., -many to
many, n7-ary 'relationships) 'and subtypes (or generaliza-
tions) that could be defined. The exercise of modeling
the key processes .aids in identifying additional schema.
'constructs that are needed, 'and existing, relationships.
in the model that are.nonessential.

Providing formal specification. for detailed,.application
development. After the deSign-;hae-,been'appioyed, A4
process .specificationiz-serves as a "specifieatiiinTOr!!!;,---.,

. application softwaie'developers.

Fors process modeling .language to be'-usetn.1 in database
design, it is _essential that it provide constricts -:that obviate_.-
irrelevant details (with respect to logical database design).d
Furthermore, varying degrees of procedurality `shinild" be allowed
ta acconmadate different levels of modeling (eIlg. I: higirlevel,

... spedification.-,of processing intent, versus,procedural. navigation
through. the :srchema).

etbols for Database Design

. Once an organization, decides- that data is a resource., to be
and adopts databaie management system teclinolOgy, itis

faced with the problem of effec.ftfvel.y ing^the database sys-
tem life cycle-. The life cycle ETF1 can be divided -into -two
phases: 1) application development conieisting of requirements
analysis and specification, -logical design,and physical design,-
and 2) database operation consisting of -implementation, opera-
tion, tuning, and adaptation."

. . .
J.

In the above section`ie discu:ssed models to deal with the
specification of .the information "atia pracessing relevant to an
organization. A database workbench environment is needed-to"
specify, design, develop, test, and tune database-intensive
applications. The workbench-should, be viewed ast a collection of
independent yet- conmiunicating Each tool _Should- be designed
for a specific part of the'life cycle rand shoild have tke-capabil-
ity of communicating with other tools. This communicationAis
important do supporting the mappingi'between the levels-of the
database deai.gn process depicted in Figure.5-1; The -workbench

.,



would-rely orra data dictiona-ry system for inter-tool communica-

tion. Information common to all tools Would be stored in the

dictionary and could be used by the tools as well as by the, data-

. base designers.

In the following sections we present a survey of existing
tools, di a'rlics the_role_of _the data dictionary, system in the
workbench environment, and focus' on the role of metadata - data

ab-out-datm-- in the data dictionary system.

5.3.3.1. A Survey of Database Design:Tools

"ss

In this section we con.sidei some existing tools and some
tools under -development that have aiipeared in, the literature.

All of them)] address logical _database designs-Some also addiess
-

physical database design.

A. Katz and Wong. In [KW, K] a method is:presented for both
logical and pitysical database design. daogicaldesign ,uses a
design model that is similar to the Entity/Relationship model
[Ch] . -The- semantic ,objects- of the design model are entity sets

and their properties; associations,, relationshipS, properties of

relationships and value sets. -These semantic. constructs are
formally mapped into a -design schema-that is a' graph.where each

node represents an entity set or "a value set, and each arc repre-

sents a function.
. .

Integrity constrmints are introduced by assigning properties
to functions'," e.g., total, partial, 1-to -1, and onto, as is done

in the Fknctional Model.. The design schema fundtions represent
logical access paths, referred to as access mappings, that can be

used to navigate amOngobjects.
. .

An adcess, schema that represents. thp.-acceSs paths to be sup-
ported _by- the storage structures, of a DBMS is obtained: -from the ..

d4sign -schema. The .access .schema gerves as input to, the:physical

design :process. The approach isto obtain-an impiesientation-
'oriented phySical design that is independent of the ttrget.DBMS

structures: :A separate mapping provides t.h.,transia.tion to

...DBMS- specific storage structures.

The physical design: proceSs.uses the--algebraic Stucture

'associated with the access 'sChema to produce an.'"impleineattstion.

.orientedn -storage structure design.. Let A -7-->B. denote °a fume-

the acces#:SCheipa:: The ftrncting. may have.one of four

- access properties: -(1)---eVaiaated,-.-for .eaCh. a, -in A' f(a);:can;be

fcinad :without. scab. of B, -.12) indeited. -f0; B ,,. the

inverse of b' f (b) can be fOlUg4 wiAtaut a:_complete scan of A,

(3) clustered - f CO are.iihysicallys"closeti to. one

afiother,.and .(4)sielf=void-":;.= Nth :in itc.=and -f(a)'' B are ,

phySically Close so'"that the cost.-,of taccessing both .:is less th*

the cost of accessing



The method assumes that all functions in the access schema
are at least evaluated. It takes advantage of-the total. ordering
of the othefr properties to determine the7"optimal",storage struc-
ture strategy. A crucial-Inputtothe algorithm is the-access
frequency ofthe access mappings. They are xink-ordered from
highest to lowest. The approach is to label the arcs ofthe
-access schema with either "We, "C", or "I" (for welI-piaced,
clustered, or indexed, respectively): such that the labeling is
maximal, subject to the constraint that the labeling,be conflict-

.

freesFour labeling constraints lead to confiicti: cluster,'
placement, path, and implied. .These conflicts are resOlved by
the replication of schema objects, and the degreeof-replication
is controlled by the designer or' database administrator. Satz-
[R] couches.thejabeling problem as an integer programniingproblem
that is difficult to solie. A suboptimal solution is also pro
vided. The thappings to relational and CODASYL physical,schemas

.are discussed.

B. Gerritsen, Gambino, and Germano.

The material summarized in this-seCtion is presented:in {G1,
GG, GGG] . Gerritsen. [G1] describes pan environment' to aid,in the
design of CODASYL databases: It consists of several independent
yet interrelated tools:- -

- ; f

(1) DESIGNER takes as input a formal specificatioi of
information requirements .expressed'as queries in a
hierarchical language and produces-an integrated Data,:-,
StruCture diggrhm for the application-o ented views:-

. t -

(2) DBD-DSS [GG]:is-a dec ion support sy em for physical .

database design. Th'e d agr s of,DES GRER and access
path frequencies'are 'inp ts oft.DBD-DS . Other inputs
to the model are access cost, storage cost, execution

' %cost, and-parameters related to theDBMS4and the hard-..

ware configuration. DBD-DSS produces an initial feati=
ble solution for ihe constrained pptimization model
that represents the design decisions and constraints.-
The designer can vary_design parameters to improve the
solution.

Dynamic Restiucturing is a tool that :IlOws the restruc-
turingof the database schema without bringing the
database off -tile. Restructuring is done'by marking.
both programs and,data with version or generation

--aumbers.

(3)

Gerritsen "suggests the integration of'the tools so that out-
put of DESIGNER becomes input tO DBD-DSS, aUd that output of
DBD-DSS,becomes input-to the. File Definition ProCessor of the
.JDBMS.SEED [G2]. Also,-the access path frequencies should be



supplied automatically to DBD-DSS. Detailed access-frequency-
calculation algorithms are.: discussed in [GGG. Flnally, the
optimizationmodel in-DBD-DSS might be extended to include deci-
sions related toindexing, data redundancy, set redundancy, area

allocationiordering'of sets, and-media assignment.

.C-The-Database-Design-System

The design system uses a Conceptual.Dsta Model (CDM) [YWH]

thatis based on functioni between entity sets, and ,a procedural

language- (TASL) to- describe processing on CDM models. The system

accepts aJCMI-specification consisting of several local views and

their processing requirements, and integrates them to form one

more global models. These are then used to generate a scheMa
Compatible with'ihe restrictions of a data model supported by a

DBMS..

The system being implemented consists of four modules, the

first two of which compile CDM and TASL,,respectivelyi.into
internal-formats for system manipulation., The next module inte-

grates the local views into a single global view, the conceptual

schema. It also acts asa dictionary for the conceptual: schema.

The fourth module: generates a schema by combining nodes into

records. These last two modules are interactive, and function as

assistants to the designer.

The integration moddle contains severalleatures to assist

in the design process.. Heuristics are used to limit the gpnc- .

tions--that the'designer must, examine to those apt to be redundant.

It can retain multiple, related conceptual Models. This allows`

ehe design'to be'"backed up" to some preceding point in the

design and re-done. It also permits the evaluation: of alterna-

tive conceptual schemas.

:'The'major goal of the fourth' module is to generate a schema

with,"kood'performance" in several, stages througha high-level,
Multiple7Stage evaluation procesi. For-example; the.first stage,

could determine the structure,of'the'entry pointsrithe

could combine nodesto fonm records, and a third could then deal

'.with some, form of record.placement.- The results of: each stage

could be-evaluated by using (possibly) different catt,functions.

The 'structure of theses,tages and their cost functions is 'cur-

rently being researched.

411 . .

The- relational databasemanagement system_System R lias many

wdYS'Of executing ansSQL [Chain] statement.. -There`may te many

phyiical Acess paths-to each relation (including scanning the

entife relation; and:auxiliary access -paths, such as exes),

. and the optimizer chooses the strategy for accessing relations

-



which appears best. DBDSGN is a bysical database design tool
under development at IBM Resea by Finkelstein, Schkolnick and
Tiberio [ScT]. which selects a cess structures that-perform well
for a. given set of SQL statements. It combines - optimizer - supplied
evaluayons to decide 1) how each relation should be ordered (or-

. left ordered), and 2) which columnsshould be indexed. Its
_inpu.t_include:_thedatabase schema (specified in the-isystem

atalogs) , the queries and their frequencies,_ statistics about-.
e database relations (which may come from the catalogs),

storage space limit, and the number of solutions desired.

DBDSGN runs, as an application program for System. R. It
- extracts the cost' for executing statements with each plausible

access path directly from the System R optimizer. By .us-ing the
optimizer's cost estimtes as a, basis for a tool, two immediate
advantages are obtained' First,.-the tool becomes independent of
any optiinizer improvemeas; an analytical model for the cost of
performing given statement based on the .gurrent knowledge of
the strategy used the optmizer would beame inValid- if the
optimizer computations were artered. Second-- we can guarantee

-' that: any proposed solution is-one that the- optimizer uses to its
full advantage. -In fact, the estimates that DBDSGN -makes will
correspond exactly to .those made by System R when queries are
compiled.. , ' 4 ';-

s-DBDSGN works_ as follows. 'It analyzes the basic structureof
the input queries. From this analysis, it finds out which atomic;
costs 'it needs, corresponding. to a small number of configurations
of indexes. The, cost.of any other configuration can be derived
frony these atomic costs. A colnma,-elimination heuri.stic allows
them to dismiss- certain ind -candidates from further consideration.
A. controlled search on e space of near ble subsets of -columns
is '-`performed, leading to the discovery of a set, of good solutions.--

An Integrated-Database Design Aid

The goat Of thi.s-.p.roject is to devise and implement a pro-
totype Integrated Database Design Aid (IDDA) [1111, which allowi

. non-database experts to, directiy develop, use, narntain data
-bases. The- IDDA includs facilities for (1). specifyini.and !"

organizing databases .and the _operations that will beapplied to
them (logical design).;:42). describing perforniance requirements'
and establishing the malipint (transfOrmatio0.to a physiial
iMplementiork; (3)° inte.-rFonnectiOli -'-(federation) of datitiSes:',...7

. AS such; the DMA can sei'veis an 'environment,: for developing, .
.using, and maintaining personal and office databasei-:as well as-

4

ca .7.4atabase systems

One approach. to obtaining an-executable implementation for a
database with a given''-conceptual schema Noun be to ..employ a

itransformational technique with a speCifc kind of ;transformation
.



.. 4
1- system, and 'a part cular 'set of transformations for a given

semantic database. odel. "'ate transformatiod!iystein Mould accept
a semantic schema and associated performance estimates/require-'"
iqents, and generate as output a physical implementation for the
data structures and operations defined in the schema. A trans-
formation system, of this type is interactive, calling on a
des i-gner-tc-a ss is t-7-in-the---stepwise-process--of___refining the
schema- so that it eventually becomes executable. '

, .

F. The Database Designer's. Workbench

It is a graphics-oriented decision support, system for -data-
base desigh,.'providing ;designers with a' convenient environment
for eating database dpasigns and experimenting with different
design strategies [FT]

An integrated framework is postulated, permittint.faciie
utilization of database 'design technignes..and tools. Its philos-
ophy is to employ several small' design tools, rather thin medin#:
or large- sized tools. This. rends flexibilitY to tool uses and
combination, and witii:each tool performing one well-defined
subtask, overlapping of_ function is e4nated. In addition,'
database designers are able to design, experiment with, and- use
new tools of their own. The Databite Designer's Workbehc.hencour-
ages this by, relieving the designers of some of the details
involved in developing user interfaces, input/output of design

-=';' parameters , and storage specifications . The graphic interface
allows the designers to see thevarioun';.$1.esigns they are con-
sidering for their database:, t 4oughore the entire process

iSince deiigns are easily modified g designers' are
-encouraged to produce and consider more_ Candidate designs.-:, Also,
when the design group is progressing fromaones design phase to the
next:and in faced with a pet of _possible; designs to,choose fr6m,
the system's graphical. nature can,: significantly aid in the
heuristics of selection.

The Database. Designer's Workbench is being developed,- by, the__
Databake .Systems-Renearch Group at the University of. Michigan
under -.cont tsact- froth the United..StnteS.,Air Forte. Presently, the
user's manual and the, design 'specifications :are being completed.
Future goals include having a'minimal prototype runnin g on MULTICS;

a-more extensive and powerful version will be-implenw.4.,e4--later-
Approaches to logical design for the DBTG model have beek-developecr
and - implemented- previously in some Ph.D. dissertations at the
University of Michigan [MI,' IPT]

5.3.3. 'The Role of the. Data Dictionary-System -the Database
Workbench :.

The group viewed the datn dictionary system as playing an
active-and.ce.ntral role in the datahase workbench arChitecture:



Conceptually, ,it is the repository of the .information needed by
the workbench, Viols. Moreover-it is the mechanism by which tools
communicate with one another. Thus the DDS has as one of its
cOmpOnents a meta- database, about the database being designed.

We envision an expanded role'f.for the data dictionary _system,
compared -with'commercially available products. In addition to

providing lexicons of data ,item definition, data typing, and ,

synonyms, the dictionary sysiem concept' should be 'extended. to
provide the follOwing .services': , ; .

Design-Log. To effectilzely, document the decd.sions made
. at the various . design , stages ; 'the: dictionary. system
must have a logging, facility. This feature would
record. the various;., options. considered: and state. the.-
reasons for particular decisione.

a

For example, user processing requireniehts 'on an entity
set might dictate a subtype' partitioning of that set:
This fact should be recorded and-be available for
future ref should processing *requirements change.

Design Anctits Trail. The 'complexity of, database design
leads, to",the decomposition of the design process, into
manageable. phases, e.g: , requirementi analysis, enter-
prise modeling, ;-Information modeling:.and view- integra-
tion, logical, and physicV. structure design, and per7
formance tuning. The phases are 'linked, however,- by
the mappings that transforin objects, operationS. and
constraints from.one phase to the next.

The dictionary - system should* provide an audit trail
that:records the mappings._ used together with relevant
parameter values:. ;Thin information could 4he .i.isa "tovalues ;_This

. characterize :"workload" frOmlevel to revel. -Sen- -
sitivity analyses could be performed to determ,ine theigenitivity of a deign to, the parameters available to
the designer.

TheAudita trail. feature alsoialloWs high-level user
Views\ to;ixe related to the 'ipplication..processes that
maniPula,tedatabase objects' InVerse mappings are also
important; namely, given a database object,- what pro-
cesses',act on it from which. user view(s), and with
what frequency. Information of this ype-is crucial,
for view integration and fo dete g ,ac,cess. path
frequencies. _

Inter -tool Communication- Workbench t olsymust beT ab/e.
to'commUnicate with.one,.another. For .1e, the icon-

istraints specified n the information -modeb.should,pie



made available to,ot.her.tools such as 'a form system for

consistency checking Of input datail-application. develop-

ment aids which ure the ;semantic integrity of user
conti011id -quei-i Optimizersthat use-access

path frequencies, .

Metadata. Management. The featUres mentioned above. show

that the- prime function of -olmdata dictionary system-

is the management: ofmetadata... The-importance of this'

function is addressed in the next section.

5.3.3.3 ::The :Role -.of Metadata in the Tata Dictionary System

One of the world' s greatest 'database adminstrators recog-
nized long ago the importance of' Metadata : ."Knowledge. is of two

kinds. We know.A.Subject- ourselves Or we know where we can?find

Infoimatibn- upon.- 'it

5..3.3.3.I The -Uses .of Metadata.
,

The advantages-of hairing rnetadata accessible, to the .user are

almoSt :self-evident. the first- place, in .an environment
,containing. :s everal independent and accesSible -databases , a user

may simply want to know in which -.database or file a giyen' lexical

. descriptor desciipthrs are

-.often Coded. or,,highly-atbreviated,-_and since `the neer may ini-

tially.; use, ' term 'different !from-. that:used in defining . the -data--

baSe, ..some 14=10 lexical translation-.Wilt be needed. Textual

comments are als°' important.-'

. .

Metadati should also deacribe.strUctural relationsfiipa and

shoUldMake them apparent to,..the user. A query issUed in a

high-level _query language-based on amisconception- of structural

relationships can often produce misleading results. Although
attempti,..4re..rofte0:made, especially, by "intelligent" query sys--

terns, represent' the database 5..n.-a."Vaitliat.',4e.,ysex sees
the extent to which a ditabaie 'sChema may be .transiCirmea.to suit
the user's view is limited, simply because the-underlying -"World.

model"-, of the designer and implementor may differ. For example;

`a relationship may be one-many .in. the database;while the user-

thinks that it is 'Oneiiine; there. -.relationship

between'wo, entities _when -the user thinki tfiere is one ' -''

At a. lowei level , data' formats > report .{-orniats. and the

-characteristics of.,system interfaces, sliourd,allOcbe considered.,,.
as 'metadate 'and warbe'useful:-,for those- to-effect,-data

a

. . . - .' "
transfer between - various systems.

.

Samuel` Johnson (1775), quoted inZ..BOeweil'i..Tohnsori.



tinally; metadata may also; be. loited.b-7, other programs.
High level query systems and natural: afiguage systemboth-.e.itploit,
metadata -.for ithvigational purposes within a database is
,usually the' 'Case - that this metadata must "manually.- conatinbte&,-sr
for these. SYsteisS;;;siniply beCauSe it is nO1.3;h61d.,-in;a-,-ilean;:s.
stratiral form either .within the database or astian adpinct to

5.3.3.3.2 Querying Metadata

*

Many _Interactive query SYstems. aIlow. for some form. qf.4ide
of metadata as well as- of ,data. For ease of use .if r4esirable"

that. the4query language _for. metadata- resemble the-TegulgP query 4:
language HOwelier, for this . to be -successful, some representation'

of the metadata must be,, .found the-data
was felt that the existing commonly used-data modeli (relational.,
network, 'etc: ) are not riche enough_ to permit this and <that a more
'sophisticated "semantic" model is required' before metadatae, may be ,

-

concisely embedded within the database _itself.

The complexity- of metadata depends on- the purpese 'for-which
it is used. FOr helps in fOrmulating queries, .a relatively &imp.%
model is Usually. sufficient that ib.formS..the user of the terrain -,°
ology of the database, some informal deseripflon...Of -the iconte.nts;
and some more -formal description of the relationships-irithi.k.:the7;.11.
.database (functional, many- many,,. For ,t.hespurposes .of
ypdate and. understanding Integrity constrainti:sOmethink:MUCli*
more sophisticated '(and, as yet,' poorly- iinderatocid) reguired:-:.

. , .

An analogy Witkprogramming environments appropriate.,,-,
The suPPOrt,,Systemsfor :conventional '604110 programming

seldOM provide higher leVer -descripiOn,.of
program, data_ types, -,sUbprograMS, , ..than the:. prograp-:Itself..,--.

-7-,
..OccasiOnally.yrogram .!ibratieS.a'ie built up,: -and,;,soiiie -
modularity. ,is enfOrceit. ;IfosieVer,. these programming aids
generally held off-line in the accompanying crOcumentatiiii1: :the

,better interactive systems, provide some method by mean** of which =

;'the programmer may ,ask. questions, aiout his environment::./...i4it'lFot..,
the -names .'of variables,' what, subroutines;.are

-.:Eicamplesi are to be. found in,..the programming environments of
:all:the Morepopular in? raCtive languages.. The- same widil surely ;;

PiCriie- tine for databaSet:t on-Vine access to metadat:a:14111.-.he
most.,impoitance in an interactive environment,-

DperationS on -Metadata

This is one of-the most difficult problems associaterlzwith
the use of metadata. Should it be ;possible to operate ;upon
metadata in or-der-'to update it or to ,produce new metadata? Some
useful' techniques-may be conveniently described as:-.operations Ion
metadata, e.g., the generation Of A user view. Acco mpanying this

°.! ;
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mapping there trust .be: an associated tranSformation of databaSe"

access primitives. -If user views are to :be constructed by Operat-,.

-ing upon metadata:7 . the primitive operators should be well-defined;'

and some kind of calculus or should be-dvailable for
. ... ..,

meta ta operations.
,,

The operators needed:to. cOnstructusersvieWs are,-.those that
"16se-i-inforMation-from4the7databasA:.;o-re.-Icomp.-licated-7(and:even
ess-,well-understood) are operators that add information : .There

area number Of teChni.ques would also-henefit,..-trosi beipg
fOrnially presented, as operations-on metadata: ''They include "

constricting "superViews".- [BM]: a view, that integrates-data in
databases; the related problem of merging

databases ; and the -problem: of 4namitally extending, the.:;schema of

'au existing database to include new data. These are all prolilems;

that will require extensiVe research in database semantics for

= resolution. .-- .4
- _

Desirable Workbench Tools

The'-group discusied what tools the ,workbench should have and

came Up ..igith the following `list`.

Information Models
,

Existing, information-mOdef-d:prOvide semantic constructs ,
.

operaticins; and intrinsic constraints' required to model both user

and glObil-informaiiOn selemas. Although. none of these models is

maChineimplemented-at this time, we expect-to see several opera-,

tional. sin, the-' next feW. 'YearS., Needless to say, the inform_ ation.

model provides metadata to data dia-tonary system, and is
therefore of utmost importance to the Workbench-concept. .The,.
model should haie thechaniSms to support- both view integration and',

process_ Specification.

B. Mapping' Tools

C. Constraint- _Subsystem.. . - . \'

desigwrocess;., '`enterprise model (the result of requirements

schema and -information model to logical and physcaI:-Schemas.
analysis) to lifoimatior siodel, Anformation model to access path

Support- tools are needed for the various mappings in the

.
. -

.

-
. .

The constraints- defined in the 'Integrated Conceptual.Database

model can be imPlemented in four; Ways:

A - a; 5&me constraints are suppOrted by the database implemen-
tation structure .(i.e., ownershi.pTonetraints are en-

,

'. forced'hy inipleMentation hiiraichieS). .

. - A.," -



..,,The remaining constraints >may be stored' as assertions
for ,interpretation at query proceising time [Sic] .-

Assertiona2may be automatccally bonnd into access -pro
_ Cedures during cOmiiiatiOn.phaSes 'that bind;external
-schemas to the-internal representation. -Some exp6ri

nt
-

.mes on- automatic_ constraint:',procedure generation- have
been made,: but no consistent t.heorr, exists .

If no assertion -iubsYstem is avai101e, then the con-,
straints should be included in...procedural interfaces
that are -Implicitly or explicitly: invoked by p\agrams,-
using ,ite database.

Query Optimization-(and. Cooperation).

KnQiledge stored infthe conceptual model canbe profitably
used in the processing of queries: For i.xample:
should, document all enforced 1:N connections between relations so
that the best = join method can be chosen: The model must also
docuinent alternate paths to the result, -so that' the=;>beit access'
paths among logically equivalent paths' can be,determined.

Application Program Development Aids

The knowledge emlrqdied- in, the schema; can,;' even without auto--
illation, -reduce the effort substantially. during the design-and

cplanning phase for data -acquisition' for application, programs:
Furthermore, if the cobstainta can-. be- used to automatically gen-
'erate modules which, check. 'range; -maintain the proiertiei of rela
tionships update derived data,' etc. , .then, coding effort is re-
duCed. Silt-more impoitantrY the-,reliahility. of the database, ande
the.relevance of it's, contents will be greatly enhanced,

5.3.4- Databas System Cominnnicationr,'

-'In this section we dear with -the-problems associated: with
heterogeneous database system communication. 'The need for such
communication may arise for two reasons:-

(1) user requirements for ownerships and of inf' ormation.
may 'dictate a "distribution" of the information-model,,-,a differ--
ent "data model " ,for: each-application area, and possibly: the nse

'sof different DBMS 'and fliardware configurations, and'_

(2) the systems Slag- have been developed in dependently, are. ;
operational and-must.,be linked together because of`the oiierall.
enterprise information needs:,-- ..< ...- .

.,
. .

.

. . .



1 Organizational. Factor-s- of ";DirstribUted Ditabf,ses

fel-v:74-5es move ditabase7oriented:proCeasing, a"*.
appareid. conflict arises. The Centralized:::ColleCti7on.:of5' orma

tion implied 1-.1r. the .d.seabageteAuzology.ig, often seen as the.,
property::: oft- the enterprige , Thi S notion is jaico with
organ zat octal Riincipleapf:slelega,t.i,on of.reapOnsibirt.ty:=04
authority.. We associate ownership "of-, with poWer wind
the. ability to actibileixcessive central*tX911. . -

and may sometimes-.; fail to...realfte the furl potential. Of' informa-':-
tion or lead to isuse:c . 9

Hen4e we expect.tbat'mkst eatexprigei .ich-oose to
tralize, the database logical=ly. ;Often, bUt:'hot meressariry-;
phy4cal . fd4nagement corporate
finances Provides a Simile: .77a"..single cOrPorate ,account : of multi

divisional accounts may piovide.the storage-,pfZ'Credit-,' but.
individual inanagers.',.hilie 'their own budgets and plan.% for ..revenue.;'

tense..and-'expense. _These-budge:0i and--plans-can:-bei:-.COmpared to the
application. Sehemas obtained:- from,"-the-in4 users . if. the , .

enterprise'manaiezient'. delegates- operational' aithOi-ity and..iespon=
sibility to one of its. meibers ; then -that member;,shoula have the'
corresponding data Authority. and responsibility, -

Data ownership is the term usedtii'describe a k.ser rela-
tionship- to the data foi which responsibility hasjbeerr assumed
and authority has been.'graUted... "If, for texample., a' bank imanch
manager is responsible for the bankts customers in the-Iacal
area, then maintenance of the customer lists, _their -addresies ,

and the linkage. to various. accounts,: is the .reipcingibility of this
manager. The:integrated schema may impose some constraints; for
'instance a -etzsibmer.-with. a .noirzero .balance.,,iialmot ".

but. the schema must also sUppoit actions that 'are4 authorized;.-
such as the entry of a new customer. .'The integrated :schema
'provides the crucial. information ne,ededio coordinate activi-_
ties of the local-schemas. Data ownership..is noted:in
mation model. All data describe must; either. be imued--0- -
,generat.able from other data thrOugh therVse-:of 1.Stinie computational.-
proCedure. These procedures,are attache& to the, infenaati.611
model .

At times the read frequency at 'Othe sitei in a distributed
system: may be so Ihigir.thap.performance- dds that locally owned.
databe::;stored at,the-read site. .The da May then either be
kept'Aniiquely remote, or be 'replicated. If the; latif is

'`cated .one*:,gite:=remainsIthe primary copy site and:/i-s- identified ast.,:s.-'
such: If. updates have to 'Occur :at "fisore-tha4 one'site, then-more
complicated merh*14sm.4 are required.- The notion;, of a true7copy
token [NI Which identifies the.yrimary- versir, may -be-used. to
Controj. such 'databases.- --The true -copy token-resides where the
update privilege resides, and is-Moved as needed. Before -it-is



.

z: scheduled movement of a: litimary---CoPy L. seen-in .anch:))ank;

moved inter-site consistency itteistablished:i.. The'rmovement'of the-
true-opY token =may-,oedemand or on example of a

where local :account* are maintained in the-'4aytime-; . but central
postings. from.:other .banks_ take place atnight:-:-

5.3 :4.2{ Technological Factors Itiklue.ncingDistributed Databases-'

In-some-oeganizationS-the-niotivation--to-xdopt-database-tech=.
nology was questionable when 'it-was-found that;expansion of ,
existing functions; or integration of distinct; applications.
cost greater than expected, ofteic greater thin tile co of .the-..-4
original applications. The use,cif -database teclinologf,-- looked
upon as a remedy to data .procesiing ills .7- _does not..guarantee the
required growth flexikility [GAO]. Many dattkase systems even
have a. hard time living up to their existing specifications, `: ,
since they are typically based on software of the late siictiesLor:D,
early seventies. . _

_ -

Distribution may involve distinct computers, but includes
also distinct datakases on a simile machine The Prob-

,

lems are the-same; 'although -lower communication bandwidth to
remote machines can make-pour situations truly intolerable.

In order to plan appropriately for a logical integration of
diverse applications and databases a substantial modeling 'effort 1-
may be 'required. Models, using consistent and formalizable
notionS, have to be established and' -verified for all significant
existing tasks, using- ctual documentation or programmer knowl--
edge. Afhigh-level sketch, with unverified assumptions about

p.

actual -operating procesges, can.only-be misleading. In addition,'.
models ntay be constructedfOr mew intended applications..

An iniportant result of the integration process: is the
edge that is collected about the data resources Of the enter- .-
prise.- Even if a database is not implementeteas a result of thus
effort, the. Model llrovides managers, system analysts,, and program-
mers with information about existence ownershipr;scope, ;And
constraints of the data. If -a continuing ma.3,tr naitc'el.effort
made, then the timelinesg'.ada 'txisting::;aata may
also be documented. . 1,7 tr,

Operations integration will be more difficult. Only' a few;
.:,systems today manage distributed data. While algorithms for Man...-. 1.4--

agement of replicated data are .well understood [GM] they.-4; not
appear in generalized systems. In -many cases :explicit- Midges .

may have to be built by programing staff .to share data amon)k,' ,,...,..--,:'%

distinct users. These bridges may be specific; often,..Moving.''' '.;;;;---

files created for that purpose between sys,temi As alternative
ye 'see: 1) automatic query' processing throughout the digtritn'te-a-:=94,- .-.---
database (most. methods discussed assume a ;global schentir):; -4 _,:t.:::
access through distributed transactions; and 3) sharing ot,itil:er--i,-7-zcy:-

,- . .,. ,... 9-

by copyIng.between nodes. - e



The design of distributed transactions-is critical. for -good
response and Consistency. Known tquery types are = deconposed into
component transaction sections,- eat* transactiOn,sectibn `is
placed with the database it needs; some sections 'invoke and
correlate informatibn from the other dections: Careful Planning

'can minimize problems of interference DISRI.- If consistent models?
fare available -in:stored form* on:- the participating databases ,. then-2,-
remote queries;can be phrased in terms of these queries -and in a 1.z

distribfted h bhion.

The Validity.: of Distribution.

Many eXistingnon7thared-.data:dre unintentiona l
bated. The fact that existing database-s-were4titiAnited-Indicdtes'!,

in most cases that communicatio*bandwidiW.i-eiluirements
indeed limited. , Incremental integratibn is hence quite feasible..
For instance, Much. ot-the data :needed for the operation of a
warehouse is used only loCally... Information about shipments does
not need to flgy miieh faster than. the shipments do. A small
percentage of queries result in out-of-stock cOnditiOns and-
should be rapidly distributed over adjoining nodes. fianagement
infOrmation.for,'peribdic distribution is best summarized lbcally,
using globs:II- yestablished 'procedures, and.can be transmitted'at,..
low prl.ority'.-

Increased--automation of operations, .such as seen in modern
warehouses, requires powerful- and reliable lodal processing

, Local' systems may have multiple workitations. The

demands on availability, control, :and baiedwidth make local. stor-
sage essential. Many of these distributed system's will be rela-
tively. small:- Thid will, reduce some of. -,the complexity mow: needed
in database management systems designed'-to deal with extremely

large files. Even though distribUted systems will prOvide less,
"' sharing:'-ct :.4mputing power and less aggregate hardwarre:=Utiliza--
tion, a positive compensating factor due to the smaller
scale 4..iNratioils. _In..numeridal terms for operations on: data-
bases 1-3441,iieed sortingln soMe fovm, the n.'log.n performance-
bound id lessfor m distributed. systems holding n entities each ,
(m(n. ror-n)) than for :a.central system of equal size ((mu) log
(mn)); .

. When- systems beceme small theymay. need to depend to a
greater extent on remote facilities-for maintenance , logging, and
recovery. Issues of communication failure and processor failure
need detailed analysis. If ',data is replicated. on foreign nodes,
then some backup can be provided frourthode nodes.:



5,3.4.1 -The Data-Restructuring and Conversion Epproach. to
Database Communication

Normally, a distri.buted database system i4 -viewed, as the
distribution of databaies and database management- funCtion- across
multiple;: tightly coupled nodes in a' communications network. An
nodes- understand a common schema and a homog ous_ set of C0111
mands as Well as their related protocols.

In the realistic future, however, distributed. data process-
iris will be-required among loosely: coupled nOdes coramu7
nicate asynchronoudly. Furthermore, differeit nodes may' use .dif=
ferent DP&ISk. To-operate effectively in such.an enviionment,
'three imPortant'fat4ities are required: a), a data dictionary
sfstem,.b) a general 'data:translation facility, and c) 'a store
and forward -communications service.

IBM's data extraction; processing, and---trutturing ,SYstem-.
(12RS)-e[IBlill is :one- example of a general da5translation facil=

-ity. XPRS..-implements the DEFINE data definition language, and,,
CONVERT data iestructivring language.' Using data tiranslation

techniquel,--u.sers -can -extract data from.a source, database .and.map
it to -a target database... The store and forward. facility trans,'
portk not only the data, but also the data translation program
(e.g. , DEFINE and CONVERT, respectively) that together provide a
"data translation- schema" of the data The data diciionary ylayg
the _important role of relating the data translation schema.to the
database schema for -thezgiven source and target 'database manage-. '-
Meat. systems. In effect; the data translation and data diction-
ary facilities can serve as a "bridge" between. heterogeneous
DBMS s.

There are many scen4ios_ for distributing the data mapping-
,process. example, files could be extracted from the_source
database, restructured in the sottrce syste.m4-ind then sent to the
target system. Alternatively, if.-the data translation system
resided in the target. system, the unstructured source data could
be sent (along with their definitions) to the target system for
restructuring anthinsertion into the target database.

5.3.4.4 The Federated Approach to Database Communication

One '-of the most significant trends anif,important challenges
of the next decade in the area of computerized database systems
is as effective support/of decentralized collections of data.
Recent work on distributed' databases has ,.focused on techniques to
store and access data at Various nodes in a computer network, as
if that data were Part of a single logical database; these efforts
therefore concern the physical distribution of data: Signifi-
cantly, logical decentralization is an 'equally important concern,
and the current: approaches to logical database decentralization.' :



te.._ In response-to the needs:described above, a new
base system (software). architecture bait been developed,

.'termed federated dadtit4se-,-syiteds-,...The-goalol. the.-federated
database cOilept [MIL 11/:12]' is -,.the IOgitiV deeentiiilliiiiou, and
'partial integration-'o f.ditabaies. -*-

A federated :. database consists of 'number of 'Aiigiciti compon-/ eats, each having -its'own user-level -structural, speCifiCatiOn
(conspcirientschema-):-----The: ctiongonentssucir a-federation----.ar

-related but independent, --andthermay or may not be disjoint.,
Tyyically, a icomponeit, corresponds :'to a colleCtion--:of data -.needed
by a. particular user or application, or 'a_.; collect.ion)of Closely
related applications. The/Components in a federat.i.oli''-are tied
together by one or more federal' schemas that desCrikk.the data
that is to-he. shared \by the"various'';federation.cOmPonents:: (-The
federation; notion can be apiilied;:re cursively The ;federal .

controller is a. database system functional module -that _supports.
communication and translation of data-among the componentirof a
federation, based ort, the 'federal- schema (s)

At preseht, a databaie federation tool is heing designed .

and a prototype,will be implemented. This prototype tool
will provide -facilities to logicallinterConnect:I.database schemas
(component scheinas-j; the tool= will_ interact with' a nesigner and ' -

accept a set_ of schemas that bare...to befdergeninto a federation.
- -

An important use of the pi-ototype federated database' system
'=development aid described-above is in -establiShiag -controlled:. -;
sharing among existing databases. To accomplish thi:s;'a ietadtic.
schema. is defined for each component database,_ and. the tool is
then used to define.a. federal schema based on thete component
schemas... A prototype controller, an integral-part' of the
development aid, will automatically iupport--.aata communiCation
and translation among the components, via >.the = federal sCheika.

- .

The last step in -logically connecting the component data-
bases is to develop a. mapping from' the actual database- structure
of each component to its correspondilig.'semantic s-chema;-;this can
either be done on a case-by-case basis, or mappiags to generic
classes of general-purpose database -Systems: can be..developed
(e.g:; to a relational database management system, to- CODASYL-

DBTG; etc.).

The federation concept has a much wider agpliCabiliry than
merely a method -of supporting logical database decentralization:
the technique of federating information is .a form of abs*Ction
thatf-can be used for structuring both data and programs: When
used as.,-an abstraction technique, federation facilitates the con-
struction of complex collections of data from simple colleCtions
of data, and the construction of complex program modules from
simple modules. That is, data and program components can be



combined into a federation. Moreiver, _the technique of feder-
ation-abstraction can be-applied recursively to form hierarchies

. and -other complexes of data and programs

IIMERFACE -0F3LOGICAL-AND. PHYSICAL DATABASE; DESIGN

In the following sections, reliti.onships between lokical and
physical database design are identified-. Some ie.-sults of logical

---=des-Igii-Tyhich-infloence-physical--des-iin-decis-iOns,----are-revoiewed
and 'thee -iimpaCt. of physical design decisions...on logical database
design is examined:-., 1-- '

5.4.1. Results of Logical. Database Design

physical database.design is based-on some of:the results of , ,

logical database design. Sucitresults provide idformation aboit
entities and their- attributes, relationshipp/Bitween entities;
and descriptions of operations that are to,be Performed,.

For example information about ent ities- may include:

* occurrence -volume e growth rate
keys Cidentifiers
privacy...and security constraints,

'" . .

For attributes of entities:
-

* storage requirements ..
* integrity, privacy, and ,security constraints
* number .of distinct values, volume _growth rate

-- ,,For relationships between entities:

,-* owner,- member entities - ,* number of member records per owner record, volume
growth rate t

For operations, on entities and relationships: -
t ,* type of operation (retrieval, insertion, deletion,

frequency of operation, frequency growth rate
operation selection criteria, output attributes (if--
applicable) _

voilume of records affected byoperation, volume growth
rate

These lists are further expanded and are discussed in more detail-
in the sections on physical databases.



In principl.e,. rogical- design is 'accOmplished without regard.
to performanee, while physical design alternatives are.-transpar--
ent too isera: In practice., however, transparency Of physical
design. decliions is not always possible as the fOl
show.

5.4:2 Overlap ,of Logical and Physical Design

LOgical--Ind-philicaldat.abase_elewrgn fo/2commerefal 'DBMS

are notlindependent-processes: To indicate their: .oyerlap,. con-1.
sider, the-simplified database design process- of:Figure-5-1 Which
consists .Of our phases. Logical design is identified with'the
first three phases; physical design,is-identified'with therlast
tigo: The Overlap occurs d the phase of .Schema. Design (SD, ,--

;fee Section:5.1)."

The' database schema in sPeCific data model:identifies -com-
vone:n.ts. of a 'database using the available schema.Conitructs in
that model. r.Typically these constructs.. are record types and
relationships among record'types. The next phase .of realization
of a schema supplies implementation details to. the, Schema so
outlined. Such details include specifying` entry points or "CALC"

records, file structures ,to'bes-used,- and 'whether or not parent
pointers should be used n relationship 'implementations: The

selection of speCific meilicidi;Of implementation is basekon an..
. analysis of logical. access During the final-phaseof
_ database design the schema speafication is used together:with

the knowledge of...the transactions against- the schema to perform a
-schema evaluation.. An assessment of database performance is_doae...;
to arrive at a proper asaignment of physical alternatiiet:

Database design'is an-riterative process. Refineme.ati.to a
schema are madei for example, by altering implementation details

and reevaluating the schema. Those schemas whose perfolmance is
judged. acceptable are candidates for actual implementation...This
refining process, is indicated by the arc at the bottom in Fig-
ire 5-1. 'The loop .formed is often identified with physical
database optimization.

.

Because commercial DBMS schemas are so closely. related,
. physical databise implementation,-.changing .certain record -4i,e:41r

'relationship implementations causes 'achema be.-alteredi.
In Figure 5-1' the dotted arc from Schema Evaluatimitto DBMS

Schema and to Global InformationModel indicates restructuring
which may sometimes be attributed to the overlap of logical and
physical design. ,Examples ..,:of this overlap are presented in the
following section.



5. 4:-.'":AIte'i-iitions.:Of Physical. Rea oni

Although commercial DBMSs-support a varietir of_methods for
implementing- files, and linkages between files, not fUndamen-
tat metheds are,,, support=ed. BY-altering schema,de.signs, such

,.omissions 'are circumvented , i.;
. ,

-Consider 'the situation where 'record partitioning is not
Supported- -Itecord_itoartitioningalso- known. as segmentatiOn,
Involves the Tartiticining of a 'record type by attributes-. to 'form"
two or, more- subrecord types Record -':partitioning may be used for
performanCe reas4is-- (e.g. ,` separating.'highlY referenced attri7 ,

:butes from those-that are rarely. referenced) or forASecnrify
reasons. (e.g.', separating COnfidential information- from public

:inforlatioii)..- Record -partitioning is, achieved in commercial
DBMSs ,by defining each subrecotd type anci_.interconnectine them by
1:1 relationships, in a ,schema: Figure_ 5-3. shows the partitioning

, of an ...employee: record type into Primary :-and secondary Subre0Orci
typea-.... Note that in addition- to.=:the alterations of a: sChema
applicatiowprogrammers must supply routines that are necessary
to support operations on partitioned.records.

Another example concerns fiI6- partitioning (i.e., the...riar:
titionint of a- file into, two or more Subfiles). Like 'record "

.4.(partitioning, file partitioning is used for performance reasons .

(e.g., separating highly-referenced..records from those that ate
infrequently .referenced)- or for; security 'reasons (e.. , :sepaiat= '
ing_ confidential recordS from public records). " File partitionin:
is achieved by defining_ a'-.-.,record type for each subfile in a
schema (Fig.. 5-4) . . - .

Some DBMSs.,do not support secondary indices. _In such cases,
an index for an. attribute can be implemented by a record: type,

,where each record of the type contains A distinct value' that 'is
assumed by. that attribute.- Each record .is then linked to those

:data records thatpostesi that attribute value.. Figure 5-5- shows
an inversion of ihe.Department attribute of. an Employee record
type which is based on this construction. In a similar manner
additional record types,,, which, serve as; indices to other "index"
record types, can be ,useci to construct multilevel. indices. Thus,
schema outlines are 'altered,.each time an index:is created' or
removed. .

-
Occasionally, DBMSs cannot handle large or variatile'length

data records.. To circumvent this problem, :data recOrds are
expressed as a sequence 'of fixed length records, The first
record of a sequence is the main record and the remaining'-are
trailer records. The.-main records define a main record type and
the trailer records define a trailer record type:- The records of
a sequence ate,,associated -by having% the main reccird;be the owner
record and thetraifer records as member records of a:-relation-
ship occurrence;; 5-6) .

, . .
.. .
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A final. example Concerns the i.mplementatiori_of_relation-,
ships. Relationships maybe2implemented "65e-structures". such as
pointer arrays andring list-S;. or by procedures*, such as joint

.-.,:_operations. Using both. methods: allows 'alMOst all useful `relation
ships, to be defined in_a..4iclip.M.1-qutline. Only thos& : elation
ships that are of priailrii74npOrtaxite to database' proceesing need
be implemented by:Sti.iatiire4::_thiiie that are not currently impor-
tant conldAbe implemented by:plo:cedures . Unfortunately,- Rost..
DBMSs, -415-port only structurhi-imPlementations; and -consequently,`
dltgrati-ciug'to schekas may occur.

Consider' the case of Figure 5-7 where the-relationship
between record'types A and C is ,redundant. That is, -A-C can be
deduced ftom 'the A-B and refatiOnships For, :.Performance
reasons, k-C'might be ,impleinented.if 'database proceiiing involves
records of type Aand C, but not..B. In commercidl systems, if
A-C is implemented, then A-C is present in the schema. If it is
not implemented,-then it is ,from the schema. f'

The overlap. of logical and .physical design is due
primarily to the absence .in commercial DBMSs some fundamental
methods of physical database implementation. If such fundamental
alternatives (e.g. record or file partitioning) areavailable,
the design process can,.be greatly alleviated.: Another reason is_
that-inost'DDLs used by the DBMSs, to define schemas contain
cal as well as physical constructs. Until. DBMS .DDLs are deve14-.-,
ed allowing a clear separation among the two types of. design
decisions, the logical/physical design overlap'..4'likely,fo
continue. ,Future, DBMSs-?-ihould strive to achieie, the ideal of .-
allowing ;the' deSiglier :a Clear choice among "physiaal;:design. al-
ternatives:whi-cli-must be explicitly recorded =and -subject to
modificatiOn,,fOrtuning purposes. .

5.5 THE Roll OF DATA DICTIONARY. SYSTRMS 'IN MANAGEMENT OF DATA

.72

5.5.1 Introduction

This section is a result:of the discussions held by Grolip IV,
whiC6 took a broader viewpoint with respect tc;' the manageient of
data and database design in a global organizational frameWork.
They concentrated on the role data dictionary systeseshould play
to facilitate data management. ."

Data, is playing an increasingly significant role as our
ability to technically exploit it is expanding through the ,use of
computers and related technologies This role increase-. even-
more because of the growing- dependence, of organizations 'and

. .

manakerston information systems for performing -day-to-day opera-
tions. Today's managers are not -only willing to the,c6m-

.puter but expect to use it, and will be in a position insist
..

upon ..:..access to data to aid them in their jobs.



This _patters:Lis likely .to lead to.' the

Use of data by ". higher. levels of to aid in
decision making will increase subitantially.

End users, will increasingly' retrieve. data di-rectly,`,..-
obviating the need. for progranmting by an MIS deportment. -

,

,e--* -A prudgtt person would expect this demand and-prepaie -fot
Preparation

,
Preparation requires increased emphasis on data with.,_the

manageme.nt_of_data.,-_becoming a: vital̀ mission In order tci_prepare
for the anticipated rapid' groifth" DP,, for the increased use
of data by end Users, the-time has: al-rived tco-address areas
concerning overall 'management of crata (in addition to the technical
:stipport of' the DBMS itself).

'In .the past manr.',:oriani.k.-atiotrs brou 4 -vpas and then
focused_ the .tocefs;:-:standards, etc., needed fo" make the DBMS
work. This -freqieit1Sresulted in 1) the datadictiOnary...- .- i
system being considered subordinate. to the DBMS; 21,4 tlie organiXa-.)%

. tions. losing sight of the.'obj.ective fnbringing in the DBMS; 4:11d
3) the DBMS being used as an extens-ion to file management Systems'

,-- access methods. .
What should have; happened? The focui should have been (and

still should be) on theyesult to be accomplished with a DBMS;

that is, improved profi4;(or reduCed expenses):.- "This may
result from imprcived efficiencies or from better decisions through
improved or more etimely information."[Go] These, in turn, may be
accomplished by improving, data usability 12y..Ananagf.ng data_ as, a
resource. Under this approach, emphasis i.S..pliced on the tools
necessary to manage the data:. the DBMS and-the.Data Dictionary
System. The DDS is no longer subordinate to the,DBMS. The. DDS

can and,should be enhanced to provide for management' of data.

First what is meant by managing data as a resource- In
general, it means increasing data usability through planning,
organizing, directing; and controlling the data..., Data management
should make available a cOmmunity of data to a community of
users, across organizations"; across functions; and across loca-: -
tions for people at all levels to aid them in performing their.
respective Sobs.

Usable data is findable,. understandable,- available, organi72,2_
zed, documented; maintainable, accnrate; .timely, private,- and

_ .

Data has the same characteristics of cost., value, and scar-. f

'city as'the More familiar material; linancial, and human resources.
Data is the raw material frOtewhiChAnforMation is derived.



Similar- to other res-our-tei, data'-must .also be managed.-- As indi
cated, by Bakke [Bak]', activities necessary- to - manage resources in

'general (including data) are

UNDERSTAND -the resource. -6, know- thoroughly its nature.

-.and; chiraCterist.iCs- including itS-IDOtentialc limits
tions- composition sources "andfloti:

MAINTAIN and conserve tie resource- 're 'maintainqui
and.cOnserve'Viantity and quality of the resource
needed_by_the_organization.

..,EXPLOIT,and employ the resource -.'-,develop and-exploit
the potential of: the resource by its and

efficient-4kilication to the. activities -of the- 6rgani
zation.

INTEGRATE the resource - effectively integrate its use
with the use of other resources to efficiently bring
abouf---a- desired result.

5.5.2 Approach
5.

The group approached the problem of determining the role of
L'the data dictionary sig.-em- by examining several specific areas of
-..usage that may require-DDS support. These areas included database
'design, distributed .data, business' systems planning, decision
support systems, office automation, auditing, database adminis-
tration, sianual data handling, and the management of the metadata.

- -

...-The folloWing section contains a synthesis of the ideas`

brought -up by examining the separate- usage .areas,.'bii.the report

is not bounded by considering &lily traditibnaldatabase applica-

tions. Rather,' the ride of the data dictionary system
,,approached by' establishing what the IDS is and what it shonict

The group's primary foCus was on computerizect..dati:proceSsing
systems, so,little-yas done to explititly.include non-automated'

:vista; '-however;;.:the group attempted t6-'avoid recommendations that
explicitly, Or:by implication, excluded ionrautomated data

5.5.3- Summary of the Recommendations

Though,diverse applications were considered;' it was decided
that it is possible and desirable to have a. single -;usage -- inde-

f' pendent data dictionary system t'o snpport- the information manage-

ment 'environment. The group views a DDS to be a central component
of information management.` With.- regard to the overall managemeiit

of an. organization's information, neither the DDS nor -the DBMS

should be considered subordinate. Rather; the DBMS and the DDS

should be regarded as allied tools Ihich are :.vital: and virtually
inseparable in accomplishing the common objeetive'..of managing the



information resource. ermOre the' key issue is not- which,.
One provides ,specific ctions;.. :Instead, the ley _issue is: ..the
functionality;that needs provided collectivelY4ji the DBMS
and the MDS.`--- Such functionality is- not'provided--hyrturrent.
systems, but is vital .-td manage data and Make

There are "many types of'data,aboit'Aatabaiei that may reside
either in the data dictionary or in a database OOntrolled by the
database manager. Regardless of ite:location -.data data
bases.must -locatableacatable thrOugh-the DDS, and.the dictionary
system` must associate the 'data about' -databases with , Other' inetadat.a
in the4-envi-rormien

A major' gfoup decision concerning. the importance -of :data
semantics led the group to include data semantics :.`in the data
dictionary sy:tem. Descriptions of thesemanticS of an organza=
tion's data are to exist in a form that is meaningfUl.to a user
and a form that usable bye the database.managaic as well.

The,,following outline stimmaiizes the dictionary contents,recom-
mended by the group: ,

_

I. dniinistrative Data in the Dicti.Onaiv
4rf. 7- -

Information:Resource eanaigement Data
Descriptive AdminiStration: Data:

C. ,Processing. Administration-.Data

II. ,Semantic Data in theDictionary

III Processii2g Data' in, the Dictionary -

The-iadvocated data dictionary -systtislit2 contains' current .DDS -`-j .

caikabilities a subset, but it is general enough to :support
fhture_-_databale dyntems. where for example, data.- semaikics are

_ incorporated', . the database -or the dictionary.

c,defining The Data-Di tionary-Systei_
. -

_ e ining information management as a special instance of
resource management, which'. requires understanding, maintenance,
exploitation and integration of the resource, delimits the role
of the dictionary system as being a primary and fundamental

"-.Component of the overall_ data management.. function; and-, does-. not
constrain or categorize the data management activities supported

theDDS.

a-.resource.-manager, a data dictionary system is-

an ..,,,i-niegrated''repository that provides data- necessary for
.14 datia, Where -data 'management includes the planning,



control, ,directiOn, and organization of data.. This aietadata,..
can be divided -into 'three: arear::**,tioriality:;\: admiais
.tration;' processing and- Seikintlei:-. , -'

In essence , -the ''DDS Contains` data -"that' "describes data". .The

data dictionary system. as !!integratee::beCanse it is a
primary component of the information.: management SyStemr_itself
ThiS.1,is.'in-cOntrast to ,,the more traditiOnal kiew-Of the data'.
diciionary:systein as a datar,nianageinent, tool that is separate from
-(and-subsidiary. to)... the, database..: Being an
integral. part of thedetabase managemei* envirolgient implies that

the---DDS:-is--theebootst.L.cipu--database-aronnd-Whicir-all--a err". data- 7
---;-Tbases can tte'corganiZed;

The 'reniainder 'of this report "concentrates on explainingHthe .

"areas Of functionality?! of the metadata The -fimCtionality
discussed below:. is not put forth as a complete definition, but is
suggested as a good "starting point for further investigation: -'

'5.5.3.1'. Administrative Data in the Dictionary:

In- the data dictionary, administrative data is data for the
proper management of resotlices.

are
resources are either in the

. environment, or the resources are descriiitions of 'administrative
data, 'Orqirodesses on administrative data which are the dictionary's
own data.- These (three groups ef data are outlined below:

A< .2Information.Resourcellanagenient
. ,

1. Basic item,description

.2.. 1James,, including synonyms, homonyms.,- and
related names
Regulator(s), source(s) and sink(s) of the
item

.4.. Business -needS
5. User needs
6. Usage and-frequency, descriptiOns
7. Security constraints
8. Synchronization data
9 . Integrity., data

10. Recovery and resynchronization data
11: Audit trail

B. Descriptive Administration Data

Editite and-Preientation format
.2. Encryption and 'report generation needs
3. Geographic location

C. Processing Administration Data

1. -'Security.

2-. -Integrity-



-The following paragraphs explain the-above components:

Information Resource Management data contains iiiformation
necessary to manage not only the data bit also the data manage-

. ment agent for the data and the user the data The data
managiMent agent may be an automated?EttS or-an inaicridual sum
as a'-elerk or -secretary; In 'either _rase; the Information Resource
Management data provides a global .Context within which the user
Or-data management agent can .understand tliedita item. The

- Descriptive Administ*stion-and Processing Administiation data are
the data dictionary' s own description ,of what it contains , these ,

two-sections-describeTand abstratttlie-descrlption7-and-Viocessing
data contained elsewhere 14 the dictionary-(the description _and
rocessing facets of the dictionary system are described_inp the

next t,wo sections).

The follo ing is a brief frexplanation of each piece of -idmin-.

istrative the, data dictionary.

A.1 The basic item description is a natural language explana7,
-tion of what the item is, and its relevance ,to various.
applications,, users and, functions of the enterprise. 8.

A.2 The name are those br.which the item is known, as well as
any name by. which the item shouldfnot be' knOwn,.

A43 The regulators, sources, and--as of-the data item incl
the person, division,, system; etc th#: regulates the da
item; the Ifioiirces from which the data item is or can be
received; and the sinks ;to whiCh the data item is or can be

directed.,-

.

A.4- The business- 'needs docinnent 4ffil----tte data was originally,

created and the purposes that it currently serves within the.'

enterprise.

A.5 The user needs include user imposed constraints necessaiv,
for the data to he useful. Examples include the data item
being absolutely' current, or having been stable for at °least

a month, etc. :.

A.6 The usage and frequency descriptions provide information
such as: "item must be processed daily", "use only liter run
xyt- is complete", etc.

A.7 The security constraints provide.. a rationale for the security

necessary for the item. An example would be explaining how
federal law requires that this, data item be accessible to 'a.
certain class of user, but not to another.



A.8 The synchronization data includes the current synchroniza-
.'tion status of -data- as -well,ras-strategiei for 'maintaining
synchrdniz' ation.;.-An :example -would be a strategy of applying
updates to an item that-eomedrom different sources in a
particular order _as well as IndicatOrs that the, item is
currently at a certain--stage sequel:ice-defined by the
-strateiy. 14.

.-

A.9 'The integrity data includes rules and-volicies for maintaining
data integrity

A. liti-f--Therecovry--andresynchr-onizatiOn--:ditta--TspecifiesLhowLanch,

sti,,I' -:-..,,, and when to back- up, :-contains procedures for _activating
-:.. '`...,'' back-up. and': Subsequent resynChroniZation. and, details the

_,..

::recovery:recovery.
"-

A.11- The audit.trail,contains proCedures and time triggers to
#-. tiate eapture,..of auditing information, and implies

capilialiti to trace any transaction from its source to
.1-4-Output and *ice versa.: .

editing and presehtation formats of "the-dicti-orary<
system' s.own.data. will vary by user, and- may be..4gni.fi-
cantly different from each other. In addition,--ieti.ye.,,
on-line control. data must bearoperly formatted ktr..the data
manager, operating system,. apPlication.program or the system
being controlled.

,

;...., -* The. encryption and report generation needs are special
prOCessing requirements. ..E.g.,, the .DDS &at7 must be
transported throne the network in an encrypted format.

-- ;+ B.3
,

The geographic location. of DDS refers to the: physical':'
location of the -petadata:

. .
.1 The 'security data profiles the permissible users and pro-

pcedures for dictionary` items

C.231 The integrity:data characterizes the grocedures required to
assure integrity for a dictionary item and to indicate how
the procedures are invoked. -

Items A.8 through"A.11 are descriptions whose primary impor-
tance pertains to the run-time' administration of the data item,
vthereas items. A.1-4.7 are of primary importance, in administering-
the use of data In database design. A.8 -A 11 are considered to
be "active" in the sense that they are on=-1ine; used continually,
and potentially subject to -frequent update. Descriptions in B.
and C 'Pertain to dictionary data itself, whereas. descriptions in
A pertain to data in the environment...



5.5.3.2 SeMantic Data in tM Dictionary

The-dita diCtionary system' should contain or point, to the

-semantics of ah,enterprise's data, including the enterprise,.

organizational, and data structure models appropriate to suppqrt-

ing an enterprise's database-applications. It should bethe sole

source of data definitiont for all systems in the environment. -In

gicontrist to most. of the-administrative aspects'of the DDS the

semantic data is intended to_diiSt in a foriethatcan be -used

directly by data processing applications and also be meaningful

to'the user.: Therefore, the dictionary becomes the link to

connect, users and applications prowses-to-informatiou-resources.

- -

Data seen as characteristic of the,semantic section of the

data diCtiOnaiyiare outlined below:

A. ScheMa
B. Subschema(s)
C. ' Storage:scheMa
D. DBk7schema
E. Location in storage.

F. Entity /attribute /relationship model (or redbrd/item/set,

y etc.)

The schema is adescription of thedatabase 'as viewed by its °

users and as 'processed bya.ditibase manager (software)..-

The subschemas-are compatible application views of a datapase.

The storage schema maps database data into a format to be

stored on a memory device.-

The DBA schema is the database manager's own view of the

- data under its stewardship.

The location Id-storage proyides a description of the

distribution of data items '

"fte. entity/ittribuieftelatioiship model documents the enter-

prise view °of data The view may be stated in terms of

entities, attributes and relations, records, items and sets,

base relations or any other appropriate group.of concepts.

Most of these dictionary items are traditionally viewed as a

part of a database management system; but-the group foresees a-

tighter interface between a Data Dictionary System and a DBMS.

Whether a schema resides in the dictionary or in a database under,

the control of a DBMS is an imPlementationstrategy that is

terial-to the task.of the group. However, the ps must

ow" where,the semant,i.c information resides. In addition to

g schemas available to- users and DBMSs, the DDS must



associate a schema with its users, applications and administra-
tive procedure, So, regardless of implementation, the. DDS and-the
database management system must be fully and functionally .

integrated.

5.5.3.3 Processing Data in the. DDS

The Data Dictionary System's-description of data should
include thkOrocesses that can-act on the data The most signif-
icantdepa ure of the group from the traditional view of a DDS
is that the. DDS contains processing information.

The processing infOrmation, under the:auspices of-the diction7
ary system can range froM the relatively mundane such as "use
this hashing algorithm", "to data semantics as represented by
program. segments (for example,."if a manager is requesting this
data item,.then summarize it and present the min, max, and average;
but if a processing program is requesting this item, give it all
the stored tate).

Data characteristic of the processing aspects of- the -data
dictionary system include:

A. ,,Required.inputs
B. Required ,outputs
C. Processing sequence.
:Dt Alternative processes
E Activation criteria for processing

A. The required inputs are the data items which are needed for
a process to begin.

The required outputs are the.data items which are produced
as a result of a proceas.

The processing sequence- '..Lists the appropriate order in which

to apply-the processes.

The alternative processes provide a conditional/3r structured
liat ofapplicable processing to be used in case of excepr
tional events that may =occur during the execution of A nOr= -
mal processing sequence.' .:

The activation criteria are exceptional events whichacti-
vate various processes: these,are similar to the "on
(condition)" constructs in languages like PL/I,

5.5"4 Dictionary-System Implementation

The group did not directly address dictionaly system imple7.
- .

Anentation iisues or-1'1er .6An-to.stste that functionality, not



implementation, was important -.in considering the role of the DDS.

For example the DDS processing section could explicitly conrain
programs, or simply contain references to programs that are
stored elsewhere: either way, the programs are .a functional part

of the DDS.

5.5.5 Conclusion.

.

Group IV approached the definition of 'the role of a data
-...

dictionary system by -first establishing what the dictionary °
system is. The previous sections outline this group's determina-
tion-of-the-DDS-as-an-integral-and-deicription-containing-part-of
the database environment. As the role of the DDS is insepar-=ir
able from the role of. the data e manager. That role. is best

summarized, as the planning, control, direction, and organization-
of the information resource. -
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Database design is accomplished in two distinct activities: -logical
design and physical.design. In simplistic terms, logical design is ',accomplished
without - regard to , performance, while physical deIdgb alternatives are
transparent to a user.:: Pragmatically, ,such alternatives: are rarely transparent
since they are generally reflected in. the-schema and impact the choice of
DML (at least as seen ;by the programmer). The considerations of a.-DDS are_,.
independent of the data model used as the DBMS basis..

The PhysicalDesign Working Committee addressed phy;s104 issues only
in the context otrthe Data Dictionary System IDDS): bOrrently--aveilable (or-

:icrojected) DDS's are incapable of systematically organizing data for all of the--
uses described below. This-section-does not indicate all of.the uses of f-a DDS
(e.g., DDL source gene.ration finerillanguage interpretatiOn, etc.).

To describe the
defined six physical da' User Requirement.s resporise time, record occurrences,

frequency of use,_ transactions, growth, privacp-requirements,:.
availability, logical design,- etc.

of the, DDS ,in physical design. the. committee
life cycle phases:

pliysical Design -- distribution, mappingi
simulation, analysis) prototyping,, design li
encoding; encryption, archiving, etc. --;

Implementation - design ...confirmation;' stress testing, data
validation, load, etc. . .

Operation.? - performance monitoring, maintaining integrity,
housekeeping, etc. °

- - _..

Evolution' - application' enrichment, -reevaluation,, usage shifts,
migration, restructuring, reolganizing,'ete. ,

-

End-game - termination, shift to a static entity..

These six pilases are not mutually exclusive in .time- and may reoccur
roughout -the life of a database. . .



For Puiposes of reference, four central concepts are-defined:

sr
'zt-- PhYsicaltatabase Desikii--

Physical _database deSign-is-the-proceiEr.of--specifYinuand- -maintaining
stored dita and.,,," atEibase- procedures." The primary goal o this process is
performance efficielicy within given constraints. Inputs to process- are:

. .

Anticipated database usage

Available. implementation techniques

Hardware and Software characteristics
.

Physical characteristics of the data

Logical datestructure.

Decisions- in the design process include

Storage mapping

Physical record size

Access path,selection

Clustering/partitioning of data

_Encoding/compression/encryption of data

Concurrency

Directory System(DDS)

e repository' of data defining/describing the entities (and
which constitute the _ information environment ;.: of the

Ales of such entities are: datakases, files, 'reeorda, data
ftsi re, users, reporiers, transactions,Wcurity profile.s,,locations,

ema, etc. In addition, a DDS contaidat data relatiye to_the form
sent of dattl. Some key aspects of a DDWitre:

°Its con ts include data about data(rnetadata).

--f:"Z11 The metacikta supporta ditabase and file design-decisions.

Metiiiiata ia 41 by PeoPle ahcfloy,systems:
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Restructuring is any change, in the 'ogle& design of the database.

Exam

A changing from a one-to-many to a many-to-many relationship.

,Adding_or_dehitm- ditaitem.

Reordering data iterns4 iti}in a record type:.

Changingaccess privileges.

Reorganizatibn is any Change in the physical organizatio-w-of the sto
. data. This should be invisible to end-users or application progrithmers,..excepta,

via performance._ Examples:

Changing-froin hashini to inCiexing.

Eliminatif overflows in4an LSAM file.

Moving to a new physical device.

'Changing' riti,tiveendita compression and non-compression.
w.

;Note that aif"--cliiii% : logical designs will usually result in physical
2-A

"...changes,' while physical changeirpay or may not restiltIn-logical changes. 7.

6.2 REQUIREMENTS - METADATA REQUIRED IN DDS".

The . DD for a : new database: is initially .'ereated2sluring
requirements ,definitin; phase using the logical deSign componenf.§1.(Entities,.
Elements,. and RelatiOnthips) as its basic _input data. 'During the life cycle of
the database, data about the logical= elements and their physicitl counterparts
will be systematically' captured and organized ,within the DDS. During; thiis; -,
initial phase, -data is collected from external sources (i.e., .not 'froin databa.se
operations). :Such sources- include user design specifications, desigri-;

assumptions, statistical front existing systems/files, etc. -;15.--

ti

During this phase of design, the .ethOtisis is on how data will be'use4'
w much data exist -(or will exist), perfoithance requirethents, and operational

environment. -It is importantto note that the data about data which are to be
collected are the same as those 'requested in the non-DDS- environment. The
distinction involves recognition of the need to systemiticailisbrganiie the

r , data in both htinitth and machine readable form.



During the generation of the logical- design (an input to physic
design), metadata is captured about -the four basic database component.
entities, elements, _relationships and subschemas - (user reeived virtual

'recor* The DDS must be , capable of representing ata about these .
'components in human and machine useable form& The meta jrta needed are:

C

Logical Data Entity

Occurrence volume
Growth rate addition; Frequency /Cycle
Growth ratkdeletion: Frequency-
SizeAtotal of element sizes -- can be-generated)
Aket*.vrivil es (C4., read,add, delete)
Ftrini4-14:0y(s) _

Priv
cements: (e.g., within':

frequiremeas (e.g., fast nse required)
how.long to keep) business and external

.
--

Irn2at(s) by frequency (may relate to operationY
describettby.,element

4 Integrity rules (e.g:, values*04006)
Privacy requirements (rilated to 'users)
Number- of :c4stinct values (size of domain) and growth rate (e.g.,
1s10)* g

Modification selection operation(s)
Access privileges (e.g., read; modify)
Description of identifying characteristic of element -

(e.g.,, identifier/non-identifier)
Availability requirements(constraining requirement).
CotAVaint (business and external)

Logical Data Relationship

'Owner
'Member(s)
.Average size of'set/member type
Maximum size of set/member type
Minimum size of set/membe
Median size of setTmember
Pre u c istrib ion tyPe/corint"
Growth rate/member type
Addition-

.

Deletion-
Modifid*'

new entities
entities

of sefoceurrence membership
.



Logical Operation Against. Virtual Record

TYpele.g., access, addition, deletion, modification):
-7-1) non-Rey, 2) key, .-3) relationship key

Frequency per cycle
Piocessing-mode-(e.g.,-batch-or-interactive)
Response constraint (e.g., time) with prioritymay vary with user
Sub-schemm entity and elements (attributes)
Access type (e.g., sequential; serial; random; relationShip(s)
with sequence-- with elements' for sequence, no prime-Re
elements)
Purpose (e.g., to prIallbe standard cost; to generate bank
Number of virtual records expected in response

Notes 1) All terms are used generically
-2) Only factors which may be needed for physical --

database design included
3) Some factdrsiwlll-mot affect:physical datiffase design

with all DBMSt
4) Not all factors are developed. to--the same level. of. .

detail (e.g., privacy is not detailed, logical operhtion
needs more development and checidngdof -idet?.$)e.

6.3 PHYSICAL-DATABASE DESIGN PHASE

There are*merous decisions and actions reqyired to arrive at
.physiCal database dtsign which will efficiently support a logical database
design. The basic objective of physical database design is physical" grouping
and placement' of data which 'efficiently supports ,specified and projected dii,t_aa,

,storage and retrieval while observing established requitemlents and-, `-"'

constraints. It should be noted that there = ally several possible physical
database designs which can satisfy the, sam logic database design.

Three major- subphases of the p 'cal:, tabase design process are
identified below. The development s base- with the decisions and
actions leading to a specific design. Th :Aloe on subphase addresses the
distribution and placement of records within the available storitg$4ace. The
vali4lation subphise. is concerned with specifying or 6-legman/tag Arocedures --
leading toward validation of the, physical database; i.e.--oes the design satisfy
the requirements and observe the constraint's. ch

.



63.1 Design Development

'6.3.1.1" Distributed Vs. Non-distributed. Affects design at highest level
since, in a distributed system, all the physical aspects of a database' are "`

represented at each nodeof the network. Data needed for distributEd design
include the same data as needed for non-distributed database deem and, in
addition, include external requirements for data disfbution:

a

number,of nodes in the network

data description at each node

size of database (record.occtuTenCes) at each node

frequency data regarding the source and object Prodessing

6.3.1.2 Concurrency: This addressesheAssnieS:_.-of.-twoo:.iiiiii*-f-:
accessing data simultaneously.: These issues -arise posSible.,Co
befween users who*ig,attempting to:'update or modify the saineisa
physical databaie the concurrency issue may lead
partitioning and datteliick-O0tr.:-.0 avoid contextual conflict. L Metadata .

to support analysis ancfdecislOt making here are:

user versus data usage

mode of use (update vs. retrieval only)

- frequency of use

6.3.1:3 Storage/Access Methods. This area -deals with the tion of basic
methods for organizing, storing. and retrieving of data.. Da organizations
include sequential, direct, indexed and linked. Many varizttions of these
techniques exist and are in common usage. The type of data nedNelpto support
decisions in selecting storage/iccess methods include:

6.3.1.3.1 Storage frequency and type.

insert/update

sequencing requirements (e.g., by key value, within set)

6.3.1.3.2 Retrieval frequency and type.

retrieval of records in a specified sequence 4-
.-t

retrieval 4all a. part of a set

boolean operations

.71t2r- at.



Type
structure.

-frequeneY of anticipated changes to the logical data

'6.3.1.4 Selected Design. Limits. This area---deals with the establishment of
"self-imposed" design limits.,such as maximum_ numbers of record instances, a
stipulate maximum deg ve orstructuredizointilexity,-pointer-sizeraximum-
field sizes, key sizes, etc. The type of_meea=data needed for this area would

_ include: . . 1

,

frequency and numbers .of transactions or accesses byrecords
-.data classes

estimated. it umber of unique key values

ttileratio of da.tabase en o defined relationships

estimated storage requirementi by database record type or data
class

6.3.1.5 Hardware/Software Constraints: . There y be-iiiiinerOtis'cOnstraints
imposed to -reform the design of a physicaldatabase y the computer hardware .

and supporting system level software. The most .0 vious hardWare constraints
include Direct Access Storage Device (DASD) type- and number, . as well as
:numbers. of channels. These constraints serve. to bound the extent to Which
data allocation can be accomplished across differilit DASD for efficiency of
access purposes.. The nmt, significant software constraints are those related
to the DBMS used to implement the design...,,EXamples of software Constraints
that can:Ainbact .physical database design include ,,page- or block size range,
Maximum umbers of record -occurrences in a file or data class,: maximum
numbers -o .record types, maximum number of relationships between record ..aff
.types of data classes: The types of metaditta needed would include: 6

catalog of hardware constraints

catalog 'a. software constraints

Expansion Factors. ,This .a.reeaddresses the problem of arriving at a
ppytical database design whose. realization is capable of gracefully expanding

4/10-1-aCcommodate. more data of the same or a different type. This impaits the
deel-sions on flip loading, partitionthgr,elustering, and access methods: Data
iteeded to support cltions on expansion factors include: -

identification of data types, data occurrences and data inapt)"
which are subject to expanske

the er of.1agnitude of expansion of each of these items

16a



Record Size: area. addresses
"th-..--_-__;.7,,determinnig the s e o the physical record- e datalfasA.aysitem s

unit of -storage and retrieval to/from secondiirrie media. Liiiittation.s
-may be imposed by the _database system _of..-3tifidcondary storage. Large.

PhYsical.,- records (blocks)' may restrict the nu-mber concurrent.ly available, in

-_ main storage While redUcing the-need to transfer.blocics. The physical record
-design-decisiaLls-basecl-eli-tilese-faetorsIlltd:

_

of data. iieeded to satisfy.a retrieval request
. _

- .

probability-o cessing more than one record in a block

block loading density

efficiency'of the secondary storage system
. .

6.3.1.8 Partitioning. Segmenting a record'type into two or more subrecord
types is record partitioning. Partitioning -a file of records into two or more
subfiles is file partitioning. Record and file partitioning may occur for
performance or privacy/security reasons. Input to a partition decision process
may include:

At trite and subfile reference frequencies

Attribute length and subfile sites

Attribute and subfile privacy/security constraints

6:3.1.9 Clustering., Intra file clustering involves the Selection of a key on
which records of a file are to be sequenced. Interfild clustering involves
placing records of one file (e.g., member records) physically close or adjacent_;
to records of another file (e:g., owner reco . , Input' to the clustering
decision processim . - 4 -

Operations on single--Atiles and 'lithe frequenCies of tt-....---,-e,
---,..,operations; operations on.'interfile linkages and the frequenclea'7:-

7 ,.
-.-4: -fr4.7-.,4:.-.of these operations; .

List orkeys thlt are candidates fOr intra file clustering.

6.3.1.10 Mappini--:

6.3.1./0.1 Definition of Mappintil: ,;..A4 "specification of how- objects and
operations. at cone revel of, abstraction correspond to objects and operations at
another level; of abstraction: Examples of levels are: user leyel (external
schema), logieal level (conceptual schema), and physical 'level (internal:
schema). Examples of objects are entities, relationships, attributes, pages,
and Pointeis. Examples of operations are "find owner" and "follow pointer."

Top7down..;:database design involves; designing logical objects and then
mapping them,. into praSical objets .based Upon performance criteria, etc. The
DDS should-documenfthe rirapptig.

41"
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6.3.1.10.2 Definition of Physical Data Independence:- The ability to

-change the physical database design while preserving the original logi-

. cal- databaai design by changipg the logical- physical mappihg-

6.3.1.11- Recovery and Restart. This area concerns the physical.ditabase

design issues relative to insuring that the database, either-in whole or

_ in part, can:be recovered and restarted within the required time frame.-

Physical- database level desi-gn------a-ctivitiesthat-can-be-influenced-,-by

recovery/restart donsiderationa include data partitioning and planned

data redundancy. Recovery and restart requireMeints are established for

data classes with respect to users. The basic question to be Answered

is, "How long can a user afford to.be without data support?" The_answer

establishes the maximum time frame within which -recovery and .:restart

024at be accomplished. Metadata needed to.support physical design-deci-

sions related to recovery and restart include:

- -

maximum 0:6thiiit a data class can be unavailable :

identification-Of data. clasies that constitute minimum working.
sets of data classes, shah'_ that all- data .classes of the set-muS

be available for effective processing to take place

'6.3.2 :hysical Allocation

6.3.2.1.SAde Constraint. Information on the available storage space is:

necessary to support decisions on the allocation and distribution of the

data class occurrences across the available DASD. This inlprmation. is

constantly- changin$rasthe available DASD Capacity' changes:due to allo

cation and.dea4ocation actions. Meta41F:neededhere include: X ."

.number-of data-classes (sets) that can be defined fo-n,each.DASD

unit

available Apace for data storage for, each DASD-unit'

?pace Allocation. This involves the assignment of files to

storage ..mesaia ..and the allocation of storage space for. these file A

goal%of.spacedllocation is to achieve an efficient and balanced-_utili-

zatiop of available storage devices# Input to the space;alloda

cess may include:

.... Size of each file

growth rate of each file
-

-
. access: frequencies of each' file.;

storage capadity of each device

-150-
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6.3.3 Predictive Validation.
Analytic models, simulation models, and prototype databases are tools that are
used as design aids. Each has its strengths and 'weaknesses!. Predictive .

validation involves the use of these tools to confirm that_the specific design
constraints have been satisfied. ,

6.3.3.1 Analytic.. Models. Analytic models are efficient design tools.
Y.quations-tharestimate pert6rTiranteinditatibris are defiae'-'-tiri-dc-an,fftnrnost----
circumstances, be 'evaluated efficiently. Analytic models have been developed
to simplify decisions concerning partitioning, clustering, .physical record size,
and concurrency,. among others. The greatest limitation of analytic models is
that many problems are too complex to be addresied using analytic
techniques. In such cases, simulation and prototyping. may be used. Input_to
analytic models may include:

Logical aata csqucture and its descriptive- charieteristics (e.g.,
number Of entia of a particular type)

Transactions. that are to be processed and transaction. frequency

Simulation is a powerful tool for validating physicaldesigns. It can
used to access global feasibility (i.e., will the implemented des",:" meet- the
Vroceisint and storage "requirements). Typically, simulation is ,:to predict

---the behavior of coMplex :,:systems. Simulation experiments : designed to
demonstrate the performance of database systems under various conditions of

."4 propessirig load, logical and.-; physical' data organizations and database size.
Data-needed to support the simulation of a physical design include:.

_Ana; logical data structure
.

the physical data organization

*-

6.3.3.2 Prototype Approach. This area. deals . with the design and
specification of a prototype, based Method. for Validating that ii1-4:#157sical
database design satisfies the established rdtjuirements and obseives the,
stipulated constraints. A prototype based validation process is one that
includes database load, database maintenance and databaie use (basically
applications software/i4Oftware as well as a representative database. The
objective of the use or the software with respect to the prototype database is
to demonstrate that all requir-ed data types and relationships are created and
useable for generating the needed information.

transactions to be processed

the DBMS software

placement of data on; secondary storage
$



-
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. ,

=t1The prototype database does not haveto-be equivalent to the

-pected 'live. data With .respect to quantity orvolUme of data.'-

have to be logically equivalent tothe live - database. : Thismeaas':that

each .tnique data value and combination of logiCal conditions-should be

represented. The metadata needed to support :this area include.:

..Iogical..dsta,structure*.0eaitLnglogicalentities-and relation =

ships

4
entity keys used for identification4eference and cross

epee ,

..

refer-,

response requirements by data class and-operation--

'report requirements

. "transactions that must be processable

access=bontrol,---privacy, and security requirements

6.4 IMPLEMENTATION

his is the phase where the user loads the database that' has been
.

log ally and physically designedin: other. words, the "moment-of-

truth."

6.4.1 Conversion Plan t'

Whether converting from manual records, standard files, or another DBMS,'

it is essential to have worked out a conversion plan for the data in ad-

vance (see Data Base Directions: The Conversion Problem, NBS:,:=Special

Publication 500ZW77 ,

6.4.2 Data Dictionary System Assistance
Whether an active or passive DDS is in use, the DDS shoUld INglect in7

fomilp.on aboutthe new database design, 'and possibly, theTolder'design.

ilieltnow; the DDS can provide La road map for .implementation. In the

future, as 'Ronald 44 Ross asks in Data Dictionaries and Data

Administration: Concepts and .Practices for Data Resource Management

tember-17, 1980, pp4x3 .7), why shouldn't4t.be:possible to use an ac-
(AMACOM, 19811' in Computerworld, Vol. XIV, Mo. 38, Sep--

ac-

tive DDS system dire64iy.forassistaiace in the automatic installa4onof

the .database.

6.4.3 Prototyping
Just as the physical design of the database can be tested and ':-modified,-

during the designA)hase,.so can the initial implementation itself -be

prototype. There are many examples of7interactivedecision.support sys-.
terns' and _"user ifriendly" database management systems, Usuaily.for

smalldr-scale databasesi.where efficient performance is not as important

a. consideration as fast implementation. -In these instances, the proto-

type may turn out.tobe-d.satisfactory final-solution. --

.



data structure_ lncleases or the sheer physical size of a
Leads. to-a-comeWatiysicaliarrangement, something more
necessary. For-viample, a test database, re,presenting

database,,,*ight be' .established and tested before a
it loaded.

tibiLdf_the_Design
Satisfactory performance of a prototype, a test database or a -complete
database in 9. production system environment is necessary to validate the
physical design of the database. 'Despite the claims of. vendori, the hopes of
in-house technicians and the results of today's analytical or simulation Rodels,
it is not until final implementation that users know they" have-Sticceeded.
Unfortunately, except for quickly initalled prototypes, it is usuallfvery costly

--and time-consuming to get to the ithplenientation phase. It can be disastrous
to get this far only to find that one must go through a major redesign to obtain
adequate response times 'or avoid intitalling 20 additional disk drives beyond
the 10 -estimated: Often, by thia time there are waiting application
development teams and'users who will be extremely unhappy at further delay.

6.4.6 Data Validation 4

The process of loilding a database may turn up significant discrepancies from
information gathered during the Requirements phase. It can be most
embarrassing to discover at the last minute that there are, in fact, twice as
many vendors 'as..plinned- or duplicate names or codes or simply .that;-the old
data is "dirtk'L or full of obsolete codes. Again, gOod systems aniyils- work
during the Requirement phase and. Physical Design phase can help minimize.
discrepancies: Additionally, in today's data processing environments, users
may find it wolthwhile to make statistical or editing runs against the data
prior to conversion (or even prior to Physical Design), using tools such as -
general purpose .file management utilities. Since some of today's DDS's
already provide for limited statistics and data item editing criteria, it would
seem possible in the- future to .establish. and use such info'rmation in a better
organized, more addihatio waY" with the DDSs during the Requirements and-
Physical Design phases,. Also, if the future state of the art someday allows-us
to achieve automatieqdadingof the database using the DDS, we might
reasonably expect "edit' current with loading."

!'6.4.7 Stress Testing
When a new database has ii4e.ellyidadetibbut befpre it has been fully turned over
to -operations, it may be rilVisiOr., onduct a stress testespecially where
on-line response times ,are)&: itiCal or for a cdmplex or very large database.
For this, the designei/inpiementor should pre-plan with end-users and
operations a high volume test of transagtions oriconcurrent terminals' access
of_ihe database. The idea is to flush 13ut inherent performance problems and
take corrective action before going "live."

.
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6.4.8 Confirmation
While the :data -and physical d can ways suggested abovec,-_-
final confirmetion of :successful m ce cannot: be-made until
the database has been operation_ uction . environment for an,
appropriate length o time. Perform measures ati-ould be pre-established,
with users' and Operations" prior agreement sothatiater on,:in'the Operations
phase, the Monitoring activity will have something to compare .itgainst.
Establish-the-measums-before-going_____Iiv te_t_to_a_void_the_proble.nint_a_!_mi
target" as users become more familiar with performanee characteristics and
capabilities. 3 n the future, it would be desirable to have It new generation DDS -
with the capability,,of carrying both expected performance measures and
monitored performance results, so- that exception reports could be directed to
t)e DBA for investigation and corrective action:

6.5 OPERATIONS

This phase of the database lifecyc4 islhe period of operational use in
meeting the nee& of the enterprise. If the databisels-au&essful, this will be
by far the longest phase. During this phase the physical characteristics of the
databaie and the way it is used (i.e., the user's view of, virtual records) will
continuously and gradually change. , This implies the, need to continuously
monitor perfofmance and its physical attributes, to systematically collect and
Organite Ihese data, and to selectively adjust the physical database design.
Note° thAsuch -changes in physical characteristics are not uniforre across
either -- logical or physical subsets of the databate: The panel recognized the

-

DDS as the logical l-mechanism for organizing. thete measurements. of .physical
attributes. _,
6.5.1 Gathckring_Perallemance Data

Who invokes the gathering? (DBA, automatic)

When invoke the gathering? (always,. sometimes).

Wilt gather, and how? -Rz

- ..

Compare actual characteristics of data-and usage with Phase
estimates.

ief
Grarinlarity of measurement.

What is overhead of gathering?
stc,

6.5.2 Aggregating 'Performance Data

How?

Time' granularity.



6.5.3 -ReportinePerformance Data

-.Who invoke-s-lhe reporting-? (DBA, automatic)
.

How present? (machihe-readable and human-readable)

Who has access to-data?

- 6.5.4 Analyzing Performance Data

What' hleasUres of performance?

. Compare with desired/pridicted perfOrmehee.

Database perforinance vs. whole system performance.

How determine what caused a given aspect of performance?

6.5.5 Performing Maintenance

Who invokes the maintenance? (DBA, automatic)

Invoke undd what circumstances? (periodic (e.g., ISAM), upon
demand (e.g., VSAM) )

V.

How perform? (incremental (e.g., VSAM), Offline unload&eload
or copy (e.g., ISAM),

arch topic) )
itreie in-place (e.g., an .,IDMS'

concurrently with.

:Note: 4-Most Of this applies also to one-shot reorganization
(definitional changesdin eVolution phase).

.!

6.5.6 'DDS Usage..
The DDS is the vehicle for documenting the, answers to 'some of these
questions: .

Document: Desired perfqrmance from Phase I
Predicted performance from Phase II
Actual performance from this phase
Estimated characteristics of data and usage from Phase
Actual characteristics Of data and usage from this:phase.

6.6 EVOLUTIOW`:

Ifiqually any requirenlent in Phase I can change. This may require d.

logical redesign (restructuring) or it may require just physical redesign
(reocganiiationg

0.4



Poor perfot.imance may.. re
through the cycle of re- implem
discussion focuses upon physical

al redenign. We, th ntinue
haps) and new operation., This

Different types of evolution, in different cireurnstances, have.A,
different degrees of difficulty. Physical data independence eases the problems
of reorganization, since users and applications afie unaffected (except via
performance changes). Without physical data independence, reorgnnization to
improve performance can affect apOC-atilins, thus requiting potentially-costly
modification. This modification can range from recompilation to
reprogramming. -

As an example' of evolution, suppose that in an energy. shortage, a
company decides that it must access personnel records by home zip code for
the purpose of forming car pools. To aecomPlish this efficientlyv the DBA
decides to create a new secondary index. Depending upon the DBMS, the
difficulty of doing this ranges from (1) adding a new table to (2) recompiling
existing tables and re-loading the database.

, Ws another example, adding a new application or changing the
frequency of execution of an existing application may result in . a new

, performance-bottleneck, ,which Nieh requires reorganization.'
.

. T=:

6.6.1 'Definition of Two Types of Reorganization
°

6.6.1.1 One Shot Reorganization. Change 'definition of data; not performed
repeatedly (at least not for a database whose characteristics are stable).
Examples: Change froill indexing to hashing; move to a new device.

-6 .s.Maintenance. Change just occurrences, not- definitions. Perfornied-
y (Periodically or upon demand). EXamples: eliminate overflow in

VSAM split; compact to recover space.

6.7 END GA.ME-

At some point in the life of a database;, operations will eventually be
shifted (partially or in total) to a distinctly different meChanism, (a e or-
anotheredatabase).- This is a conversion similar to the originating con ersion
and as such it is necessary to establish correspondence between the old d the
new data forrhs.

.

.
An analogous conversion process- wlil normally be initiated at the

outset of ,,the operational phase; specifically, data archiyal. The-distinction
between these two types of conversion is subtle - totality:versus *selectivity.
In those rare instances when data is no longer captured the end-game archiving
of data is, in fact, a total conversion.



Itemg forconsideration relatitre9to the termination of a system:

Graceful exit

retention of Records (interned, externid)

e,4Retention of record format
-7,14.1r

AccessibUity.otreaprtis

Retention of access progrims' .41,

pact on other systems

Changes to -structure to support unew7,retrieval frequencies

Entities /Attributes rektted to the dent se o! a' *tem:

10.Users

Retention time for data

- System-requirements (operating system, DBMS, etc.)
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